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ABSTRACT

The application in the automotive industry of the as-cast AM50 alloy (Mg-5.0
wt.%Al-0.3 wt.%Mn) has been limited by its low creep resistance at elevated temperatures.
Permanent mold cast (PM) Mg-Al-Ca alloys with calcium additions (0 ~ 2.0 wt.%) were
investigated in this study due to their potential for improving the high temperature creep
strength.
The microstructures of the die cast (DC) or PM AM50 alloys consisted of an
intergranular p~Mgi7Ali2 phase surrounded by a region of Al-rich eutectic a-Mg phase,
sometimes with attached AlsMns particles. In this study, significant grain refinement was
observed in the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys with Ca addition to the AM50 alloy. The grain refining
effect was confirmed by quantitative image analysis through measurement of the secondary
dendrite arm spacing (SDAS). The intergranular phases in Mg-Al-Ca alloys with 0.5 or 1.0
wt.% Ca were p-MgnAlu and (Al, Mg)2Ca phases. As the Ca addition was increased to 1.5
wt.% Ca, the p-Mgi7Ali2 phase was completely replaced by a (Al, Mg)2Ca phase.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results showed that the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase
was thermally more stable than the p-Mgi7Ali2 phase, which contributed to the better creep
strength of the Mg-Al-Ca alloys. The change in heating/cooling rates played an important
role in the redistribution of alloying elements and the dissolution or precipitation of the
eutectic phases in the as-cast Mg alloys during DSC runs.
The micro-and nano-scale hardness and composite modulus of the PM Mg-Al-Ca

alloys increased with increasing Ca content, and the indentation size effect (ISE) was also
observed in the as-cast Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys. PM AC52 alloy (Mg-5.0wt.%A12.0wt.%Ca) was a much more creep resistant alloy than other Mg-Al-Ca alloys with lower
iii
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Ca contents because of the higher solute content in the primary a-Mg in the as-cast state and
also because of the presence of nano precipitates within the primary a-Mg. The size and
volume fraction of the precipitates and the solute content within the primary a-Mg of the
AC52 alloys were related to the different solidification rates, which directly influence the
nano indentation creep strength of the alloys.

iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Magnesium alloys are attractive for application in the automotive, aerospace and
other industries [1]. The low density of magnesium, only two thirds that of aluminum and
less than one quarter that of iron, leads to relatively high specific stiffnesses and specific
strengths for magnesium alloys. As a result, the use of Mg alloys in the automotive industry
continues to grow in response to legislative requirements to reduce the weight of vehicles by
substituting heavy ferrous structures with light Mg alloy components.
Some large structural components, such as steering wheels, transmission housings
and engine blocks, can now be successfully obtained by substituting magnesium alloys for
these components [2, 3]. Some of these components, which have complex shapes, can be cast
by permanent mold casting, and particularly by high-pressure die casting, which achieves a
near-net-shape component in one manufacturing step and allows rapid production rates.
Because of its low heat content per unit volume, magnesium is particular suitable for highpressure die casting.
Conventional magnesium casting alloys have been based essentially on the Mg-Al
system, with additions of Zn, Mn and, in some cases, Si. As an example, the commercial
structural AZ91 alloys (Mg-9.0wt.%Al-1.0wt.%Zn), which have good castability, mechanical
properties and corrosion resistance, are widely used in the automotive industry. However,
due to the rapid degradation of the mechanical properties at elevated temperatures, especially
the creep resistance, applications of these alloys are limited to specific components, which
operate at temperatures below 150 °C [1]. Although the high temperature mechanical
properties can be improved by adding Si to the Mg-Al base alloys, e.g. alloy AS21 (Mg-
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2.0wt.%Al-1.0wt.%Si), the castability of the alloy deteriorates [4]. Previous work shows that
an improvement in microstructure and mechanical properties, including creep resistance, can
be achieved by the addition of rare earth elements to Mg alloys [5]. However, the cost of
these alloys is somewhat higher than for conventional magnesium alloys. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to develop relatively low-cost as-cast magnesium alloys with
sufficient elevated temperature strength. Ca is a relatively inexpensive alloying element, and
the addition of Ca to Mg-Al alloys, such as AM50, can significantly modify and refine the
as-cast microstructure of the alloys [6], reduce the oxidation during melting, and significantly
improve the mechanical properties at room or elevated temperatures [7, 8]. While a large
amount of room and high temperature macro-mechanical property data had been reported for
the as-cast AM50 and Mg-Al-Ca alloys, there are little information relating the
microstructure to local mechanical properties. A comprehensive understanding of the
relationships between alloying additions, microstructure and the micro- and nano
mechanical properties for these Mg alloys need to be developed.
This study, therefore, focuses on understanding the solidification process and the
evolution of the microstructure in Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca cast alloys after solidification and heat
treatment. The relationships that exist between the microstructure and the micro- and nano
mechanical properties of die cast Mg-Al and permanent mold cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys have been
studied using micro- and nano-indentation systems at room temperature. Important
microstructural changes during DSC run have also been investigated in order to correlate the
microstructural evolution and phase transformation with calorimetric kinetics.
The structure of this dissertation consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 has provided a
general background of as-cast Mg alloys, and the objective of this thesis. Chapter 2 is the
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literature review, which overviews the composition, microstructure and mechanical
properties of as cast AZ, AM, AS, and AE alloys (In the ASTM designation Mg alloys are
identified by these alloying elements: A - aluminum; E - rare earths; M - manganese; S silicon; Z - zinc). A review of important kinetic transformation changes that occur during
DSC runs and the application of indentation technique in studying the local mechanical
properties of materials is also included in Chapter 2. The experimental procedures used in the
present study are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 reports the results on the effect of section
thickness on the microstructure of high pressure die cast AM50 alloy. The microstructure of
permanent mold cast AM50 alloy and the effect of calcium content on the refinement of
permanent mold cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys are summarized in Chapter 5. The results of the
kinetic transformations, which occur in Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys during DSC runs, are
reported in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, indentation-testing results are presented. Chapter 8
summarizes the overall work, and Chapter 9 provides suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Magnesium casting alloys
With a density of two-thirds that of aluminum and only slightly higher than that of
fiber-reinforced plastic, combined with excellent mechanical and physical properties as well
as processability and recyclability, magnesium alloys are the obvious choice for light-weight
designs. Because of their good castability, magnesium alloy castings can be produced by
nearly all of the conventional casting methods including sand, investment, permanent and
pressure die casting [9].
Cast magnesium alloys may be divided into two major groups: the zirconium-free
alloys which mainly include Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Zn systems and the zirconium containing
casting alloys with RE, Ag and Y as the primary additions. The strengthening mechanisms of
magnesium alloys include grain refinement, solid solution strengthening, precipitation and
dispersion hardening [9,10].
2.1.1 Alloying magnesium alloys
Like most other metals, magnesium is rarely used in its pure form. Alloying is used to
improve virtually all properties of magnesium for both wrought and cast products.
Magnesium has a hexagonal lattice structure and has an atomic diameter that allows for solid
solubility with a wide range of elements. Apart from cadmium, most binary alloys including
magnesium form eutectic or peritectic systems [10]. The principal goal of alloying is to make
specific improvements to the alloy’s properties. Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of
solid solutions and precipitates of binary magnesium alloy systems [11].
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Table 2.1 Binary magnesium alloy systems [11]
Max.
Melting
System

Solubility

Max. Solubility

Phase

System

Melting
Phase

Point (°C)
wt.%

at.%

Mg-Al

12.7

11.6

M gnA ln

402

Mg-Ca

0.95

0.58

Mg2Ca

Mg-Sc

25.9

15.9

Mg-Mn

2.2

Mg-Zn

Point (°C)
wt.%

at.%

Mg-Sm

5.8

0.99

Mg62Sm

--

714

Mg-Gd

23.5

4.53

Mg6Gd

640

MgSc

--

Mg-Tb

24.0

4.57

Mg24Tb5

-

1.0

Mn

1245

Mg-Dy

25.8

4.83

Mg24Dy5

610

8.4

3.3

MgZn

347

Mg-Ho

28.0

5.44

Mg24Ho5

610

Mg-Ga

8.5

3.1

Mg5Ga2

456

Mg-Er

32.7

6.56

Mg24Er5

620

Mg-Y

12.0

3.6

Mg24Y5

620

Mg-Tm

31.8

6.26

Mg24Tm5

645

Mg-Zr

3.6

0.99

Zr

1855

Mg-Yb

3.3

0.48

Mg2Yb

718

Mg-Ag

15.5

4.0

Mg3Ag

492

Mg-Lu

41.0

8.80

Mg24Lu5

--

Mg-In

53.2

19.4

Mg3In

484

Mg-Hg

3.0

0.4

Mg3Hg

508

Mg-Sn

14.85

3.45

Mg2Sn

770

Mg-Tl

60.5

15.4

Mg5Tl2

413

Mg-Ce

0.74

0.13

M g12Ce

611

Mg-Pb

41.7

7.75

Mg2Pb

538

Mg-Pr

1.7

0.31

M g12Pr

585

Mg-Bi

8.85

1.12

Mg3Bi2

821

Mg-Nd

3.6

0.63

Mg^Ndj

560

Mg-Th

5.0

0.49

Mg23Th6

772

The most common alloying elements are aluminum, zinc, silicon, manganese,
zirconium, yttrium, rare earth elements and calcium. Copper, nickel, and iron are considered
harmful impurities that need to be controlled properly to insure the quality of magnesium
alloys [10,12]. An aluminum addition to magnesium alloys improves the fluidity of molten
magnesium alloys, making magnesium-aluminum alloys prime candidates for die casting. In
Mg-Al-Zn alloys, an increase in aluminum content increases the yield strength but decreases
the ductility [13]. A hard eutectic P-MgnAl^ phase is formed by aluminum with magnesium,
which contributes to both hardness and brittleness/ductility of as-cast Mg-Al alloys. The
supersaturated solid solution produced by rapid solidification enables solid solution
strengthening to play a significant role in determining the strength of all the die cast Mg-Al
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alloys. Manganese is used primarily to enhance corrosion resistance. Silicon can improve
creep resistance by forming Mg2Si precipitates. Silicon may have a detrimental effect on the
corrosion properties [9]. Zinc also improves fluidity and castability, but hot cracking and
microporosity can be caused by high additions of zinc. Zinc strengthens the alloys by solid
solution and precipitation strengthening [10, 12]. Zirconium is used in aluminum or
manganese free magnesium alloys to provide improved room temperature and elevated
temperature mechanical properties through grain refinement. Zirconium also reduces the
tendency towards microporosity [10, 14], Yttrium is used to improve high temperature creep
resistance through age hardening and corrosion resistance. Rare earth additions including
cerium, lanthanum, neodymium, gadolinium, and praseodymium can improve high
temperature strength, and creep resistance, and reduce casting porosity [10], but they also
result in susceptibility to oxidation problems during melting and casting. The addition of
calcium has the potential to improve the creep resistance of Mg-Al based alloys due to the
replacement of the MgnAln phase by more stable Laves phases [7].
2.1.2 Mechanical properties of die cast Mg-Al alloys
Table 2.2 is a summary of typical mechanical properties of die cast Mg-Al alloys at
room temperature [15-18].
Table 2.2 Typical room temperature mechanical properties of die cast Mg-Al alloys [15-18] *
Alloy

AZ91

AM60

AM50

AM20

AS41

AS21

AE42

Tensile Yield Stress (TYS), MPa

148

123

116

94

130

120

130

Elongation, %

6.6

12

14

16

10

12

13

Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS), MPa

248

247

237

206

240

230

237

* The data in Table 2.2 are mean values obtained from 6 mm round tensile test bars cast in a cold chamber
machine with a gauge length o f 50 mm.
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Although its ductility is the lowest, the AZ91 alloy has superior room temperature
mechanical properties compared to all the other alloys included in Table 2.2. The AM series
alloys exhibit an increased ductility compared to AZ91 while showing a decrease in yield
strength and UTS. AM20 has higher elongation than AM60 as a result of the decrease in A1
content. AS21 has been reported to have a yield stress of 120 MPa and a UTS of 230 MPa in
Table 2.2 [15]. The tensile properties of AS21 are slightly lower than reported values for
AS41 which is consistent with a decrease in room temperature strength with decreasing
aluminum content [16, 17]. The ductility of die cast AS21 is clearly higher than that of
AZ91. AS21 had the best combination of castability, room temperature mechanical
properties and high temperature stress relaxation properties for applications in transmission
housings with service temperatures reaching 150 °C [18]. Both the yield strength and the
UTS of AE42 are close to those of AS41 and lower than those of AZ91. However, AE42
exhibits improved ductility over AS41 and AZ91, and its ductility compares well to that of
AM50 or AM60.

2.1.3 Mg-Al alloy systems
2.1.3.1 Mg-Al-Zn alloys
The Mg-Al binary system is the origin of the most commonly used magnesium
casting alloys. Alloys in the Mg-Al system are used in more than 95% of all magnesium
castings and Mg-Al alloys, with or without zinc, such as AZ91 (Mg-9Al-lZn-0.2Mn, wt.%)
and AM60 (Mg-6Al-0.2Mn, wt.%) and AM50 (Mg-5Al-0.3Mn, wt.%) are the principal die
casting magnesium alloys for room temperature applications [16]. Fig. 2.1 shows the Mg-Al
binary phase diagram [19].
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Fig. 2.1 Mg-Al binary phase diagram [19].
The maximum solubility of Al in Mg ranges from about 2.1 wt.% at 25 °C to 12.7
wt.% at the eutectic temperature of 437 °C. Under equilibrium solidification conditions, the
composition of aluminum should be higher than 12.7 wt.% before any eutectic P-MgnAln
phases appear in the microstructure. However, based on experimental investigations on the
microstructure of the as-cast Mg alloys, the die cast Mg-Al alloys solidify under the non
equilibrium conditions. Usually, two distinct phases are observed in the microstructure of
gravity or die cast AZ91 alloys [20-22], which are the primary a-Mg phase in a dendritic
form along with interdendritic eutectic phases of a-Mg and p-MgnAli2. A discontinuous PMgnAln phase is often observed in the microstructure of AZ91 cast at slow cooling rates
[23]. A small amount of a ternary phase containing zinc, with a much lower melting point
than the P-MgnAli2, has also been observed in AZ91 [24]. It has also been suggested that the
composition of the p-MgnAln in AZ91 differs slightly from that present in Mg-Al alloys
without zinc such that the composition of this eutectic phase in AZ91 is better represented by
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Mgn(Al, Zn)i2 [25]. Phases containing manganese are also present throughout the
microstructure of AZ91 alloys [25,26].
The P-MgnAli2 phase that is present in the microstructure of as-cast AZ91 readily
softens at elevated temperatures, which results in a weakening of the grain boundaries [27,
28]. It has been suggested that this is the principal reason for the poor creep properties of
AZ91 and the other Mg-Al alloys [27,29, 30].
AZ91B (Mg-9Al-0.7Zn-0.2Mn, wt.%) is the most commonly used die cast
magnesium alloy. It exhibits good ductility and a moderately high yield strength at
temperatures up to -120 °C. AZ91A, which has a lower allowable copper content than
AZ91B, is used when a higher corrosion resistance is required. AZ91C is used in pressuretight sand and permanent mould castings, and has a high tensile strength and moderate yield
strength [31]. The high purity AZ91D alloy is produced with the following impurity limits:
wt.%Fe<0.005, wt.%Ni0.001, wt.%CuO.015.
2.1.3.2 Mg-Al-Mn alloys
AM50 and AM60 alloys have good ductility and energy absorbing properties
combined with good strength and castability. Typical uses are automotive seat frames,
steering wheels, instrument panels, brackets and fans. AM20 is an alloy recognized for its
ductility and impact strength. Typical uses are automotive safety parts where the highest
possible ductility is required.
The presence of primary a-Mg and eutectic phases in the as-cast AM alloys is
analogous to the non-equilibrium solidification principles discussed for the case of AZ91 [21,
32]. All the AM alloys have a smaller volume fraction of eutectic than AZ91. The amount of
eutectic is related to the amount of aluminum in the alloy, with higher aluminum levels
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resulting in more eutectic such that an AM20 alloy contains a smaller amount of eutectic than
an AM60 alloy. AM20 probably contains a higher volume fraction of Mn intermetallics than
AZ91 and AM60 since the solubility of manganese in the melt decreases with increasing
aluminum content [26].
Typical stress-strain curves for die cast magnesium based alloys at room temperature
[16, 33, 34] show that, at low aluminium contents, the alloys have a tendency to form a yield
point and that the work hardening rate is decreased. The effect of the aluminium content on
the tensile properties of AM type alloys at room temperature is shown in Table 2.3 [35].
These results show that there are relatively small changes in tensile properties by reducing
the aluminium content below 6%. The ultimate tensile strength, tensile yield strength and
fracture elongations do not change more than 10-20% when going from 6% Al down to 2%
Al. Increasing the aluminium content from 6 to 8% increases the ultimate tensile strength and
tensile yield strength values by about 3% and 21% respectively, along with decreasing the
fracture elongation value by almost 70%.
Table 2.3 Tensile properties as a function of the aluminum content in AM type alloys [35] *.
AM series alloys

wt.% Al

UTS (MPa)

TYS (MPa)

Elongation (%)

AM20

2.0

217(±3)

99(±7)

18.8(±2.0)

AM48

4.8

229(±12)

116(±3)

15.2(±1.7)

AM53

5.3

249(±6)

123 (±3)

16.0(±1.3)

AM58

5.8

253(±8)

125(±5)

16.1 (±1.4)

AM64

6.4

250(±12)

131 (±6)

14.3(±2.9)

AM69

6.9

248(±14)

132(±5)

12.8(±2.5)

AM75

7.5

258(±10)

151 (±9)

8.7(±1.8)

AM80

8.0

245(±7)

159(±18)

5.4(±1.6)

*Room temperature values. Standard deviation values in parentheses.
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For AM-type alloys, aluminium is the element that has the largest effect on aging
properties. The amount of Al determines the formation of the binary P-phase MgnAln. A
number of researchers [36-40] have reported up to 40 % reduction in fracture elongation
values, up to 6-11 % increase in UTS, and 17-20 % increase in TYS for alloys containing
from 4.5 to 6.5 % Al after aging up to 2,000 hours at temperatures of 110 - 125 °C.
2.1.3.3 Creep resistant Mg alloys
Factors influencing creep resistance: solute atoms can influence the creep strength of
the matrix through the pinning of dislocations by “the solute atmosphere”. The presence of
the solute atoms surrounding the matrix dislocations means that a greater stress is required to
either move the dislocation away from its solute atmosphere, or to drag the atmosphere along
with the dislocation [41-43]. This type of solid solution hardening is best achieved through
the use of a solute differing markedly in atomic size and valency from the parent metal. This
is because dislocations attract solute atoms which are either larger or smaller than the solvent
atoms and also because the rearrangement of the conduction electrons around the dislocation
attracts solute atoms of a different valency. In both cases, this results in segregation of solute
atoms to the dislocation and the creation of a ‘solute atmosphere’ and a corresponding
resistance to dislocation motion. Additionally, solute atoms may also affect the creep
resistance of an alloy by influencing the stacking fault energy of the matrix and by the
development of long range order in solid solutions [41].
Grain boundaries play an important role in elevated temperature deformation. Sliding
of grain boundaries during elevated temperature deformation occurs as both a deformation
mode in itself as well as enabling subsequent matrix deformation by relieving the stresses
within grains. In both cases, the addition of solute elements results in the presence of second
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phase particles which pin the grain boundaries is an essential design feature of creep resistant
alloys [44]. The contribution of grain boundary deformation to the overall creep extension is
also believed to increase as the grain size decreases [45,46],
The presence of second phase particles is considered essential to produce a high level
of creep resistance [47]. These particles could be present in the form of precipitates within
the matrix, and/or as a dispersion at the grain boundaries. A sufficient volume fraction of
finely dispersed particles can inhibit creep, irrespective of whether diffusion or dislocation
creep processes are dominant [41]. Particle size, distribution and volume fraction of the
second phase all affect the creep resistance and therefore it is necessary to maintain particle
stability in both size and composition during exposure to elevated temperatures. In general,
the thermal stabilities of intermetallics are proportional to their melting points: the higher the
melting point, the higher the thermal stability. If intermetallics with a low melting point, such
as MgnAlo, dissolve at elevated temperatures, creep properties deteriorate.
As a consequence, the composition design of creep resistant Mg-Al alloys is based on
the following principles:
•

addition of alloying elements to decrease the diffusivity of atoms;

•

suppression of the formation of the M g^Al^ phase;

•

precipitation of thermally stable second phases at grain boundaries; and

•

introduction of dispersed small particles to pin dislocations.
Mg-Al-Si-Mn alloys: AS41 and AS21 are the two alloys that have been

commercialized in the AS system. In 1969, Volkswagen used the die cast magnesium alloy
AS41 (Mg-4.3Al-l.0Si-0.35Mn, wt.%) in a number of automobile parts such as the crank
case and transmission housing [27]. Die cast AS41 has improved creep strength relative to
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AZ91 and AM60 [15]. It is well established that AS21 is more creep resistant than AZ91 and
AM60 alloys [13, 17, 26, 29] and slightly less creep resistant than the AE42 alloy [13, 27,
48]. In response to the requirement of increased load and temperature for the cast crank case
component, alloy AS21 was developed and adopted by Volkswagen in 1971, when AS41
failed requirements due to creep. The AS21 alloy has significantly better creep strength than
AS41.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.3.2, decreasing the aluminum content generally
decreases the fluidity of Mg alloys and decreases the room temperature strength. As a result,
AS41 has a slightly poorer castability than its predecessor AZ81. The loss of castability that
results from a reduction in the aluminum level is somewhat compensated for by the addition
of silicon which improves castability. Despite this, the lower aluminum content makes AS21
more difficult to cast [13, 49]. AS alloys also contain small amounts of manganese (-0.2
wt.%) at levels similar to AL and AM alloys to improve corrosion resistance [26].
The low solid solubility of silicon of around 0.0003 at% at room temperature is a
notable characteristic of the Mg-Si system [50]. The addition of silicon to die cast Mg-Al
alloy introduces the high melting point Mg2Si phase to the microstructure which, as a result
of the die casting process, is finely dispersed. It is widely acknowledged that Mg2Si is the
only stable compound present in the microstructure of AS alloys [21, 32, 39]. Sakinnen [21]
noted that the microstructure of AS41 also contained some eutectic p-MgnAl^ and attributed
the improved creep properties of AS 21 over AS41 to the reduction in the amount of eutectic
P that resulted from the decrease in aluminum level. The positive effect of 1.0 wt.%Si on the
creep properties of die cast Mg-Al alloys is well documented with AS21 showing a
substantial improvement over the AM20 alloy [17, 26]. The effect of further additions of
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silicon to die cast Mg-Al-Si-Mn alloys is not well established. However, it would be
reasonable to expect that this may have detrimental effect on the ductility of the alloy due to
an increased volume fraction of the brittle Mg2Si phase.
Mg-Al-Ca alloys: The Mg-Al-Ca ternary system is one of the most important systems
for further alloy development because Ca is a promising elemental addition for the following
reasons:
•

the addition of Ca significantly improves the high temperature strength and creep
resistance [51-53];

•

further improvement is possible with quaternary additions [53-55]; and

•

it has a low density and a low cost.
Calcium can be introduced as a Mg-Ca master alloy. 15,20 and 30% Ca master alloys

are commercially available. Recommended addition temperatures for these master alloys
depend on the Ca content and range from 680 - 720 °C.
In the grain boundary region of Mg-Al-Ca alloys, Mg2Ca and/or A^Ca phases are
reported to form during final eutectic reaction with the a-Mg phase. Mg2Ca and ALCa are
Laves phases with hexagonal C14 and cubic C15 crystal structures, respectively. For an
overall alloy composition of Mg-5.0wt.%A1-3.0wt.%Ca, the eutectic compounds have been
variously reported to be ALCa [6], Mg2Ca [56], (Mg, Al^Ca with hexagonal structure [7, 8],
a mixture of these three phases [57] and a eutectic compound with the dihexagonal C36
structure [8]. The Ca containing compounds have stability at high temperatures, contributing
to increased creep resistance, while also suppressing the formation of (3-MgnAli2 phase.
Ninomiya et al [58] reported that when the Ca/Al mass ratio was more than about 0.8,
the compounds in Mg-Al-Ca series alloys identified by X-ray diffraction were Mg2Ca and
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AECa, but when the ratio was less than about 0.8, the compound was only A^Ca.
Additionally, it was found that when the Ca/Al mass ratio was more than about 0.8, the
hardness of Mg-Al-Ca series alloys became considerably higher than that of Mg-Al binary
alloys.
The AXJ series alloys have been developed by modifying AC53 (Mg-5Al-3Ca, wt.%)
with small Sr and Si additions [53-55, 59]. Table 2.4 summarizes the tensile yield stress, the
total creep extension, and creep strength for Mg-Al-Ca series alloys in comparison with
AE42 magnesium alloy. The results showed that AC52 and AC53 alloys exhibited 48-66%
higher creep strength and 40-67% reduction in total creep extension than AE42 alloy. The
addition of 0.03-0.15% Sr to AC53 alloy further improved the creep resistance of the Mg-AlCa alloys. Also, it was found that AC52 had slightly better creep resistance than AC53.
Table 2.4 Mechanical properties of Mg-Al-Ca and AE42 alloys [53-55, 59] *
Alloy

TYS (MPa)

Total Creep Extension (%)

Creep Strength (MPa)

AC52

160

0.06

75

AC53

186

0.09

74

AC53+0.3Si+0.1Sr

179

0.07

83

AC53+0.03Sr

186

0.08

-

AC53+0.07Sr

190

0.06

-

AC53+0.15Sr

-

0.08

83

107

0.12

50

AE42

* The tensile creep tests were performed at 175 °C with 70 MPa. Creep strength is the stress to produce 0.1%
creep extension in 100 hours at 175 °C.
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Mg-Al-Misch Metal (MM) alloys: Foerster [17, 60] reported that die cast AE21
containing 2% Al and 1% misch metal offers improved creep resistance over Mg-Al-Si
alloys, and misch metal becomes more effective than silicon as the aluminum content is
decreased. The strength and castability of Mg-Al-MM alloys can generally be improved by
increasing the Al content, but this is at the expense of their creep strength. A compromise
between the properties can be obtained by increasing both the Al and misch metal contents.
AE42, for example, is inferior to AE21 in creep resistance by about 10-38 °C, but the loss in
creep resistance and the higher cost of the greater rare earth content can be offset by an
improvement in castability. Videm [61] concluded that the corrosion behavior of AE42 is
superior to other Mg-Al alloys because of the low solid solubility of iron in the rare earth
containing alloy.
The main intermetallic compound, AI4MM (thermally-stable during solution
treatment even at temperature as high as 500 °C), was found to form preferentially along
grain boundaries in the AE42 alloy, and these phases have a well branched shape extending
across a number of neighbouring grains [5,18, 62,63]. However, other RE containing phases
have been noted in the microstructure of die cast AE42 including compounds containing
manganese [18]. No eutectic P-MgnAl^ is observed in AE42 [18, 21]. However significant
segregation of Al (containing 4-7 at.%) in the matrix has been noted [18]. The presence of pMg[7Ali2 has been observed in die cast AE alloys which contain higher amounts of
aluminum such as AE61 and AE91, which contain 6 and 9 wt.% Al respectively, indicating
the formation of substantial amount of eutectics during the non-equilibrium solidification of
these alloys. This results in regions of a-Mg, which are significantly enriched in solute Al,
adjacent to these p phase particles in the as-cast microstructure [5, 63].
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Foerster [17, 60] suggested that the excellent properties of AE21 at high temperatures
can be attributed to the rapid solidification during the die casting process. The rate of
solidification of AE21 during die casting is high enough to prevent extensive formation of
the equilibrium Al-MM compound and sufficient misch metal is retained in solution to
provide excellent high temperature properties.
2.1.4 Grain refinement of magnesium alloys by zirconium
As a potential grain refiner, Zirconium (Zr) can be added in magnesium alloys which
contain zinc, rare earths, thorium, calcium, or a combination of these elements. However, Zr
cannot be added in magnesium alloys containing Al, Mn, Si, Fe, Ni, Co, Sn and Sb [22],
because stable compounds will form between zirconium and these elements. A very fine
grained microstructure is obtained through adding low addition levels of soluble Zr (-0.04%)
in magnesium alloys [64], and the maximum solubility of Zr in molten magnesium is
approximately 0.6%. The addition of Zr in magnesium alloys can readily cause a decrease in
the average grain size by 80% or more for normal cooling rates.
Sauerwald [65] reported that only dissolved Zr in the liquid magnesium is effective in
grain refinement, while insoluble Zr, such as undissolved Zr particles, was believed to be
irrelevant to grain refinement, despite both a-zirconium and magnesium having the same
type of crystal structure and nearly identical lattice parameters. However, it was shown by
Tamura et al [66] that undissolved Zr particles actually act as the grain refiner of magnesium
alloys. Recent work [67] has confirmed the beneficial role of undissolved Zr particles in
grain refinement and showed that grain refinement of magnesium alloys by Zr is dictated by
both soluble and insoluble zirconium. Thus, an ideal Zr alloying process is to obtain both
high soluble and high total Zr at the time of pouring.
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However, zirconium can serve as a powerful grain refiner of magnesium only if the
molten metal is saturated with soluble Zr at high temperature range of 750-800 °C. This leads
to strong oxidation of the molten metal and loss of magnesium and expensive alloying
elements such as Y, Gd, Dy, Yb, Nd etc. In addition, the existing technology of alloy
preparation is based on single batch process with the use of small crucibles up to 300-400 kg.
The process efficiency is relatively low due to the need to retain a significant amount of heel
in the crucible in order to prevent the entrapment of settled inclusions and excessive Zr
compounds in the castings. Thus, the preparation process and the use of expensive alloying
elements results in relatively high cost of commercial gravity casting alloys both in ingot
form and in final castings. Therefore, those alloys are mainly designated for the production of
high performance complex castings, which are used in the aerospace industry and for luxury
and racing vehicles. In such applications, the performance is of prime importance, while cost
is regarded as a secondary factor [68].
2.1.5 Die casting and permanent mould casting
Magnesium alloys can be cast into products by die casting and permanent mould
casting. Different alloys may be specified for the different processes. In cases where the same
alloy is used with different casting processes, it is important to note that the properties of the
finished castings depend on the fabrication method.
By far the most prevalent casting method is high-pressure die casting. During die
casting, the mould, which is clamped together by hydraulic forces, is rapidly filled (5-100 ms)
by forcing molten metal under pressure into permanent steel dies through a narrow gate. The
metal solidifies with a high cooling rate, resulting in a fine-grained material. Die casting can
produce shapes more complex than that produced by other metal forming process, and
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castings with thinner walls. Greater length/thickness ratios, and the greater dimensional
accuracies also can be produced by die casting. This method is the quickest and the most
economical production process from raw material to finished product. The casting size is
limited and the casting weight is normally less than 4.5 kg. The facilities for die casting are
relatively expensive. There are two dominant types of die casting machines, horizontal coldchamber and hot-chamber machines. The principal difference between the two machines is
the way molten metal is fed to the machine. Whereas hot-chamber machines are fed by
means of a piston pump submerged in the casting pot, cold-chamber machines rely on
metering the liquid metal into the slot sleeve. Hot-chamber machines are therefore typically
operated at lower casting temperatures than cold-chamber machines for small components,
such as laptop and cell phone cases [69],
The permanent mold casting process is the production of castings by pouring molten
metal into permanent metal molds under gravity pressure. Castings produced in permanent
molds have finer grain structure and better strength properties than those cast from similar
alloys in sand casting. Major savings through reduced machining costs are often obtainable
because the castings have better dimensional uniformity, machining allowances are smaller,
and holes may be accurately located and dimensioned with metal cores. In addition, a smooth
surface finish is achieved right out of the mold, therefore, eliminating some secondary
polishing operations. Permanent metal molds have a production life up to 120,000 or more
castings. Generally the process is employed for larger, heavier section castings with low
porosity level where large quantities are desired [70].
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2.2 Indentation testing
2.2.1 Introduction
The indentation test for assessment of the penetration resistance of materials was
developed over a hundred years ago and is widely used by the industry for material
assessment and quality control. In such a test, an indenter is pressed into the surface under a
fixed load and the depth of penetration or the area of the resultant impression can be used as
a measure of the resistance of the material to damage. This is often characterized in terms of
the indentation hardness which is given by the load divided by the area of the impression.
The initial quantified test using a hardened steel ball indenter was developed by Brinell as a
means of characterizing the variability of the steel [71], but a range of standard hardness tests
have subsequently been developed which use indenters of different geometry, e.g. Vickers,
Berkovich, Knoop and Rockwell tests [72, 73]. In conventional indentation tests, the area of
contact is calculated from direct measurements of the dimensions of the residual impression
left in the specimen surface upon the removal of load. However, in microindentation with
low load, especially in nanoindentation tests, the size of the residual impression is of the
order of microns and too small to be conveniently measured directly. In the last thirty years
continuously recording indentation techniques have been developed [74] and are widely used
to probe mechanical properties of materials at shallow contact depths. These instruments
allow precise control of either the load or displacement during the test and can be performed
with applied forces as low as a few micronewtons making indentations with depths in the
nano range. Thus, it is customary to determine the contact area between the indenter and the
specimen by directly measuring the depth of penetration of the indenter into the specimen
surface.
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In addition to measurements of hardness and Young’s modulus of elasticity, static
indentation tests have been used for measurements of a wide variety of material properties
such as elastic-plastic deformation behaviour [75], flow stress [76], scratch resistance and
film-substrate adhesion [77], residual stresses [78], creep [79-82], stress relaxation [83],
fracture toughness and brittleness [84], and fatigue [85].
2.2.2 Indenter geometry and geometric similarity
2.2.2.1 Indenter shapes and sizes
Indenters of different geometry, such as spherical indenters and pointed indenters
(Vickers, Knoop or Berkovich), with various sizes are available for indentation
measurements. It is more convenient to make a three-sided than a four-sided sharp pyramidal
diamond tip, because of the fact that three intersecting polished planes converge naturally to
a single apex, while merging four planes at one point requires much more skill. Furthermore,
although technologies exist for making hardened steel ball bearings, making very small size
perfectly spherical diamond balls is nontrivial and would require expensive techniques such
as ion milling using focused ion beams. Aside from these practical considerations, certain
shapes of indenters possess the desirable property of self-similarity in indentation tests.
2.2.2.2 Geometric similarity
With an ideally sharp pyramidal or conical indenter, the ratio of the length of the
diagonal or radius of circle of contact to the depth of the indentation remains constant for
increasing indenter load. Indentation o f this type has the property o f “geometrical similarity.”

For geometrically similar indentations, it is not possible to set the scale of an indentation
without some external reference. The significance of this is that the strain within the material
is a constant, independent of the load applied to the indenter. For a spherical indenter, if the
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indentation strain, alR (a is the radius of the circle of contact and R the indenter radius), is
maintained constant, then so is the mean contact pressure, and the indentations are
geometrically similar.
The principle of geometrical similarity is widely used in hardness measurements. For
example, owing to geometrical similarity, hardness measurements made using a diamond
pyramid indenter are expected to yield a value for hardness that is independent of the load.
For spherical indenters, the same value of mean contact pressure may be obtained with
different sized indenters and different loads as long as a/R is the same in each case.
2.2.3 Measurements of mechanical properties
2.2.3.1 Hardness and elastic modulus
The two mechanical properties most frequently measured using indentation
techniques are the hardness, H, and the elastic modulus, E. The most commonly used
analysis method for obtaining hardness and modulus was developed by Oliver and Pharr [75]
Fig. 2.2 shows a typical load-penetration depth curve and the deformation pattern of
an elastic-plastic sample during and after indentation.
Indentation hardness is defined as the indentation load divided by the projected
contact area of the indentation. From the load-penetration depth curve, hardness can be
obtained at the peak load as:
Pmax

_

A

Pmax
2A.Shp

where A is the projected contact area.
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Fig. 2.2 (a) Schematic diagram of indenter and specimen surface geometry at full load and
full unload for a conical indenter. (b) Load versus displacement for elastic-plastic
loading followed by elastic unloading. hp is the contact depth and is defined as the
depth of the indenter in contact with the sample under load. hr is the depth of the
residual impression, h, is the depth form the original specimen surface at maximum
load Ph he is the elastic displacement during unloading, and ha is the distance from
the edge of the contact to the specimen surface at full load. Upon elastic unloading,
the tip of the indenter moves through a distance he, and the eventual point of contact
with the specimen surface moves through a distance of ha [75].
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The elastic modulus of the indented sample can be inferred from the initial unloading
contact stiffness, S = d P /d h , i.e. the slope of the initial portion of the unloading curve. The
composite modulus of the system can be determined from the slope of the initial unloading
[86]:

£>=

J_A^dP_ = - L ^ i s

(2-2)

2/3 4 A

V

dh

2/3 4

a

'

where p = 1.034 is a geometrical correction term to be applied for a Berkovich indenter [87]
and accounts for the non-axisymmetric nature of the triangular pyramid geometry. The
composite modulus is given:
1 1- v 2 1—vf
— = ----- - + -----E
Es
E,

(2-3)

where Es and vs are elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the sample, and Et and vt are
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the indenter.
To calculate hardness, H, and elastic composite modulus, E*, from Eqs. (2-1) and (22), respectively, the contact stiffness (S) and the projected contact area (A) need to be
determined from the load-penetration depth curve. Here, the method of the analysis of loadpenetration curve for Berkovich indenter is presented in detail.
The Berkovich indenter has a face angle of 0 = 65.27°. For a Berkovich indenter, the
relationship between the projected area, A, of the indentation and the contact depth, hp,
beneath the contact area:
A = 34 ^h p2 tan 2 65.3 = 24.5hp2

(2-4)

Once hp is fond, then the projected area of contact is thus calculated and the hardness
is computed from Eq. (2-1).
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It is convenient to examine the details of the method with reference to an axialsymmetric cone rather than the actual non-symmetric pyramidal indenter. It should be noted
that a cone semi-angle of cti = 70.3° gives the same area to depth ratio as a triangular
Berkovich indenter and is calculated from (It is convenient to regard the pyramidal geometry
of a Berkovich indenter as an axis-symmetric cone for the purposes of analysis. The
equivalent cone semi-angle oij is calculated from):
f

I—

o

3V3 tan2 65.3
ta n a , =
7t

\l/2

(2-5)

Upon unloading, the contact response is elastic and the relationship between the load,
P, and the depth of elastic penetration, he, for a cone is given by [88]:
2 E* ■>
P = ^=— he2 ta n a '
n

(2-6)

where «' is the combined angle of the indenter and the residual impression, E* is the
composite modulus of the specimen and the indenter, and he is the difference in the depth of
penetration at full load and the depth of the residual impression at foil unload. The relatively
large value of a' means that any effect of radial displacements predicted by the elastic
contact equations can be ignored. The normal displacement h of points on the surface
beneath the indenter is a function of the radial distance r from the axis of symmetry and is
given by:
h=

/n
2

a,

a cot a ' (r<a)

(2-7)

As shown in Fig. 2.2, as the indenter is unloaded, the tip of the indenter (at r = 0)
moves through a distance /ze and the edge of the circle of contact with the specimen surface
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(at r = a) moves through a distance ha. Making use of Eq. (2-7), at load Pt, the displacement
he and ha are given by:
7T

h„ = — a c o ta '

(2-8)

K = £ - 1 a c o la '
v2
j

(2-9)

and hence:
h.

K =

(2-10)

and also
h = h p +ha

(2- 11)

Now, from Fig.2.2 (b), the maximum penetration depth, ht, is given by:
h = h + h a = h + —— - A ,

n

(2-12)

From Eq. (2-6), the slope of the elastic unloading is given by:
dP
2
- =2 E - h ,\m a '
dh
n

(2-13)

Substituting back into Eq.(2-6), the load, P, can be determined by:
r-P Z -k .

2 dh e

(2-14)

Substituting Eq.(2-14) into Eq.(2-10) and letting P = Pmax and S = dP/dh, ha is expressed:
K =

'2 { n - 2)'
7t

(2-15)

hp can now be found from Eq. (2-12), which leads to the projected area of contact A and
hence the hardness H. The square-bracketed term depends on the indenter and is given the
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symbol s and in Eq.(2-15) is termed an “intercept correction factor” which is 0.72 for a cone
as shown above, or 0.75 for a sphere and unity for a cylindrical punch.Oliver and Pharr [75]
found experimental results on standard specimens indicated e = 0.75 better accounts for the
material behaviour and they suggest that the results from the inevitable tip rounding of a real
indenter. There has been some formal justification for this choice of value for based upon the
nature of the elastic recovery of the specimen material [89]. Thus,
h„ = h ,- 0 . 7 5 ^

(2-16)

Also, it was found [75] that the unloading curve is usually not linear, and should be described
by a power law:
P = B {h -h r)m

(2-17)

where B and m are empirically determined fitting parameters. The unloading stiffness, S, is
obtained by differentiating Eq. (2-17) at the maximum penetration depth, h = hmzx:
S=

U P ''
\d h j h=h

= Bm(hmSK- h ry - '

(2-18)

The indentation tests are commonly used to measure surface mechanical properties of
bulk materials. Oliver and Pharr [75] reported hardness and elastic moduli for six bulk
materials including three materials used as a substrate for the construction of magnetic rigid
disks and single crystal silicon. The data showed that indentation size has very little effect on
the hardness values. In the case of aluminum and tungsten, there is a modest increase in
hardness at low loads, which could be due to surface-localized cold work resulting from
polishing. The moduli remain more or less constant over the entire range of load. The
hardness value of single crystal silicon (110) is found to be about 11.5 GPa at a peak
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indentation depth of 750 nm. This value is slightly higher than the macrohardness value of
silicon of 9-10 GPa [90]. Using the atomic force microscope, Bhushan and Koinkar [91] and
Bhushan et al. [82] investigated the hardness of single crystal silicon at an ultralow normal
load and a corresponding residual indentation depth of 2.5 nm and reported a value of 13.5
GPa.
An increase in hardness at low indentation depths may result from contributions of
the surface films. At small volumes, there is a low probability of encountering material
defects. Furthermore, at small volumes, there is an increase in the stress necessary to operate
dislocation sources [92]. According to the strain gradient plasticity theory advanced by Fleck
et al. [93], the large strain gradients inherent in small indentations lead to the accumulation of
the geometrically necessary dislocations that cause enhanced hardening. These are some of
the plausible explanations for the increase in hardness at smaller volumes.
The nanoindenter is ideal for measurement of mechanical properties of thin films and
composite structures. A number of investigators have reported the hardness of composite
structures with thin films on a substrate [94, 95].
It is widely accepted that to measure the true hardness of the films, the indentation
depth should not exceed 10% of the film thickness [68]. Based on a finite element analysis of
the indentation of thin films of various thicknesses, Bhushan [96] concludes that true
hardness of the films can be obtained if the indentation depth does not exceed about 30% of
the film thickness.
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2.2.3.2 Yield strength
Although hardness is the most often used quantity in the indentation test, it is not a
basic material property. Its value depends on elasticity, ductility, and strain hardening of the
material, and partly on the type of indenter and test conditions. As a consequence, it is often
used only for qualitative evaluation of a material or for ranking of individual materials
following various surface or heat treatments. A more useful quantity, characterizing inelastic
behavior of a material, is the yield stress. This is a basic property, which can be used for
determination of the mechanism of plastic deformation as well as for prediction of limit
values of residual stresses or even of fracture behavior. Based on slip-line field solution for
indentation in rigid-plastic solids by a frictionless rigid wedge and experimental observations
of indentation in metals with elastic-perfectly plastic behavior, Tabor [72] has shown that the
hardness can be related to the yield stress of the material in uniaxial compression, Y, by a
simple expression:
H = CY

(2-19)

where C is a constraint factor (for soft metals, C = 3). Generally, the depth of penetration and
contact area depend on plastic as well as elastic properties. This may be characterized by the
ratio of elastic modulus to yield strength, E/Y, or to hardness, E/H. The process of indentation
is predominantly controlled by plastic properties if the yield stress is much lower than the
elastic modulus, Y « E. From the experimental and theoretical studies [97], the sufficient
conditions is E/H > 40 ( approximately), only for this case may the value C = 3 be used. For
E/H < 40, the constraint factor C is smaller.
Johnson [97] proposed the following semi-empirical relationship between hardness,
elastic modulus and yield stress with respect to the indenter geometry:
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(2-20)
The agreement of equation of (2-20) with experimental data is good [20] but it can
further be improved if a more general expression is used:
H
A
(\ E
— = A +B I n
tan B
Y
1,3 Y HJ

(2-21)

Eqs. (2-20) and (2-21) are valid for pyramidal as well as spherical indenters. In the
former case, /? is the angle of a cone that would displace the same volume for the same depth
of indentation. For Vickers and Berkovich indenters, ft = 19.7°.
5.76 < E / H < 38.6

(2-22)

As it follows from the conditions 1 < H /Y < 3 and,4 = 1.25, B = 2/3, P = 19.7°.
2.2.3.3 Creep
Most materials including ceramics and even diamond are found to creep at
temperatures well below half their melting point, even at room temperature. Indentation
measurements have long been applied to the study of the strain-rate and temperature effects
on the deformation behavior of materials. The analysis of creep is more complex than the
analysis of creep data obtained using a conventional technique. Because of the shape of the
tip, the indentation stress acting on the sample decreases with time as the contact area
increases. Indentation creep is influenced by a large number of variables such as the plastic
deformation properties of the material, diffusion constants, normal load of indenter, duration
of the indentation, and the test temperature. Earlier experimental work was done primarily by
measuring hardness as a function of time and temperature [98]. Later, instrumented
indentation techniques, where load, displacement, and time could be controlled or monitored,
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were developed to determine the creep properties of bulk materials. An example is the
impression creep test using a cylindrical flat punch for examining metals and polymers [79,
99]. With the advent of nanoindentation, measurements of strain rate and temperature effects
in thin films and nanostructured materials become possible [86, 100]. These measurements
are important for a number of industrial applications, including interconnects for electronic
devices, materials for lead-free solder joints, and metals exhibiting superplasticity for low
cost forming of complex parts, as well as for fundamental understanding of deformation
mechanisms at small length scales. Several types of indentation experiments have been
proposed to gain insight into the strain-rate dependent properties of materials using self
similar indenters. Examples include the use of constant loading rate, P ; constant
displacement rate, h ; or the keeping of parameters such as h l h or P I P constant. The
“ indentation strain rate” is usually defined as hl h [86]. The strain-rate dependence of a
measured property, such as hardness, is then expressed in terms of h l h . This definition
allows quantitative comparison between conventional creep or relaxation tests and
indentation creep tests. It has been found that the creep exponent obtained from these macroand micro-tests are comparable for metals [86] and ceramics [100] where the power-law
creep model applies. A number of theoretical and numerical studies of indentation in strainrate dependent solids have also appeared recently in the literature [101,102].
2.2.3.4 Dynamic mechanical properties
Oliver and Pharr [75] introduced a dynamic indentation technique called continuous
stiffness measurement (CSM), which offers a direct measure of dynamic contact stiffness
during the loading portion of an indentation test, and, being somewhat insensitive to thermal
drift, allows accurate observation of small volume deformation. Its applications are the study
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of hardness, Young’s modulus, creep and fatigue of graded materials and multilayered
structures as a function of displacement [103]. The CSM technique has been used to perform
nanoscale indentation creep testing [103]. Compared to conventional tensile creep tests, CSM
indentation creep experiments are particularly useful as they simulate creep resulting from
asperity contact.
2.2.4 Factors affecting indentation test data
It is usual to measure the load and depth of penetration directly during loading and
unloading of the indenter in the indentation test to determine the projected area of contact for
the purpose of calculating hardness and elastic modulus. In practice, various errors are
associated with this procedure. The factors, which cause the errors, include: thermal drift
[104], initial penetration depth [105], instrument compliance [106], indenter geometry [106],
surface roughness [107], tip rounding[108], residual stresses[109], piling-up and sinking-in
[110-113], and indentation size effect [114-120]. The most serious ones of these are
indentation size effect and phenomena of piling-up and sinking in.
In an indentation testing, the geometry of the indenter is not ideal. To account for the
non-ideal geometry of the indenter used in any practical test, it is necessary to apply a
correction factor for the Eq. (2-4) to determine the real contact area at a given depth. The
correction factor can be found from independent measurements of indenter geometry using
either an AFM or SEM [106]. The measured real area is then plotted against the plastic depth
determined from the measured depths. Regression analysis of the appropriate order may then
provide an analytical function that gives the actual projected area for a given depth. This
function is commonly called the “area function” for the particular indenter being
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characterized. The area correction can be expressed as a mathematical function of the depth
in a variety of forms, one popular expression being:
A = Cxh2p + C2hp + C f t p 2 + C4hp4 +..........

(2-23)

2.2.4.1 Contact depth, “ sinking-in” and “ piling-up” phenomena
In an indentation into an elastic material, the surface of the specimen is typically
drawn inwards and downwards underneath the indenter and sink-in occurs. When the contact
involves plastic deformation, the material may either sink-in or pile-up around the indenter.
In the folly plastic regime, the behaviour is seen to be dependent on the ratio of E/Y and the
strain-hardening exponent of the material. It was found [110] that pile-up is most pronounced
for non-strain-hardening materials with a high value of E/Y. Sink-in is more pronounced for
strain-hardening or non-strain-hardening materials with a low value of E/Y.
Finite element analysis of contact in which pile-up occurs has demonstrated that the
true contact area can be significantly greater than that calculated from the measured depth of
penetration and the assumed elastic unloading response [110]. The existence of pile-up and
sink-in can have a detrimental effect on the determination of the area function of the indenter
if the specimen used for determination of the area function behaves differently to that of the
eventual specimen to be tested.
Randall and Julia-Schmutz [111] compared the results for mechanical properties
obtained from load-displacement curves on gold, titanium, and aluminum-coated silicon
wafers with observed features of the residual impression obtained with an AFM. They found
that for hard-coated specimens, the indenter load appears to be supported by a combination
of elastic flexure and internal stresses of the coating resulting from plastic yielding of the
substrate. For soft-coated systems, the indenter cuts through the softer surface layer causing
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it to be squeezed outwards. The effect on the computed mechanical properties was found to
be dependent upon the mode of deformation observed using AFM imaging.
McElhaney et al [112] describe a procedure for accounting for the effects of pile-up
and sink-in based upon measurements of the contact stiffness and SEM pictures of the
residual impressions from large indentations. This information provides a correction factor
that quantifies the degree of pile-up and/or sink-in, and this factor can be applied to contact
depths too small to be readily imaged thus providing a procedure for the determination of the
area correction function for the indenter.
Bolshakov and Pharr [110] found that the results of finite element analysis showed
that the ratio of the residual depth to the total depth is a useful parameter for predicting the
constraint factor and the extent of pile-up during indentation in bulk materials for a given
strain-hardening exponent. Finite element results [113] indicate that the dependence of the
true contact area on the ratio of the slope of the loading curve to the slope of the unloading
curve as a result of pile-up or sink-in if the strain-hardening characteristics of the specimen
are known.
2.2.4.2 Indentation size effect
In a homogeneous isotropic material, one expects to measure only one value of
hardness and modulus, yet, for a variety of reasons, experimental results often result in a
variation of hardness and/or modulus with indentation depth. The indentation size effect
(ISE) is considered as a phenomenon, in which an increase of hardness with decreasing
indentation size (or load) for an indentation depth range typically less than about 10 pm. For
a long time, the ISE was considered as a possible artefact caused by measurement errors or
procedures of surface preparation. However, studies on the ISE were renewed and stimulated
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by high accuracy depth-sensing micro- and nanoindentation [114] and scanning probe
techniques [115] and fulfilling the requirements of the similarity of the indentation shapes
and surface topography. Since the discovery of the ISE, many mechanisms have been offered
for its explanation. ISE has been related to a surface effect [116], strain gradient effects [117],
structural non-uniformity of the deformed volume [118], the change in the contribution of the
elastic and plastic deformation at the indentation [119], and friction between the indenter and
the sample [120]. The variety of proposed mechanisms emphasizes the rather complicated
nature of the ISE. Most of the mechanisms developed are based on the suggestion of the
dislocation nature of the ISE. Therefore, one could expect the manifestation of the ISE in
crystalline solids, particularly in single crystals.
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2.3 Calorimetric analysis
2.3.1 Introduction
Calorimetry is a thermal analysis method that measures the change in properties of
substance under a controlled temperature program. Two particularly important reasons for
performing kinetic studies to quantify the rate of a reaction are: (1) To predict the rate of
reaction for any set of conditions by parameterizing the reaction rate as a function of state
variables such as temperature, pressure, and concentration, and (2) To investigate the
reaction mechanisms. The signals measured in thermal analysis include heat flows,
temperature changes, mass, evolved gasses, length changes, elastic modulus, and many other
properties that characterise properties or reactions of interest [121].
The most common techniques employed to study kinetics of thermally activated
reactions are thermogravimetry (TG), differential thermal analysis (DTA), and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). The TG technique measures mass loss from a sample due to gas
formation as a function of time and/or temperature during a specified heating program. DTA
measures the temperature difference between the sample and a reference material when both
are subjected to the same heat flux. DSC measures the power required to keep the sample and
a reference material at the same temperature throughout a specified temperature program.
2.3.2 Experimental aspects of calorimetry
The kinetics of thermally stimulated reactions is normally studied under the
conditions of isothermal calorimetry and/or nonisothermal calorimetry.
2.3.2.1 Isothermal calorimetric analysis
Isothermal calorimetry can be performed with differential isothermal calorimetry
(DIC), which uses the differential signal between a sample and a reference, and standard
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isothermal calorimetry without using a reference. DIC can be carried out either with a
standard power compensation DSC in the isothermal mode or in a much larger calorimeter
with the high sensitivity, generally referred to as the Tian-Calvet microcalorimeter (TCM)
[122],
A major problem of the isothermal experiment is that certain time is required to reach
the desired temperature. During this period of nonisothermal heating, the sample undergoes
some transformations that possibly affect the results of the following kinetic analysis. The
situation is especially aggravated by the fact that, under isothermal conditions, a typical
solid-state process has its maximum reaction rate at the beginning of the transformation.
2.3.2.2 Differential scanning calorimetry
Both DTA and DSC are concerned with the measurement of heat evolved from a
substance during heating or cooling. The main distinction between DTA and DSC is that the
equipment can be calibrated such that the heat evolution from the sample can be measured
quantitatively in DSC, while this is often not possible for DTA [123]. There are two types of
DSC: the heat flux DSC and the power compensation DSC [124]. For power compensation
DSC, the signal is related to the differential heat provided to keep the sample and the
reference to the same temperature. For heat flux DSC, the signal derives directly from the
difference of temperature between the sample and the reference, and in that sense a heat flux
DSC is similar to a DTA. For the heat flux DSC, the heat flux measurement has to be
calibrated by performing calibration runs with standards that display a reaction for which the
heat evolution is well known [125]. DSC, which has the characteristics of speed,
convenience, accuracy and versatility, is probably the most popular of all such techniques
according to the number of publications on thermal analysis techniques.
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The advantages of nonisothermal calorimetry experiments are well known, but these
temperature scanning methods have their own particular drawbacks and associated
difficulties. On the experimental side, temperature inhomogeneities in the apparatus or in the
sample can upset the specified controlled sample conditions. Further, analysis of
nonisothermal experiments is generally more complicated than isothermal experiments,
particularly because the changing temperature influences reaction rates. This added
complexity in the past has made some researchers adopt a very cautious and often dismissive
attitude towards the analysis of thermally activated reactions using nonisothermal methods.
However, after more than four decades of research into the analysis of non-isothermal
analysis methods, a large amount of knowledge has been gathered, and it has become
increasingly clear that linear heating rate experiments, such as DSC, can be analyzed to
reliably characterise many details of reactions. This, however, can be a daunting task as the
amount of publications on the theory of analysis of thermal analysis data, and linear heating
rate experiments in particular, is vast and very diverse in nature.
2.3.2.3 Sample preparation
Usually it is simple to prepare samples for the study of isothermal and nonisothermal
calorimetry. The samples in the form of powder or ribbons can be put directly in a crucible.
For bulk material, suitably sized samples can be readily punched from thin plate or cut from
machined cylinders. The sample in isothermal calorimetry using a Tian-Calvet type
instrument is either a cylinder which nearly fills the cavity in the calorimeter [126] or a batch
of 10-20 disc-shaped samples with spacers to keep them apart, which is preferred for the
tests with high and homogeneous cooling/quenching rates [127]. In DSC, the smaller sample
generally is a single disc of about 0.5-2 mm thickness and 5-8 mm diameter [128].
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In most calorimetric studies, the effects of sample preparation on the data are not a
concern. However, it is well known that punching, grinding, machining and cutting all
introduce deformation, and this influences precipitation by providing sites for heterogeneous
nucleation, and by annihilating quenched-in excess vacancies [129,130]. Additionally,
treatments on samples at relatively high temperatures can cause oxidation, or other surface
reactions, and might cause loss of alloying elements to the atmosphere or to the reaction
products formed in a surface reaction. For calorimetry samples, the thickness of the sample
determines to a large extent the relative importance of the surface reactions, and also surface
roughness can play a part.
2.3.2.4 Baseline correction in calorimetry
Although modem calorimeters are reliable instruments that can achieve remarkably
high accuracies in measurements of heat evolution, negative effects always occur. The
negative effects are often induced by disturbances from the outside of the measuring cell
causing transients in heat flows within the zones where heat evolution from the sample and
reference are measured. DSC in scanning mode has an initial transient period in which
measurements are unreliable because in the very first phase of the experiment the heating rate
accelerates from zero to the desired heating rate. During accelerating heating, the heat flow is
variable, which depends on sample, pan and initial equipment temperature, and measured
heat flows are not suited for analysis. In practice, this initial stage lasting approximately from
20 s to 1 min is generally disregarded. The duration of this transient is dependent on the
thermal mass of the sample and oven, with the large ovens having a large transient. Power
compensation DSCs in general have a lower thermal mass in the heated parts as compared to
heat flux DSCs. Due to the reduced thermal mass in the oven section, power compensation
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DSCs have the advantage of a short transient. In DSCs with a large furnace, mass transients
of around 1 min can occur. At a heating rate of 100 K/min, this would result in a transient
stretching over a range of 100 K. Thus, these transients limit the heating rate that can be used
[131].
Unless the heat flows of reactions are significantly larger than the variability in the
baseline, a correction for the temperature and time dependence of the baseline needs to be
carried out. The standard procedure is to perform a DSC run with either empty inert pans, or
an inert substance as sample and reference. Such a baseline run should be performed at the
heating rate that is used for the actual experiment with a real sample, and is carried out just
before or after the actual experiment with a real sample. In the post-analysis, the heat flow
measured in the baseline run is subtracted from the heat flow in the experiment on the real
sample [125].
2.3.3 Modelling of thermally activated reactions
2.3.3.1 Introduction
In many cases, calorimetry data obtained for metals have been analysed in a purely
qualitative manner, i.e. by relating the presence of endothermic or exothermic effects to
particular reactions without attempting to obtain quantitative information on these reactions
or the mechanisms involved. Quantitative analysis is more often performed for isothermal
experiments as compared to linear heating experiments. This is related to the availability of
isothermal models, which are mathematically simpler than their non-isothermal equivalents.
The type of modelling of thermally activated reactions that has been used in conjunction with
calorimetry, or that can be applied to calorimetry, is of a broad and diverse nature. Modelling
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approaches can mostly be classified as one of three types: (1) generic analysis models, (2)
simplified physically based models, and (3) simulations.
A general objective of the modelling of thermally activated reactions by generic
analysis methods and physically based methods is the derivation of a complete description of
the progress of a reaction that is valid for any thermal treatment, be it isothermal, by linear
heating or any other non-isothermal treatment. In the case of physically based methods, an
additional aim is to be able to use the analysis to understand processes involved in the
reaction.
2.3.3.2 Single state variable approaches
The most popular way of dealing with the complexity of thermally activated reactions
is through the assumption that the transformation rate (da/dt) during a reaction is the product
of two functions, one depending solely on the temperature T and the other depending solely
on the fraction transformed a [132]:
^ - = f(a)k(T)
dt

(2-24)

The temperature dependent function is generally assumed to follow an Arrhenius type
dependency:
(2-25)
where E is the activation energy of the reaction. Thus, to describe the progress of the reaction
at all temperatures and for all temperature-time programs, the function f(a), and the constants

ko and E need to be determined. A range of standard functions which represent particular
idealised reaction models have been proposed [133,134] (See Table 2.5). Through selection
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of specific f(a), the formalism described by the above two equations describes specific types
of reaction kinetics.
Table 2.5 A set of alternate reaction models applied to describe the reaction kinetics in
heterogeneous solid state systems [133, 134]

Reaction model

f(a)

1

Power law

4 c?'4

2

Power law

So?3

3

Power law

lo t'2

4

Power law

2/3 a 1/2

5

One-dimensional diffusion

1/2 a 1

6

Mampel (first order)

1 ~a

7

Avrami-Erofeev

4(1 - a)[-ln(l - a ) f 4

8

Avrami-Erofeev

3(1 - a)[-ln(l - a)]23

9

Avrami-Erofeev

2(1 - a)[-ln(l - a)]1/2

10

Three-dimensional diffusion

2(1 - a)23 (1 - (1 - oc)l3y x

11

Contracting sphere

3(1 - a)23

12

Contracting cylinder

2(1 - a ) m

13

Second order

(1 -a )2

2.3.3.3 Equivalent time, state variable, and temperature integral
The equivalent time concept refers to a method designed to describe any non
isothermal treatment with temperature path T(t) by a single variable termed the equivalent
time. It thus allows comparison of the progress of a reaction when samples are exposed to
different temperature paths T(t), e.g. compare the progress of a reaction under linear heating
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conditions with the progress during isothermal annealing. The equivalent time approach is
valid if the progress of a reaction can be described by a single state variable.
In the state variable approach, it is considered that the fraction transformed is a
unique function of a state variable ca. If there is one single temperature dependent process
operating, a is given by:
(O

= f ' kdt

(2-26)

J/ = 0

For isothermal reactions at Tiso it simply follows:
co = kt „

(2-27)

The state variable approach is justified in the case that Eq. (2-24) is valid. In this case,
the above equation can be integrated:
f' _ ^ _ = [‘k { T ) d t
f(cc)
•*«

(2-28)

and, as the left-hand side of this equation is a unique function of the fraction transformed, a
state variable can be defined as:
co

-I

da
0/(a)

(2-29)

One result from these equations is the derivation of the equivalent time, which is
defined as the time at temperature Tiso needed to complete the same amount of the reaction
during a non-isothermal treatment. Considering that in many cases k can be assumed to be an
Arrhenius expression, the equivalent time is given as:

eq

-L

exp

RT ( 0

dt exp

RT iso

(2-30)
J

For linear heating, we can derive:
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where y = E/RT, y j = E/RTe (Te being the temperature reached during the linear heating), and
V is the heating rate. Thus, to obtain the equivalent time for linear heating, we need to
calculate the integral:
(2-32)
This integral p(y) is termed as the temperature integral or Arrhenius integral.
A range of approximations of the temperature integral p(y) have been suggested in the
literature. All the known approximations will lose accuracy for small values of y (typically
for y below 10-15) and some lose accuracy for large values of y (typically y exceeding 100).
In a previous work [135], it was shown that the range of y values that in practice occur is
limited for various reasons. It was concluded that only the range 9<y<100 is of practical
significance, while the overwhelming majority of reactions in fact occur for 15<y<60. The
temperature integral can be calculated using expansions of the integral in an infinite series, of
which several forms have been proposed [136], and a range of approximations in the form of
a finite number of terms have been proposed in the literature [135,136]. From this group of
methods, the approximation for which the deviation reduces to zero in the limit of very large
values of y is the approximation by Murray and White [137]:
(2-33)
The approximation in Eq. (2-33) has been used to this end, and leads to [138]:
Tf RTf
f
E T
f
teq = - 7 —— exp - —— exp

E H "1
—
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(2-34)

The above expressions for equivalent time can be used in many problems where the
progress of a reaction during linear heating needs to be compared with the progress during
isothermal aging (or linear heating at a different heating rate).
2.3.3.4 Activation energy determination
Activation energy for the overall reaction generally is related to activation energy for
the physical process that determines the rate of the reaction. Hence the objective of activation
energy analysis is to permit a better understanding of the mechanisms of the thermally
activated reaction. For linear heating experiments, activation energies of reactions can be
derived from a set of experiments performed at different heating rates [138-140].
For activation energy analysis using isoconversion methods, and Eqs. (2-24) and (225), it follows immediately that for transformation studies by performing experiments at
constant temperature Th E can be obtained from the well known relation:
ln' / = J r + C'

(2-35)

where tf is the time needed to reach a certain fraction transformed, and C/ is a constant which
depends on the reaction stage and on the kinetic model. Thus, E can be obtained from two or
more experiments at different values of Tt.
The equivalent stage (also called the constant or fixed stage) may be defined as the
stage at which a fixed amount is transformed, or at which a fixed fraction of the total amount
is transformed. Isoconversion methods includes the Kissinger method [137], the KissingerAkahira-Sunose method [141], the Flynn-Wall-Ozawa method [138], and several methods
that were devised more recently [138]. These methods have been termed type B
isoconversion methods [136]. The approximation of the temperature integral, which is key to
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these methods, is here illustrated by considering the derivation of the Kissinger-AkahiraSunose (KAS) method. In this derivation, Eq. (2-25) is inserted in Eq. (2-24) and this is
integrated by separation of variables:
r
* f (a)

r exp - — \dT = ^ = - r exp( 2 y ) dy
V *>
v RT J
VR
y2

(2-36)

where Tf is the temperature at an equivalent (fixed) state of transformation, and V is the
heating rate. Using the Murray and White [142] approximation for p(y) (Eq. (2-33)) yields:
In

* f(a)

R

Vy)

*f

(2-37)

At constant fraction transformed a, this leads to:
V
E
In—r- = — — + C2
Tj
RTf
2

(2-38)

where C2 is parameter that are independent of T and V. According to Eq. (2-38), plots of
In(E/71/) versus i/7/should result in straight lines, the slope of the straight lines being equal
to E/R.
2.3.5 Applications of thermal analysis for Mg based alloys
DSC experiments by themselves cannot identify the phases involved in the reactions.
Other techniques, such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with selected area
diffraction (SAD) and/or chemical analysis, for instance, by electron dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS), and X-ray diffraction, should be used to identify these phases. Several
of these studies have been reported [143-145]. In order to identify the phase changes,
samples are heated to different conditions that correspond to the start, middle and end of the
thermal effect, and then are rapidly quenched after heat treatment in this procedure.
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DSC is a very valuable and efficient technique to analyze a number of reactions that
occur in Mg based alloys, which include homogenisation and solution treatment [146-148],
precipitation [149, 150], solidification [151-153], melting and incipient melting [154], and
phase equilibria [155,156].
Zheng et al [146] reported that the peak temperature of the MgnAln dissolution in
the SiCw/AZ91 magnesium matrix composite is higher than that in the monolithic alloy,
which means that the precipitation kinetics is accelerated, and the stability of the precipitates
is enhanced by the addition of SiC whisker.
In digital DSC studies on as-cast and T6 treatment and water quenched samples of
WE43 (Mg-4.2wt.%Y-3.1wt.%E) and Elektron 21 (Mg-4.0wt.%E-3.1wt.%Zr) Mg alloys
[149], it was observed that small and extended exothermic effects were found in all the
samples at 150 °C, which corresponds to the formation of the metastable phases having
different shapes and compositions. Also, large endothermic effects due to the dissolution of
the same phases were evident in the range 200-300 °C, and an exothermal precipitation
reaction at about 380 °C, which is due to the transformation of the metastable phase into the
equilibrium phase.
An illustration of an application of isochronal DSC to a relatively simple binary Mg
based alloy, is the study of solidification in an Mg - (1.7-8.3 at.%) Y alloy by Sommer et al
[151]. The DSC curves for rapid solidification reveal three exothermic and two endothermic
thermal effects. The activation energy for microstructural evolution in this temperature
regime drops drastically at concentrations of more than 5.5 at.% Y.
In Mg alloys, which contain intermetallic phases, the melting of the Mg-rich phase is
often preceded by melting of one or more of those minority phases, and this type of melting
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is often termed ‘incipient melting’. An illustration of the application to more complex alloys
are the studies by Jardim et al [154] on melting in melt-spun Mg-Ca-Zn alloys. The large
DSC peaks indicated that they were related to the onset of alloy melting and not to the
precipitate dissolution. The measured melting onsets for the three Mg alloys MCZ-1, MCZ-2
and MCZ-3, which decrease with Zn content, were 412, 398 and 377 °C, respectively.
Additionally, DSC is an important tool for obtaining phase equilibria of liquid and
solids, and such measurements can be used in verification of the predicted phase diagrams.
The thermodynamic description of Mg-Al-Zn system has been reported by Liang et al. [155]
and Ohno et al [156]. The good agreement between the experimental and calculated results
strongly supports the reliability of the thermodynamic description. Based on thermodynamic
calculation, it is clarified that a signal observed in thermal analysis, which was interpreted as
the end of solidification in the literature, is related to the start of the monovariant eutectic
reaction L + (Mg) + y-MgnAl^ under non-equilibrium condition, and the solidification
process ends at lower temperature.
2.4 Summary
Based on the literature review, the addition of Ca in the Mg-Al alloy can significantly
improve the high temperature strength and creep resistance of the relatively low-cost Mg-AlCa alloys by forming the stable Mg2Ca and/or Al2Ca Laves phases or (Al, Mg)2Ca phase
along the grain boundaries during the solidification. However, there have been no studies on
the effect of solidification rates and calcium additions on the microstructural characteristics
of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys. Also, there is little documentation regarding the relationship
between the microstructural evolution after heat treatment and the micro-mechanical
properties of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys.
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Although the macro creep resistance of the Mg-Al-Ca alloys at elevated temperatures
is recently reported [51-59], there are no publications describing the local creep behaviour of
the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys. The Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys cast by die casting or permanent
mold casting have the obvious chill effect (microstructural gradient), i.e. the fine structure in
the skin of the casting, and the relatively coarse structure in the center of the casting. For this
reason, micro- and nano-indentation systems are particular favoured for studying the local
mechanical properties in a small volume of the as-cast Mg alloys having microstructural
gradients, while the traditional methods, e.g. tensile test, are only applicable to the evaluation
of the mechanical behaviour of bulk materials. Additionally, the contact area of the microand nano-indentation tests can be conveniently determined by measuring the penetration
depth into the sample surface.
The industrial production of Mg alloys often involves a number of processing stages
including casting, homogenization, preheat, hot rolling, solutionizing and ageing.
Precipitation and dissolution of second phase particles occur during each of these processing
steps and have a major influence on the microstructural evolution in subsequent stages.
Therefore, to understand the origins of the microstructure of the final product, it is necessary
to understand these interactions. Moreover, precipitation during intermediate processing
steps usually occurs under non-isothermal conditions. The technique of Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) is suitable for the detailed study of the kinetics of these phase
transformations of the as-cast Mg alloys. However, there is very little detailed information
relating the microstructure and the phase transformation to the kinetics of the as-cast Mg
alloys.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3.1 Experimental material
3.1.1 Die casting
AM50 flat rectangular coupons of 125mmx27mm with different thicknesses of 2, 6
and 10 mm were die cast in a 700 ton cold chamber horizontal high pressure die casting
machine. The chemical composition of die cast AM50 alloy (DC AM50) is given in Table
3.1. Table 3.2 summarizes the die casting process parameters. A schematic illustration of die
casting coupons with the thicknesses of 2, 6 and 10 mm is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Table 3.1 Chemical composition of DC AM50 alloy (wt.%)
Alloy

Al

Mn

Ca

Si

Other

Mg

DCAM50

4.92

0.294

0.0

0.013

<0.01

Balance

6mm

2mm
10mm

Fig. 3.1 Schematic illustration showing DC AM50 coupons with thicknesses of
2, 6 and 10 mm.
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Table 3.2 Die casting process parameters
Plunger tip diameter

57.15 mm

Sleeve length

482.6 mm

Metal temperature

677 °C

Fill time

0.025 s

Oil temperature

66 °C

Cycle time

25 s

Die temperature

200 °C

3.1.2 Permanent mold casting
The Magnesium alloy designated as AM50 was selected as the base alloy in this study,
and was provided by the Ford Motor Company. A master alloy of magnesium-calcium
(70Mg-30 Ca, wt.%) produced by Timminco Metals was used to produce the desired alloys
with different calcium contents (PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys). Raw materials were supplied in cast
ingot bars. Small pieces cut from AM50 casting ingots were melted in a mild steel crucible
which is inside a Lindberg/Blue M CF56822C Crucible furnace (Lindberg/Blue M Thermo
Electron Corporation, Asheville, North Carolina, USA). To protect the melt from any
excessive oxidation or possible burning, a protective gas (Sulfur Hexafluoride SF6 0.5% +
Carbon Dioxide CO2) was used during both melting and casting. When the temperature of
the molten liquid metal was close to 760 °C, which was measured by a digital thermometer
Omega HH509, the molten metal was poured from the crucible into the cavity of permanent
copper molds (Fig. 3.2). First, AM50 alloy with calcium addition varying from 0.0 to 2.0
wt.% were cast using copper disk mold, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Then, to investigate the
effects of cooling rates on the microstructure and mechanical properties of the alloy with 2
wt.% Ca addition, fast cooling rates (20 ~ 65 °C/s) were achieved by using copper disk mold
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(Fig. 3.2(a)), while slow cooling rates (0.5 ~ 9.2 °C/s) were obtained by using a series of
short copper tubes with diameters from 25 to 50 mm (Fig. 3.2(b)). Before pouring, the copper
tubes or mold were preheated to 200 ~ 300 °C. The casting produced by a copper disk mold
was a flat circular disk 7 mm in thickness and 44 mm in diameter. Measurement of cooling
rates was made by placing a thermocouple KTSS-116U-24 (Omega Engineering Inc.,
Stamford, Connecticut, USA) at the center or edge of the castings. Specimens for
microstructural characterization were cut from castings at a location close to the tip of the
thermocouple. The results of the chemical analysis of the specimens cut from the casting
with different calcium contents are summarized in Table 3.3.

Fig. 3.2 Permanent copper molds: (a) disk mold and (b) tube molds
Table 3.3 Chemical compositions of the permanent mold cast alloys (wt.%)
Si

Mg

0.296 0.0023 0.0026

0.0164

Balance

Mg-5.0Al-0.5Ca PM AC505 4.78 0.514

0.295 0.0025 0.0020

0.0178

Balance

Mg-5.0Al-l.0Ca PM AC51

0.289 0.0027 0.0036

0.0175

Balance

Mg Alloy

Designation A1

Ca

Mg-5.0Al-0.0Ca PM AM50 4.93

0.0

Mn

4.87 0.966

Zn

Fe

Mg-5.0Al-l.5Ca PM AC515 5.15

1.451

0.295 0.0025 0.0044

0.0204

Balance

Mg-5.0Al-2.0Ca PM AC52

1.966

0.278 0.0024 0.0033

0.0170

Balance

4.89
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3.1.3 High Temperature Observation Unit
In order to characterize the microstructures under different solidification conditions
from using copper molds, the PM AC52 alloy was recast at cooling rates of 1 °C/s and 12.5
°C/s in a High Temperature Observation Unit (HTOU) made by ULVAC-Riko Inc (Fig. 3.3).
The HTOU can accurately control the cooling rate of specimens that were put in the
cylindrical alumina crucible (4mm inner diameter, 3mm height). Extra-high-purity argon gas
was bled into the upper cavity of HTOU to prevent oxidation. The temperature of the
crucible can be controlled to within ± IK with a thermocouple welded to the platinum
container that held the alumina crucible.

Fig. 3.3 ULVAC-Riko high temperature observation unit.
3.2 Heat treatment
A number of permanent mold cast Mg alloys were heat-treated. Based on the DSC
results in Chapter 6, heat treatments (T4) were performed for various times (0.5 ~ 24 h) at
420 °C for PM AM50 and AC51 alloys and at 520 °C for AC52 alloy followed by water
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quenching to investigate the evolution of the microhardness and the volume fraction of
eutectic during the early stage of the solution treatment. Based on the above results, PM
AM50, AC505 and AC51 alloys were finally solution heat treated at 420 °C for 2 h, and at
520 °C for 2 h for PM AC515 and AC52 alloys followed by water quenching. Specimens of
all the tested alloys, with and without solution treatment, were age hardened for various times
(2-1000 h) at 200 °C for PM AM50, PM AC505 and PM AC51 alloys and at 250 °C for PM
AC515 and PM AC52 alloys, and also at 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 °C for alloys PM AC51
and AC52 alloys for 100 h. In order to avoid burning or severe oxidation, the specimens of
the alloys to be solution treated at 520 °C were sealed in a vacuum in pyrex capsules, and
other specimens were embedded in AI2O3 powder during solution treatment at 420 °C and at
temperatures lower than 420 °C during aging.
3.3 Indentation testing
Because both microindentation and nanoindentation test results were very sensitive to
the surface quality of specimens at low load, specimens were first polished with the lpm and
then 0.05 pm alumina polishing suspensions before indentation testing.
3.3.1 Microindentation testing
The Vickers microhardness measurements were performed at room temperature using
a Buehler microhardness tester. The indenter was kept at the maximum load for 12 s for all
measurements, and the measured hardness is the average value of 10 individual indents made
on the surface of each sample. Initially, an indentation load of 200 g was used to measure the
microhardness of all die cast and permanent mold cast Mg alloys for understanding: (a) the
effect of the microstructures through the DC AM50 castings on the microhardness, (b) the
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effect of Ca content on the microhardness of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys, and (c) the effect of
heat treatment process on the microhardness of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys. Then, in an effort
to determine the relationship between the loads and the microhardness, the PM Mg-Al-Ca
alloys were measured with the loads varying from 10 to 200 g.
3.3.2 Nanoindentation testing

Fig. 3.4 Hysitron Ubi®l nanomechanical test instrument

The nano-indentation tests were performed on a Hysitron Ubi®l Nanomechanical
Test Instrument with a Berkovich indenter at room temperature (Fig. 3.4). This instrument is
computer controlled and is capable of performing multiple load-unload indentation tests with
continuous acquisition of the indentation load and depth. There is a program in the
instrument, which can be set up to carry out indentations along a straight line, a circle or a
rectangle. Such an equipment allows applying loads varying from 10 to 8000 pN and
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recording penetration depths as a function of applied loads with high load resolution (InN)
and high displacement resolution (0.04 nm), Ten indentations were made on each specimen
for hardness and creep tests, which were precisely carried out within primary a-Mg grains
under the control of a Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) of the Ubi®l Instrument.

3.4 DSC analysis
The thermal analysis was carried out using a Differential Scanning CalorimetryThermogravimetric Analyzer (DSC-TGA Q600) manufactured by TA Instrument, as shown
in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 Differential scanning calorimetry-thermogravimetric analyzer (DSC-TGA Q600).

An argon flow rate of lOOmL/min was used to prevent sample from contamination of
the measurement beams and from the oxidation during and after DSC runs. The DSC tests
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were run at heating/cooling rates of 2 ~ 50°C/min over the temperature range of 50 to 580 °C.
After heating, nitrogen-cooling was used for all runs. Before each DSC run, the SDT Q600
TA Instrument was calibrated for TGA weight, DTA baseline, temperature and DSC heat
flow. Samples to be analyzed were put in an alumina cup on the sample beam, while an
empty alumina cup was put on the reference beam. Right before or after each DSC run, a
baseline run was required by running a separate test with two clean, empty alumina cups on
the sample and reference beams. The DSC trace was then corrected by subtracting the
baseline.
3.5 Microstructural analysis
3.5.1 Optical and SEM analysis

Fig. 3.6 Buehler optical image analyzer model 2002.
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For optical and SEM microscopy, specimens were mounted and then ground with
CARBIMET abrasive papers. The specimens were polished with 1.0 pm and 0.05 pm
alumina polishing suspensions after grinding. Then specimens were chemically etched in a
Glycol etchant (75 ml ethylene glycol, 1ml HNO3, 25 ml H2O) for 5 ~ 20 seconds at room
temperature. Specimens for SEM investigation were coated with either gold or carbon before
inserting into the microscope.
Quantitative metallography was undertaken using a Buehler Optical Image Analyzer
Model 2002 (Fig. 3.6). The secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) was measured by the
linear intersect method, and the volume fraction of the secondary phases in the specimens
was measured by a point counting method. The morphological characterization of the
specimens were undertaken with a JEOL JSM-5800LV scanning electron microscope (SEM)
equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) at 15kV (Fig. 3.7).

Fig. 3.7 Scanning electron microscope (JEOL Model JSM-5800LV).
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3.5.2 TEM
Thin sections for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis were ground with
CARBIMET abrasive papers to thin foils with a thickness of ~20 pm. The thin foils were
further thinned by ion beam milling with an incidence angle of 3 ~ 5° for about 1 hour. TEM
investigations were undertaken with a JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope (TEM)
equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) at an operating volt of 200
keV, as shown in Fig. 3.8. Two-beam conditions were used to observe the contrast caused by
the coherent strain at the interfaces between precipitates and matrix. Selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) combined with centered dark field imaging was used to identify the
various phases.

Fig. 3.8 JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope with an energy dispersive
X-ray spectrometer (EDS).
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF MICROSTRUCTURE OF DC AM50 ALLOY

4.1 Microstructure of DC AM50 alloy
4.1.1 Optical and SEM micrographs
For high pressure die casting, steel dies for the casting of magnesium alloys cool
faster when the back of the dies are cooled by oil, and heat can be quickly extracted from the
casting through the metal-mold interface. Therefore, the high pressure die casting process
invariably leads to a “skin effect”, where the microstructure of the casting near the free
surfaces differs significantly from that in the interior, i.e. liquid metal close to the metal-mold
interface first solidifies to form a fine grain microstructure, as shown in Figs. 4.1(a), (c) and
(e). As the solidification process proceeds, the rate of heat transfer from the interior to the
exterior decreases gradually so that a relatively coarse grain structure subsequently forms in
the interior of casting, as shown in Figure 4.1(b), (d) and (f). Zhou [157] reported that a
higher percentage of porosity, which is in the form of “bands”, is observed in the central
regions of the same DC AM50 alloys as used in this study, while the skin regions are
relatively free of porosity. The banded defects observed in die cast AM50 alloys are caused
by shear deformation of the semi-solid mush entering the die cavity [157]. It was found that
the bands include aluminum-rich segregation, porosity or a combination of both. The amount
and degree of localization of porosity formed is dependent on the alloy composition and the
casting conditions.
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Skin Area

Center Area

m u& iSiSk

Fig.4.1 Optical microstructures of DC AM50 alloys: (a) the skin of 2 mm sample, (b) the
center of 2 mm sample, (c) the skin of 6 mm sample, (d) the center of 6 mm sample,
(e) the skin of 10 mm sample and (f) the center of 10 mm sample.
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Fig. 4.2 SEM micrographs of the microstructures in DC AM50 alloys: (a) the skin of 2 mm
sample, (b) the center of 2 mm sample, (c) the center of 6 mm sample and (d) the
center of 10 mm sample.

The primary features of the microstructures of DC AM50 alloys are shown at a higher
magnification in the SEM micrographs (Fig. 4.2). The microstructure consists of primary aMg solid solution and particles of the P-Mgi7Ali2 phase with bright contrast, which are
common to other Mg-Al alloys. With the addition of Mn, AlgMns particles, which exhibit the
brightest contrast, have been found in the DC AM50 alloys either in the primary a-Mg grain
or along the grain boundary with (J-MgnAln phase. However, the amount of AlgMns
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particles is low. The regions with gray contrast surrounding the intermetallic phase is due to
the different etching characteristics of the Al-rich a-Mg (higher in A1 content) that formed
last during the solidification sequence. The eutectic is divorced, and therefore the p-MgnAln
phase appears as discrete particles surrounded by the Al-rich a-Mg halo that is richer in A1
than the primary a-Mg.

Mn

Fig. 4.3 (a) SEM micrograph and (b) the EDS line scans in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy.
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Fig. 4.3 presents SEM micrograph and the EDS line scan result at one location and
shows the compositional variation across a AlgMns particle (Fig. 4.3(a)) near the grain
boundaries. It can be seen that the concentration of both Mg and A1 inside the primary a-Mg
grains are constant, and that a sharp increase in A1 content is found when the probe crosses
the AlgMns particles, demonstrating that the phase contains Al. A sharp decrease in Mg
content and a sharp increase in Mn content are also observed when the probe crosses the
AlgMn5 particles. When the probe crosses the Al-rich eutectic a-Mg that surrounds the PMgnAln or AlgMns phases, the Mg content appears constant while Al content has a smooth
increase. This indicates local microsegregation due to a coring effect. Czerwinstki et al [158]
detected an obvious increase in Al concentration when the electron probe beam moved from
the center towards the primary a-Mg grain boundary, indicating coring. Dargusch and
Dunlop [159] also found similar micro-segregation in their DC AZ91D alloy.
Fig. 4.4 shows a SEM micrograph and elemental maps for the 2mm DC AM50 alloy
from the same region. Using the Mg, Al and Mn X-ray maps of the same field shown in Fig.
4.4(a), the P-MgpAlu phases and the AlgMns phases (marked by arrows) can be identified.
Also, the network of the Al-rich regions surrounding the p-MgnAl^ phases are distributed
along the grain boundaries.
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Fig. 4.4 EDS results for the 2mm DC AM50 alloy: (a) SEM micrograph, and elemental maps
from the same region for (b) Mg, (c) Al and (d) Mn.
4.1.2 TEM micrographs
Analysis by SEM/EDS indicated that aluminum content in the middle of the primary
a-Mg grains was close to ~ 4% wt.% compared to a value of over 11 wt.% Al in the Al-rich
eutectic a-Mg regions surrounding the p-MgnAl^ phases. Higher levels of aluminum
around 30 - 40 wt.% were detected in the p-MgnAln particles. Typical TEM/EDS spectra
from the P-MgnAln and the AlgMns phases in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy are shown in Fig.
4.5. The results of the analysis show that P-MgnAl^ has an average composition (wt.%) of
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58.4 ± 2.1 Mg, 41.6 ± 4.4 Al, and AlgMns phase has a composition (wt.%) of 42.5 ± 4.7 Al
and 55.3 ± 5.3 Mn and 2.2 ± 1.2 Mg. The AlgMns phase should not contain Mg. It is
therefore considered that the small amount of Mg detected in the spectrum could be from Mg
in the matrix.
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Fig. 4.5 Typical EDS spectra of: (a) P-MgnAln and (b) AlgMns phases
in the 2mm DC AM50 alloy.
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Fig. 4.6 shows TEM bright field (BF) micrograph and selected area diffraction pattern
of p-MgnAln phase in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy. The P-MgnAln precipitates, as shown in
Fig. 4.6(a), are found to have a typical lamellar structure, and are distributed homogenously
in the matrix. The boundary between two layers of the P-phase can also be clearly observed.
The selected area diffraction pattern shows that the lamellar structures have the same
crystallographic orientation, which suggests that these lamellar p phase structures are either
single crystals consisting of multiple lamellar structures or polycrystals which have the same
crystallographic orientation. The length of the lamellar P-MgnAln precipitate ranges from
hundreds of nanometers to several microns. Indexing of the diffraction pattern for the PMgnAln confirmed that the p phase has a cubic crystal structure with a = 1.056 nm.
Additionally, some rodlike MgnAln precipitates were found in the matrix of the DC AM50
alloy, and it seems that these precipitates are parallel each other (Fig. 4.7(a)). The selected
area electron diffraction pattern consists of the sum of the individual diffraction rings, as
shown in Fig. 4.7(b), which means that the rodlike MgnAln precipitates are polycrystals
which contain crystals in several orientations. Meanwhile, it can be found that these crystals
have the similar orientations because of the localized distribution of the diffraction spots
along the diffraction rings.
Nano-scale particles of MgnAl^ are also found in the grains of the 2 mm DC AM50
alloy, as shown in Fig. 4.8. These are mostly elongated platelets or needlelike precipitates.
Frequently, such precipitates surround the rounded eutectic constituents. This may
correspond to the SEM observations (Fig. 4.6(a)) and may serve as an alternative explanation
to the lamellar eutectic described above. These particles may be formed by precipitation from
the supersaturated solid solution during solidification.
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Fig. 4.6 Typical TEM image of (a) p-MgnAln in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy, (b) selected
area diffraction pattern from P-Mgi7Ali2 phase with dark contrast, and (c) indexing
of diffraction pattern in (b).
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Fig. 4.7 Typical TEM image of (a) p-MgnAln in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy and (b) selected
area diffraction pattern from P-Mgi7Ali2 phase with dark contrast.

Fig. 4.8 (a) TEM image and (b) EDS result of nano Mgi7Ali2 particles
in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy.
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With the addition of Mn(<l .0%), an additional phase containing mainly aluminum
and manganese was also observed in the microstructure of the DC AM50 in the form of small
particles on the microscale. These phases occupied less than 1% of the total volume fraction
of eutectic phases in the alloy investigated. Although their compositions varied, they were
present in similar amounts in all of the alloys examined in these experiments.
A TEM BF image, its selected area electron diffraction and an indexed diffraction
pattern of the AlgMns precipitate are shown in Fig. 4.9. The BF image shows that the AlgMns
precipitates have a polygonal morphology and are several microns in size. Selected area
electron diffraction pattern confirmed that the dark particle visible in Fig. 4.9(a) is the
AlgMns phase. The AlgMns particle is found to be a single crystal, since the diffraction
pattern does not change as the diffraction beam moves back and forth along the dark phase.
The AlgMns phase has a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure with a = 1.273 nm
and c = 1.588 nm. The AlgMns precipitates are found to have a polygonal morphology and
are several microns in size. The AlgMns precipitates are observed at grain boundaries or in
the primary a grains, which is slightly different from the distribution of the p-MgnAl^ that
is mainly along the grain boundaries.
The polycrystalline AlgMns particle was also present in the matrix of the 2 mm DC
AM50 alloy. Fig. 4.10 shows a TEM BF image of the AlgMns phase, combined diffraction

patterns from the polycrystalline, and individual diffraction patterns from single crystal. The
combined diffraction pattern consists of three individual single crystal diffraction patterns
obtained at three different locations, which suggests that the polycrystalline particle includes
three single crystals of different orientation. However, since the contrast of the particle is too
dark, it is hard to distinguish any boundary from these individual crystals.
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Fig. 4.9 (a) Typical TEM image of AlgMns in die cast AM50 alloy with a 2 mm thickness, (b)
selected area diffraction pattern from AlgMns phase with dark contrast, and (c)
indexing of diffraction pattern in (b).
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Fig. 4.10 (a) Typical TEM image of AlgMns in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy, and selected area
diffraction patterns from (b) the whole AlgMns phase with dark contrast, and (c)
star location, (d) square location, and (e) circle location.
According to the data of TEM/EDS analysis, it seems that the Mn-containing
particles had an average composition of 58.05 ± 20.78 at.%Mg - 26.12 + 12.84 at.%Al 15.83 ± 8.01 at.%Mn. This observation implies that the particles could involve the elements
of Mg, Al and Mn with a very large scatter in data. However, there was a great possibility
that the detected strong Mg EDS signal on the spectra resulted from the matrix surrounding
the particles because of their relatively fine sizes. The uncertainty in the detected Mg content
due to variation in EDS detection regions could be responsible for the large scatter in the data
analysis which took Mg into consideration. Moreover, it has been pointed out in the previous
studies [63, 157, 160] that magnesium is usually absent from manganese aluminides in
magnesium alloys. Based on these considerations, Mg content was excluded during the
calculation of the atomic ratio of Al to Mn in the particles. By taking into account only Al
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and Mn EDS signals, the average compositions of three particles as indicated in Fig. 4.11
were calculated with a significant reduction in data scatter. They were 62.3 ± 2.93 at. % Al
and 37.7 ± 2.93 at.% Mn. Hence, the average atomic ratio of Al to Mn in the particles
becomes 1.65. The value of 1.65 identifies that the observed Al-Mn particles should be the
AlgMns phase of which atomic ratio is 1.6. This TEM/EDS observation is consistent with the
experimental findings by Gertsman et al [160].

Fig. 4.11 (a) TEM image and (b) EDS result of finer AlgMns particles
in the 2 mm thick DC AM50 alloy.
Fig. 4.12 shows the morphology of twins in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy. Fig. 4.12(a) is
a SEM image of the twin structure. It can be seen that twin structures are distributed within
the primary a-Mg grains. Some individual grains often include small twins, while large twins
are observed to cross through several a-Mg grains. Also, it should be noted that these twins
are parallel in the local area of the matrix, which suggests that they have an epitaxial
relationship between twins and between the twins and the matrix. In the case of a
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conventional grain boundary, the formation of a twin and orientation domain must be
energetically favored, i.e., the change of the boundary free energy due to the formation of the
twin boundary (domain boundary) must be a minimum. The free energy of a semi-coherent
interface can be approximately considered as the sum of two terms: a chemical term resulting
from the interaction energy of the interfacial atoms and a structural term brought about by
structural misfit across the interface which is mostly associated with the crystallography of
the interface. Although it is in general understood that the formation of a twin boundary is
closely related with the low-stacking fault energy of the material investigated [161,162], it is
difficult to estimate the chemical term of the formation energy of the boundary without
extensive computer simulations for the DC AM50 alloy. The TEM BF image in Fig. 4.12(b)
also shows some fine precipitates appearing on the twin boundaries.

Fig. 4.12 Morphology of twin structure formed during solidification for the 2 mm DC
AM50 alloy: (a) SEM and (b) TEM image.

The dislocation density in the primary a-Mg tended to be rather high, which is
probably due to plastic deformation during fast cooling under geometric constraint
experienced by the die cast specimens. As shown in Fig. 4.13, many of the dislocations were
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arranged in networks indicating that considerable recovery had also occurred during cooling
to room temperature. The dislocation appears as a dark line in the bright field image, because
certain planes near dislocations are bent into a strongly diffracting orientation so that the
intensity of the directly transmitted beam is reduced in columns near the dislocation. A row
of parallel dislocations is observed in the TEM image (Fig. 4.13(b)). The dislocations extend
from top to bottom of the grains. The deformation has resulted in the formation of dense
tangles of dislocation within the grains, as shown in Figs. 4.13(a) and (c). Additionally, grain
boundaries, precipitates, and stacking fault energy affect the distribution of the dislocations.
The orientation difference between the a-Mg grains varies considerably for each set of grains.
However, the interface between the a-Mg grains is often identified as a low angle grain
boundary of less than 5° difference in orientation. A small amount of energy is stored when
the dislocations are produced during solidification. However, a considerable amount of
stored energy can be released if the dislocations locally rearrange themselves into
configurations of lower energy, i.e. low-angle boundaries and can be represented by a
uniform array of three or more sets of dislocations. Both these procedures involve climb of
the dislocations. Solute atoms in high local concentrations may interact to form precipitates
along the dislocations. As far as the mechanical properties are concerned, the importance of
solute segregation and precipitates in or near the dislocations is that an extra stress is required
to overcome the attractive dislocation-defect interactions and move the dislocations away
from the concentrated solute or precipitate region. Some fine p-Mg^Alo particles are also
observed to precipitate along the grain boundaries (Fig.4.13(d)). Meanwhile, the dislocation
tangles are observed around the grain boundaries and the precipitate. Some nanoscale
precipitates are also present on the dislocation [63]. The structure of these nano precipitates
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has not yet been determined. They appear to be a combination of MgpAlu and AlgMns
precipitates.

G rain b o u n d aries

Dislocations

Fig. 4.13 TEM micrographs of grain and dislocation network in the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy,
(a) grain boundaries, (b) arranged dislocations, (c) stacking fault and (d) tangled
dislocations and precipitates. Each dark line is produced by a dislocation.
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4.2 Distribution of secondary dendrite arm spacing
There is non-uniform microstructure in the high pressure DC AM50 alloy with
respect to the size and distribution of its main phases. A thin skin region close to the surface
of the specimens has a finer microstructure than the central region. The microstructures in
Fig. 4.1 illustrate the significant differences in the SDAS from the center to the edge of a DC
specimen. Distributions of the SDAS across the DC AM50 castings with section thicknesses
of 2,6 and 10mm are shown in Fig. 4.14(a), (b) and (c), respectively.
The distribution of the SDAS in the skin of the castings is relatively uniform
compared to that in the center. Typical sizes of the SDAS in the skin of the casting with a
section thickness of 2 mm ranged from 1 to 7 pm, although a small number of larger values
(8 to 10 pm) were also observed. The average SDAS in the skin of the casting with section
thickness of 2 mm was around 3.98 pm. Similarly, the measured average SDASs are 5.12
and 8.6 pm in the skin regions of the castings with the section thicknesses of 6 and 10 mm,
respectively. However, as section thickness increases, some larger dendrites were observed
in the skin regions of the castings, which resulted in measured SDAS data with a relatively
high scatter. Histograms showing the distribution of the SDAS in the skin regions of the
castings with the section thicknesses of 2 and 10 mm are shown in Fig. 4.15. It can be noted
that the average SDAS is around 8.6 pm, however, some large size SDASs ranging from 20
to 30 pm were measured in the skin of the casting with the section thickness of 10 mm. The
measured average SDASs in the center regions of the castings with section thicknesses of 2,
6, and 10 mm are 10.5,14.4 and 17.4 pm, respectively, with considerable scatter in the data.
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Fig. 4.14 Distribution of the SDAS across the DC AM50 castings with section thicknesses of
(a) 2 mm, (b) 6 mm and (c) 10mm.
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Fig. 4.15 Histograms showing the distribution of the SDAS in the skin regions of the castings
with section thicknesses of: (a) 2 mm sample and (b) 10 mm.
The measured sizes of some of the large dendrites were close to 50 pm in the center
of the casting with the section thickness of 10 mm. Additionally, it was found that some
smaller dendrites (<lpm) were present in both the skin and the center regions for all the
castings, which were not easily observed using the optical microscopy. However, as
described in Section 4.1.1, the fine microstructures could be characterized with SEM. The
SDAS (around 3.98 pm) measured in the skin region of the casting with the section thickness
of 2 mm is in good agreement with the size of the primary a-Mg grains (around 4 pm)
observed in the TEM BF image (Fig. 4.13).
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The skin thickness of die cast coupons is dependent upon the casting parameters, the
section thickness of the casting, the flow of the liquid and pre-solidified metal through the
casting, and the shape of the surrounding mould. Liquid metal flowing through the diecasting is likely to solidify almost immediately upon contact with the mould walls. The
extraction of heat through the walls forms a rigid skin, with a very fine microstructure and a
high volume of eutectic when the section of the die cast coupons is somewhat thin. This cast
surface layer is advantageous for the strength of the casting.

4.3 Distribution of eutectic phases
Optical micrographs of Figs. 4.2(a) and (b) show the higher volume fraction of
eutectic P-MgnAlu with Al-rich eutectic a-Mg in the skin than in the central regions of a 2
mm thick die cast AM50 specimen.
The image analysis technique and optical micrographs are used to quantitatively
determine the amount and distribution of eutectic phases in the matrix of the DC AM50
alloys. However, the similar contrast is present between the eutectic phase and the primary
a-Mg phase in the polished and etched specimens with these two observation techniques.
Hence, it is sometimes hard to distinguish the boundary between the primary and eutectic aMg phases. The obvious boundaries between the primary a-Mg and the eutectic a-Mg can be
observed in the skin and the center areas of the 2 mm DC AM50, while the boundaries
between the eutectic and the primary a-Mg solid solutions are not sharp, and are overlapped
in some local areas for the 6 and 10 mm DC AM50 alloys. Nevertheless, approximate
measurements of the amount of eutectic phases at various positions throughout the section
thickness show a general increase in the amount of eutectic phases in the regions close to the
skin of the castings as shown in the plot of Fig. 4.16.
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Fig. 4.16 Distribution of volume fraction of eutectic phase throughout the DC AM50
castings with section thicknesses of (a) 2 mm, (b) 6 mm and (c) 10 mm.
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Also, the section thickness has an effect on the volume fraction of eutectic phases in
the DC AM50 alloys. It can be noted that the volume fractions of the eutectic phases in the
skin regions of the DC AM50 castings are obviously different, which are 24.7%, 21.5% and
18.1% for the DC AM50 alloys with section thicknesses of 2, 6 and 10 mm, respectively.
However, there is no significant difference in the volume fractions of eutectic phase in the
central regions between the 2, 6 and 10 mm thick DC AM50 coupons.

4.4 Summary

(1). The microstructure of the die cast AM50 alloys consists of the primary a-Mg,
together with the p-MgnAl^, and AlgMns phases. The intergranular P-MgnAli2
phase is surrounded by a region of Al-rich eutectic a-Mg phase. The AlsMns
particles are often attached to the edge of the eutectic phases, or lie within the
eutectic phases.
(2). The dimensions and morphology of the phases in the DC AM50 alloys depend on
solidification conditions. The MgnAln phase is present in the forms of micro-scale
eutectic phase along grain boundaries and nano precipitates in supersaturated solid
solution. Also, micro and nano-scale Al8Mn5 particles are present in the DC AM50
castings.
(3). Twin structures, small and large size, are present in the DC AM50 alloys. The
small twins were distributed within the primary a-Mg grains while the observed
large twins appear to cross through several primary a-Mg grains. Also, it should be
noted that these twins are parallel in the local area of the matrix, which indicates
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that the epitaxial relationships exist between twins, and between twin and the
matrix.
(4).

A high dislocation density was revealed by TEM in the primary a-Mg due possibly
to plastic deformation during fasting cooling under a geometric constraint
experienced in the die cast specimens. Parallel and tangled dislocations are present
within the primary a-Mg. Some unidentified, very small precipitates were present
at the dislocations.

(5).

A higher volume fraction of eutectic P-MgnAln plus Al-rich eutectic a-Mg and a
smaller SDAS were found in the skin than in the central regions of the die cast
AM50 alloys. Examination of the corresponding regions in the 2, 6 and 10 mm
thick coupons showed that the volume fraction of the eutectic phase decreased,
while the SDAS increased, with increasing section thickness.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF MICROSTRUCTURES OF PM Mg-Al AND
Mg-Al-Ca ALLOYS
5.1 As-cast microstructures of Mg-Al alloy
Fig. 5.1 shows the typical microstructure in the permanent mold cast AM50 alloy. It
can be seen that the microstructures consist of the primary a-Mg, p-MgnAln and AlgMns
phases. The P-MgnAl^, with a less bright contrast, is often surrounded by the eutectic a-Mg,
while the bright white spots visible on the SEM image are AlgMn5 precipitates. Some of
these precipitates are in the middle of grains, while the majority of the Al-Mn particles are
within the eutectic a-Mg phase.

Fig. 5.1 SEM micrographs of the PM AM50 alloy in: (a) skin region and (b) central region.
The morphology of the eutectic phases, including P-Mgi7Ali2 and eutectic a-Mg in
the skin and the central regions, was obviously different, as is shown in Figs. 5.1(a) and (b).
A large amount of separate, round eutectic islands were observed in the skin of the PM
casting. The P-MgnAl^ particle is in the middle of the island, and was surrounded by the
eutectic a-Mg. However, some long eutectic islands, as well as the round eutectic islands,
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were found in the middle of the casting. The p-MgnAlu particles in these long islands are
noticeably coarse compared to those in the skin region. Additionally, the p-MgnAlu phases
were discontinuously distributed in both regions of the casting.
The microstructure of the 7 mm thick PM AM50 alloy was significantly coarser than
that of the 2 mm thick DC AM50 alloy (Figs. 4.2(a) and (b)). This is because the different
solidification rates are present in the two processes. Normally, Mg castings made by die
casting experience higher cooling rates than those cast by permanent mold casting. In high
pressure die casting, the steel dies used for casting magnesium alloys cool rapidly when the
back of the dies are oil cooled and heat is transported rapidly from the casting through the
metal-mold interface during rapid injection. The microstructure of the PM AM50 alloys with
a moderate aluminum content shows the presence of low volume fractions of the divorced PMgnAln phase as intergranular particles along the grain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a)
and (b) compared to that in the DC AM50 alloy (Figs. 4.2(b), (c) and (d)). The p-MgnAl^
phase was not observed within the primary a-Mg grains for the PM AM50 alloys. The pMgnAli2 phase has a low melting temperature, which indicates that it is a relatively soft
phase and is thermally unstable. Another significant difference in the microstructure of the
as-cast AM50 alloys is that a continuous network of the Al-rich eutectic a-Mg was observed
in DC AM50 while a discontinuous distribution of the Al-rich a-Mg was found in PM AM50
alloy.
Fig. 5.2 presents a SEM micrograph and the EDS line scan results, which show the
compositional variation across a p-MgnAl^ particle and the surrounding eutectic a-Mg
phase on the grain boundaries. Concentrations of Mg and A1 inside the primary a-Mg grains
are constant, and a smooth increase in A1 content was observed when the probe crossed the
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eutectic a-Mg phase, indicating that the eutectic a-Mg phase would be Al-rich phase. Once
the probe crosses the eutectic P-MgnAl^ particle, there is a sharp increase in A1 content.
Local microsegregation was also found in the permanent costing due to the coring.
Fig. 5.3 shows a SEM micrograph and elemental maps for the PM AM50 alloy from
the same region. Using the Mg, A1 and Mn X-ray maps of the same field shown in Fig.
5.3(a), the P-MgnAln phases and the AlgMns phases (marked by arrows) can be identified.
Also, Al-rich eutectic a-Mg phases surrounding the P-MgnAli2 phases are distributed along
the grain boundaries.

Fig. 5.2 (a) SEM micrograph and (b) EDS line scan in the PM AM50 alloy.
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Fig. 5.3 EDS results for the PM AM50 alloy: (a) SEM micrograph, and elemental maps from
the same region for (b) Mg, (c) Al and (d) Mn.

5.2 As-cast microstructures of Mg-Al-Ca alloys
To investigate the effect of Ca content on microstructure of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys,
four different levels of Ca addition (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 wt.%) were introduced to the based
alloy AM50 alloy.
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Fig. 5.4 SEM micrographs of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys with different Ca contents (wt.%):
(a) 0.5, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.5, and (d) 2.0.

SEM micrographs showing the development of the microstructure of the Mg-Al alloy
with various Ca contents are presented in Fig. 5.4. The marked grain refining effect of a high
Ca addition (Fig.5.4 (d)) is clearly evident compared to the specimen with low Ca addition
(Fig.5.4 (a)) under the same casting conditions. The completely divorced, discontinuous
eutectic phases have gradually been replaced by a continuous network of eutectic phases with
increasing Ca content. Although a 2.0 wt.% Ca addition level exceeds the solid solubility
limit of calcium in magnesium (0.82 wt.% at 516.5 °C), no excess insoluble Ca particles were
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found in the microstructure of the PM AC52 alloy. The grain refining effect of Ca was
further confirmed by quantitative image analysis to measure the secondary dendrite arm
spacing (SDAS) and the volume fraction of the secondary eutectic phase. The results show
that as the Ca content increases from 0.5 to 2.0 wt.%, the measured SDAS values decrease
from 30.0 ± 5.2 pm to 9.8 ± 3.1 pm, while the measured volume fractions of the eutectic
phases increase from 7.4 ± 2.2 % to 21.4 ± 4.2 %. The results on the effect of Ca content on
the microstructure of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys are summarized in Table 5.1, and the
relationships between Ca content and the SDAS and the volume fraction of eutectic are
plotted in Figs.5.5 (a) and (b), respectively.

Table 5.1 SDAS and the volume fraction of eutectic phase measured
in the Mg-Al-Ca series alloys
Ca content

SDAS

Volume fraction of eutectic

(wt.%)

(pm)

(%)

PM AC505

0.5

29.96 ± 5.2

7.4 ±2.2

PMAC51

1.0

22.87 ±4.7

10.5 ±2.6

PM AC515

1.5

17.27 ±3.8

15.2 ±3.4

PM AC52

2.0

9.76 ±3.1

21.4 ±4.2

Alloy
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Fig. 5.5 Effect of Ca content on: (a) the SDAS and (b) the volume fraction of
eutectic phase in the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys.
Fig. 5.6 shows SEM images of the microstructure development in the center of the
Mg-Al-Ca alloys with different Ca contents at high magnification for the purpose of phase
identification. The volume fraction of the eutectic phase obviously increases in the PM
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AC505 alloy (Fig. 5.6(a)) compared to the PM AM50 alloy without Ca addition under the
same casting conditions (Fig. 5.1(b)). With the addition of Ca in the AM50 alloy, Cacontaining eutectic phases begin to appear in the microstructures of the casings. When the
content of Ca is low, MgnAln phases as well as the Ca-containing phases co-exist in the
castings, as shown in Figs. 5.6 (a) and (b). The Ca-containing compound has better stability
at higher temperatures, contributing to an increased creep resistance, while also suppressing
the formation of the p-MgnAl^ phase. Therefore, when the Ca content is 1.5 wt.% or higher
in the casting, the P-MgnAln phase was completely replaced by the Ca-containing phase as
shown in Figs. 5.6 (c) and (d). Additionally, AlgMns particles with bright contrast are also
observed in all the Mg-Al-Ca alloys, and the volume fraction of the phase in all the castings
is less than 1%. It seems that the addition of Ca has little effect on the precipitation of the
AlsMns phase. Since the P-MgnAl^ and Ca-containing phases have the similar contrast in
the microstructures of the castings with low Ca content (0.5 and 1.0 wt. %), it is hard to
distinguish them in the optical and SEM images. Therefore, the volume fraction of eutectic
phase measured in the alloy with low Ca contents was in fact the sum of volume fraction of
two P-MgnAl^ and Ca-containing eutectic phases. Although the P-MgnAl^ and Cacontaining phases have similar contrast in the micrographs of castings with low Ca contents,
they had very different morphologies. As described in Sections 4.1 and 5.1, the P-MgnAl 12
particles are often surrounded by the Al-rich eutectic a-Mg in the as-cast AM50 alloys (Fig.
5.1 and Fig. 4.2). However, there was no eutectic a-Mg surrounding the new Ca-containing
phase in all the Mg-Al-Ca alloys. This observation suggests that the segregation of the solute
(Al) in the primary a-Mg phases has been significantly reduced with the addition of Ca to the
AM50 alloy.
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Fig 5.7 shows a SEM image and EDS results for the PM AC51alloy. The probe
crosses the primary a-Mg, MgpAln and Ca-containing phases in turn along the gray line in
Fig. 5.7(a). When the probe crossed the MgnAln particle, a minor decrease in Mg and a
small increase in Al were observed. However, a large sharp decrease in Mg, and a large and
rapid increase in Ca were found when the probe touched the Ca-containing phase (Fig. 5.7
(b)). Additionally, the EDS mapping results showed that Ca and Al mostly precipitated along
the grain boundaries (Fig. 5.7 (d) and (e)). Mn precipitation is observed in the matrix or at the
grain boundaries (Fig. 5.7 (f)).

Vl.MiL- j w

1'

•’ t*

Fig. 5.6 Microstructure in the center of the Mg-Al-Ca alloys with the content of Ca
(wt.%): (a) 0.5, (b) 1.0, (c) 1.5 and (d) 2.0.
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Fig. 5.7 EDS results for the PM AC51 alloy: (a) SEM micrograph, (b) EDS line scans, and
elemental maps from the same region for (c) Mg, (d) Al, (e) Ca and (f) Mn.
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Fig. 5.8 TEM BF images of: (a) (Al, Mg^Ca at triangular grain boundary, (b) (Al, Mg^Ca at
grain boundary, (c) AlgMns and (d) MgnAl^ in the PM AC51 alloy.

TEM BF images of the eutectic phases observed in the PM AC51 alloy are presented
in Fig. 5.8. Three eutectic phases, MgnAl^, AlgMns and Ca-containing, were present in the
matrix of the PM AC51 alloy. Their morphologies were significantly different. Coarse Cacontaining phases were often found at grain boundary triple-points while fine Ca-containing
phases were present along grain boundaries. These Ca-containing phases were (Al, Mg^Ca
phase, as identified by the indexing of the selected area diffraction patterns. Details of the
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selected area diffraction pattern and the indexing of the (Al, Mg^Ca phase are given in Fig.
5.10. Fine AlsMns particles with lamellar structure were also present in Fig. 5.8 (c). However,
coarse AlgMns particles with polygonal shape were not found. This can be explained that,
due to the low volume fraction of AlgMns in the PM AC51 alloy, particles of this phase may
simply not be encountered in arbitrary sections in the TEM foils. Also, polycrystalline
eutectic phase, MgnAlo, was found in the casting. One of the observed morphological forms
of this phase was the narrow long eutectic constituent (Fig. 5.8 (d)).
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4 .3 0

Fig. 5.9 Typical EDS spectra of (Al, Mg^Ca phase in the PM AC52 alloy.

Analysis of TEM/EDX (Fig. 5.9) gives an average composition for (Al, Mg^Ca
phases (wt.%) of 19.2 ±1.7 Al, 47.8 ± 3.2 Mg and 32.9 ±2.1 Ca in the PM AC52 alloy. The
TEM BF image of the (Al, Mg^Ca phase showed a ‘rib’ shape with lamellae structures that
were arranged in alternating layers of Ca phase and eutectic Mg phase, as shown in Fig. 5.10
(a). The details of the diffraction pattern can be better understood by the indexed schematic
solution in Fig. 5.10 (c). The selected area diffraction pattern confirms that (Al, Mg^Ca
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phase has a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure with a = 0.5764 nm and c
0.9641 nm, which is in agreement with the previous results [8, 55].
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Fig. 5.10 (a) Typical TEM image of (Al, Mg^Ca in PM AC52 alloy, (b) selected area
diffraction pattern from (Al, Mg^Ca phase with dark contrast, and
(c) indexing of diffraction pattern in (b).
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The following crystallographic orientation relationship between (Al, Mg)2Ca
precipitate and the matrix was determined from a series of selected area electron diffraction
patterns such as that shown in Fig. 5.11.
(100)(A1, Mg)2Ca || (1 20)Mg;
(02l)(A l, Mg)2Ca || (3 02)Mg; and
[012] (Al, Mg)2Ca || [213]Mg
Fig. 5.12 presents EDS compositional profiles obtained by scanning the beam from
one primary a-Mg grain center across the (Al, Mg)2Ca and AlgMn5 phases on the grain
boundary to the neighboring grains. When the probe crossed the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase and
AlsMn5 phases in the PM AC52 alloy, distinct changes occurred in Mg, Al, Ca and Mn traces.
Fig. 5.13 presents a SEM micrograph and elemental maps from the same region of the
PM AC52 alloy. The grain boundaries appear relatively thick due to the massive presence of
Ca and Al enriched eutectic phase. The (Al, Mg)2Ca phases, which are marked by arrows,
can be seen along the grain boundaries. The bright particles, which are the AlgMns phase,
were distributed within the grains or at the grain boundaries throughout the matrix of the
alloy. Also, the EDX results in Fig. 5.13 show that there was still some Al and Ca trapped
within the grains due primarily to rapid solidification.
Fig. 5.14 shows HREM image of the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase along the [001] zone axis in
the PM AC52 alloy. From the ordered structure characteristics, one can easily identify the
crystal structural feature. The (Al, Mg)2Ca phase can be identified by the relatively dark
contrast. Obviously, there is a sharp interface between the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase and the matrix.
A nanoscale AlgMn5 particle was observed in the matrix of the PM AC52, as shown
in Fig. 5.15.
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Fig. 5.11 (a) Typical TEM image of (Al, Mg^Ca in PM AC52 alloy, (b) selected area
diffraction pattern from (Al, Mg^Ca phase with dark contrast, and (c)
indexing of diffraction pattern in (b).
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Fig. 5.12 (a) SEM micrograph, (b) total EDS line scans from the same region, and individual
line scan: (c) Mg, (d) Al, (e) Ca and (f) Mn in the PM AC52 alloy.
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Fig. 5.13 EDS results for the PM AC52 alloy: (a) SEM micrograph, and elemental maps from
the same region for (b) Mg, (c) Al, (d) Ca and (e) Mn.
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Fig. 5.16 showed SEM images at high magnification of the twin structures present in
the Mg-Al-Ca alloys and their TEM BF images in the PM AC52 alloy. The twins are mostly
distributed within the grains. The twin structures were parallel within an individual grain,
while different orientations of the twin structures are present in neighboring grains.
Additionally, some of the long twins that were observed crossed several grains in some
regions.
Twinned microstructures have been observed in many materials [163-165]. In some
cases [164], twins are related to phase transformations. In other cases [164, 165], twinning is
an important mechanism for plastic deformation. In all cases, the knowledge of the atomic
structure at the twin boundaries is of great interest.
Fig. 5.17 presents HREM images along the [Oil] zone axis showing the twin
microstructure and a twin boundary in the PM AC52 alloy. Nanoscale strain fields give rise to
image contrast effects at the structural modulations as shown in the rectangular boxes in Fig.
5.17 (a). The dashed line in Fig. 5.17 (b) indicates a twin boundary. A section of perfect twin
boundary is highlighted by a small ellipse, and an imperfect dislocation boundary zone is
outlined by a large ellipse along a twin boundary.
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Fig. 5.16 Twin structures in SEM images of: (a) AC505, (b) AC51, (c) AC515, (d) AC52
alloys, and in (e) and (f) TEM images of AC52 alloy.
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Fig.5.17 HREM images along the [011] zone axis in the PM AC52 alloy. Nanostrain fields
are surrounded by squares in (a); Dash line denotes twin boundary in (b). The zone
in small ellipse is a section of perfect twin boundary, while the zone in large
ellipse is a dislocation boundary zone.
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5.3 Effects of cooling rates on microstructure of PM AC52 alloy
5.3.1 Thermal analysis
The definition of cooling rate used in this study is related to the cooling speed of the
AC52 alloy through its primary solidification range. This is reasonable since the measured
cooling rates during this period are representative of the cooling rates that determine the
actual as-cast microstructures. Using this definition of cooling rate, the thermal analysis was
conducted at the following solidification conditions with a series of copper molds: (a) 0.5
°C/s (close to equilibrium freezing), (b) 0.75 ~ 1.2 °C/s (sandcasting range), (c) 3.0 ~ 9.2
(permanent mold casting range), and (d) 20 ~ 65 °C/s (die casting range). Typical cooling
curves at rates of 0.5 to 65 °C/s are presented in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 for calcium modified
alloys (AC52 alloys) in the temperature-time and derivative formats, respectively. It can be
seen from Fig. 5.18(a) that the temperatures of the eutectic reaction and the rates of the
eutectic reactions during solidification are dependent on the cooling rate. A cooling curve at
0.5 °C/s and its first derivative are shown in Fig.5.18(b), in which inflections of the cooling
curve appear as peaks on the dT/dt curve. The peak should correspond to the precipitation of
the eutectic phase during solidification. A typical cooling curve (Fig. 5.18(b)) is
characterized by the following reactions:
(1)

Formation of primary magnesium at about 615.9 °C.

(2)

The (Al, Mg)2Ca forming eutectic reaction at about 526.5 °C.

To determine a number of thermal parameters, the cooling curves obtained at 0.5
°C/s, 0.75 °C/s and 1.2 °C/s in the primary and eutectic regions are shown in Fig. 5.19. The
results of the thermal parameters obtained at different cooling rates, such as primary
nucleation temperature T£ucl (Nucleation temperature is corresponding to the beginning of
the peak on the derivative curve), the eutectic nucleation temperature T N
e ucl, the temperature
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at the minimum before the eutectic plateau T!^m, the primary growth temperature T£mw, the
eutectic growth temperature T(e}rmv, the end temperature of the eutectic reaction TFin for
higher cooling rates, undercooling A d~ T*row- T L
Um, and the eutectic reaction time At = tFin tMm it Mm is the time at the minimum on the curve and tFin the time corresponding to the end of
the eutectic plateau), are summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Cooling curve parameters obtained at different cooling rates
Cooling rate
(°C/s)

Reaction
type

TnucI
(°C)

TGrow

rp e
1 Fin

At

(°C)

(°C)

00

Ad
(°C)

Primary

619.3

6 1 5 .9 ( 7 ^ )

-

69

0.5

Eutectic

528.1

526.5 {TLw)

-

40

2.14

Primary

-

-

-

58

-

Eutectic

524.3

521.68 ( 7 ^ )

-

10

0.14

Eutectic

-

—519.8 {T eGmw)

-

~5

0.5

0.75
1.2

3.0
Eutectic
4.9
Eutectic
9.2
Eutectic
20.0
Eutectic
30.0
Eutectic
65.0
Eutectic
- could not be determined.

510.6
509.3
507.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

<5
<5
<3
<1
<1
<1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The phenomena of undercooling and recalescence for the primary reaction during
solidification were observed only on the cooling curve of 0.5 °C/s {Ad = 0.5 °C). As seen
from Table 1, nucleation of primary a-Mg starts above the steady state growth temperature
{Tcp;mw). This implies that nuclei can form, not only at the first contact of the melt with the
cold walls of the mold, but also in the liquid ahead of the growing crystal front all the way
from the walls to the center of the casting.
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Fig.5.18 Cooling curves obtained during solidification of the AC52 alloy cast at (a) 0.5
65°C/s and (b) T-t and dT/dt curves at 0.5 °C/s (T: temperature, t: time)
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Fig. 5.19 Cooling curves in: (a) the primary and (b) the eutectic regions of the AC52 alloy
cast at lower cooling rates from 0.5 to 1.2 °C/s (T: temperature, t: time).
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Therefore, grain refinement is now possible, provided that the liquid is undercooled
so that new fine crystals formed in the liquid at such a rate that they impinge upon each other
and form a continuous dendritic network. It is worth noting that there is no undercooling
before the actual growth temperature is reached and, hence, no recalescence effect for
cooling rates higher than 0.5 °C/s (Fig. 5.19(a)). In this case, nucleation starts in areas highly
enriched in calcium. Magnesium crystals develop already above the bulk equilibrium
temperatures, and the constitutional undercooling created by calcium, and inclusions such as
AlgMns, possibly becomes enough for the magnesium crystals to form a continuous network
of dendrites. For the eutectic reaction, undercooling and recalescence were observed only on
the cooling curves of 0.5 °C/s (A0 = 2.14 °C) and 0.75 °C/s (A0 = 0.14 °C), and a eutectic
reaction plateau (526.5 °C for 0.5 °C/s and 521.68 °C for 0.75 °C/s) can be observed in these
cooling curves. However, at moderate cooling rates (1.2 to 9.2 °C/s) or higher, the eutectics
no longer exhibit a plateau or a minimum, and the temperature dramatically decreases until
the end of solidification. Thus, the cooling curve parameters associated with these cooling
rates can not be determined.
The difficulty with thermal analysis at high cooling rates is that the entire sample is
so far from equilibrium that very substantial thermal gradients develop within the sample.
Thus, thermal analysis would appear to be of significantly less use at high cooling rates.
Since no temperature plateau exists, the eutectic temperature is taken as the temperature
corresponding to the end of the eutectic peak on the derivative curve. The only eutectic
parameter that can be determined at moderate cooling rates is the end of the eutectic reaction.
These values are also summarized in Table 5.2. The measured end temperatures of eutectic
reactions are below the value of the eutectic temperature at 0.75 °C/s. This may be explained
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by the different rates of heat transfer during permanent mold casting, in which the metalmold interface is one of the barriers to heat flow from the interior of the casting. When the
melt cools faster, heat can be quickly transported out of the casting through the metal-mold
interface. Therefore, the melt would be directly undercooled below the eutectic temperature.
In this case, the rate of evolution of latent heat is increased by the increased nucleation rate
due to the high undercooling, while the growth of eutectic is suppressed considerably. The
simultaneous effect of heat evolution and increased heat transfer rate, established a non
equilibrium cooling condition at slightly low eutectic temperatures. For the alloys cast at
much high cooling rates, such as 30 and 65 °C/s, the complete solidification process can be
finished in a few seconds. Therefore, it is hard to find any inflection points on the derivative
of the cooling curve, and thus no useful thermal parameters can be determined throughout the
solidification process.
5.3.2 SDAS and volume fraction of eutectic
SEM examination reveals primary dendrites in all the PM AC52 alloys, with
variations in size as a result of differences in cooling rates (Fig.5.20). All samples had a
typical primary dendritic solidification microstructure with large amounts of the eutectic
phases, which are formed along the grain boundaries by a divorced eutectic reaction. Fine,
highly oriented dendrites are produced by fast cooling, while large, coarse dendrites are
produced by slow cooling. Therefore, solidification occurs over a range of temperature
during dendrite growth. Solidification of the AC52 alloys begins with the crystallization of
the primary a-Mg, and then the composition of the remaining liquid shifts towards the
eutectic composition where solidification proceeds by the eutectic reaction. The size and the
distribution of the eutectic phases may be influenced by the interdendritic phase. Dendrites,
exhibiting a bright contrast, can be observed in the SEM micrographs presented in Fig. 5.20.
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Fig.5.20 SEM micrographs of the microstructural evolution with cooling rates for:
(a) 65.0 °C/s, (b) 30.0 °C/s, (c) 20.0 °C/s, (d) 9.2 °C/s, (e) 3.0 °C/s and (f) 0.5 °C/s.
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For each alloy, the structure of the dendrites was analyzed by determining the SDAS
and the volume fraction of secondary eutectic phases. The effect of the cooling rate on the
size of the dendritic structure was characterized by measuring the SDAS. The data for SDAS,
X, measured by the linear intercept method in the alloys cast at different cooling rates, are
listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Average secondary dendrite arm spacing of the as-cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys
SDAS

Cooling rate (°C/s)

(pm)

0.5

3.0

9.2

20

30

65

Min

34.6

18.9

8.7

4.2

3.3

1.2

Max

143.3

54.6

38.5

23.5

20.5

12.5

Average

72.9

32.1

20.7

11.7

9.8

6.6

Std Dev.

5.33

3.41

3.04

1.23

3.12

1.04

The average SDAS, X, for the alloys cast at different cooling rates are 6.6 ± 1.0 pm
for 65 °C/s, 9.8 ± 3.1 pm for 30 °C/s, 11.7 ±1.2 pm for 20 °C/s, 20.7 ± 3.0 pm for 9.2 °C/s,
32.1 ± 3.4 pm for 3 °C/s and 72.9 ± 5.3 pm for 0.5 °C/s, respectively. Each SDAS average
was calculated from 30 ~ 50 individual lines each of which included at least 5 secondary
dendrite arms. Fig. 5.21 shows the relationships between the SDAS and cooling rates on
logarithmic scale for all the as-cast AC52 alloys. It can be seen that there is an inverse linear
relationship between the SDAS and the cooling rate on a logarithmic scale:
Ln

-0.4985 CR + 3.9955

(5-1)

where CR is the cooling rate.
•y

A good correlation was found, as can be seen from the regression coefficient of R =
0.997. This demonstrates that the cooling rate played a significant role in SDAS. It is evident
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from Fig. 5.21 that coarser dendritic microstructures are produced at low cooling rates. As
the cooling rate increased, the dendrites became finer. Quantitive analysis, i.e. measurement
of the average SDAS, further confirmed the refinement of dendritic microstructure with
increasing cooling rates.
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Fig. 5.21 Variation of the SDAS with cooling rate for all the tested AC52 alloys
on logarithmic scale.

Chills are used for the production of quality castings in both permanent mold casting
and die casting. Therefore, a chill zone (randomly oriented fine grains), a columnar zone
(elongated grains having a preferred orientation) and an equiaxed zone (randomly oriented
coarse grains) are typically found in the microstructure of the casting. Therefore, there are
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significant differences in the microstructures from the edge to the center of the chill casting.
AM50, AM60 and AZ91 magnesium alloys cast by die casting or permanent mold casting
[160, 166-168] typically show these diverse microstructures, i.e. very fine grains in the skin
region and coarse grains in the center region. However, with the addition of Ca to Mg-Al
alloys, the significant grain refining effect of Ca is clearly evident compared to the non-Ca
addition magnesium alloys (Fig. 5.1) under similar casting conditions. Also, the difference in
the SDAS between the edge and the center of the castings is significantly reduced through
the addition of Ca. For example, the average SDAS measured in the edge and the center of
the alloy cast at 30 °C/s is 7.8 ± 2.1 pm and 9.8 ± 3.1 pm, respectively (Fig. 5.22).
Additionally, another important finding is that the Al-rich eutectic a-Mg phase disappear,
which are usually present in die cast Mg-Al-Mn alloys [160, 166-168]. This demonstrates
that the local segregation of the solutes has been greatly reduced, and that the Al-rich eutectic
a-Mg and M gnAl^ phases in the Mg-Al-Mn alloys are completely replaced by (Al, Mg)2Ca
phases in the AC52 alloys.

Fig.5.22 SEM micrographs of the microstructure in: (a) the skin and (b) the center of
the AC52 alloy cast at 30 °C/s.
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Fig.5.23 shows the relationship between the volume fraction of the secondary eutectic
phase and the cooling rate for all the as-cast AC52 alloys. The average volume fractions of
the secondary phases measured by point counting method in the alloys cast at different
cooling rates are 10.8 ± 1.44 % for 0.5 °C/s, 12.2 ± 1.27 % for 3 °C/s, 15.5 ± 1.32 % for 9.2
°C/s, 20.4 ± 1.52 % for 20 °C/s, 21.4 ± 1.2 % for 30 °C/s and 21.8 + 0.76 % for 65 °C/s,
respectively. The detailed data are listed in Table 5.4.
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Fig. 5.23 Variation of the volume fraction of the secondary eutectic phase with
cooling rates for all the tested AC52 alloys.
Table 5.4 Average volume fraction of (Al, Mg^Ca phase in the PM AC52 alloy
Volume fraction

Cooling rate (°C/s)

of eutectic (%)

0.5

3.0

9.2

20.0

30.0

65.0

Mean

10.8

12.2

15.5

20.4

21.4

21.8

Std Dev.

1.44

1.27

1.32

1.52

4.24

0.76
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Using a Boltzmann model to fit the measured data, a good fit with a regression
coefficient of R (0.9991) was obtained. The relationship between the volume fraction of the
eutectic and the cooling rate for the AC52 alloys can be expressed by:
VF (%) = 21.76 -13.82 /(I + exp((Ci? - 8.0) / 5.69)

(5-2)

where VF is volume fraction of eutectic. The established model for the AC52 alloy shows
that the volume fraction of the eutectic phases varies with cooling rates. When cooling rates
are relatively low, i.e. below 30 °C/s, the volume fraction of the eutectic increases
significantly with cooling rates. However, cooling rates have almost no influence on the
volume fraction of the eutectic phase once reaching 30 °C/s and higher.
The distribution of the eutectic phases in the as-cast AC52 alloys tends to be
dependent on the cooling rate. When the AC52 alloys were cast at a cooling rates of 30 °C/s
or higher, a network of the (Al, Mg^Ca eutectic phase was observed to be formed only along
the grain boundaries. However, there were almost no fine dispersed eutectic phases within
the primary a-Mg phases in the SEM micrographs (Fig. 5.20(a) and (b)). As the cooling rate
decreased to 20 °C/s, a continuous eutectic phase network was observed at the grain
boundaries, and also, microscale dispersed eutectic particles began to appear within the
primary a-Mg grains. As cooling rate decreased further, the size of the dispersed eutectic
particles within the primary a-Mg phases grew relatively larger. Finally, when the AC52
alloy solidifies at 0.5 °C/s, some needle-like eutectic phases appears inside the primary a-Mg
phases. Since the size of the dispersed eutectic particles is very small, it is very hard to
measure their volume fraction. The volume fractions of the eutectic phases given for all the
tested AC52 alloys was calculated by measuring the eutectic phases appearing along the
grain boundaries. Therefore, the measured volume fractions of the eutectic phases given for
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the alloys cast at the lower cooling rates are likely underestimated. When the cooling of the
alloys is slow, the dependence of the volume fraction of the eutectic phases on cooling rate
becomes apparent for the alloys, which varies from 10.8 ± 1.44 % at 0.5 °C/s to 20.4 ± 1.52
% for 20 °C/s. As cooling rate increased, however, there was almost no detectable change in
the average volume fraction of the eutectic phases. The volume fraction of the eutectic
phases in the alloy cast at 65 °C/s increased by only 1.4% compared to that in the alloy cast at
20 °C/s. Thus, any further increase in the volume fraction of the eutectic phases is limited
after the cooling rate of the AC52 alloy reaches a specific value for the same casting
conditions (permanent mold casting). It was found that the volume fraction of the eutectic
phases increased by about 20% for the AC52 alloy recast at 1 °C/s in a High Temperature
Observation Unit (HTOU). The difference in the casting conditions using the HTOU
equipment is that the melt was held at 650 °C for 5 min before the formation of the primary
a-Mg. Fig. 5.24 shows a SEM micrographs of the eutectic phases in the AC52 alloy recast in
the HTOU at 1 °C/s and 12.5 °C/s.

Fig.5.24 SEM micrograph of the microstructure in the AC52 alloy recast
at 1 °C/s and 12.5 °C/s with HTOU.
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The different precipitation mechanisms of the eutectic phases in the AC52 alloy
deserve further study. Also, as can be seen in Fig. 5.20, the distribution of the dendrite
structures appears to be uniform throughout all the as-cast AC52 alloys, except that the
eutectic phases are somewhat depleted in certain local areas.

5.3.3 Phase transformations during permanent mold casting of the AC52 alloy
In this section, possible phase transformations are considered which could result in
the precipitation of the secondary eutectic phases along the grain boundaries and the
dispersed particles within the primary a-Mg that were observed in the present study and
detailed in Section 5.3.2.
Although the solidification of an alloy during permanent mold casting is not an
equilibrium solidification process, it is still instructive to analyze the potential phase
transformations with either a binary or ternary equilibrium phase diagram. It has been
established that the equilibrium phases at room temperature in Mg alloys with 2 to 9 at.% A1
and less than 1 at.% Mn are primary a-Mg, p-MgnAln and AlgMns [169]. The presence of
these phases in the castings has been confirmed by SEM or TEM analysis of the
microstructure in die cast AM50, AM60 and AZ91 alloys [160, 166-168]. Also, the phase
compositions at different casting temperatures can be deduced from the experimental results
on rapidly quenched samples [170]. Maximum solubilities of ~0.3 wt.% Mn at 690 °C and
-0.7 wt.% Mn at 725 °C have been obtained by extrapolating the data on the solubility of Mn
in melts of Mg-4wt.%Al-Mn. Therefore, this indicates that, for the given Mn concentration
(~0.3wt.%), the AlsMn5 phase should be present in the melt when the temperature of the
liquid melt reaches 690 °C. When Ca is added to the Mg-Al-Mn alloy as a grain refiner,
MgaCa and/or A^Ca Laves phases are reported to precipitate during the final eutectic
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reaction and the precipitation of p-MgnAln phase is reportedly suppressed. It has been found
in Section 5.2 that the presence of P-MgnAl^ phase in the Mg-Al-Ca alloy depends on the
Ca and A1 contents of the Mg alloy. Some p-MgnAli2 phases were still present in the matrix
of our permanent mold cast Mg-5wt.%A1-l.0wt.%Ca alloy. However, when the Ca content
was higher than 1.0 wt.%, the P-MgnAli2 phase in the castings was completely replaced by
(Al, Mg)2Ca phase, e.g. in the Mg-5wt.%A1-l.5wt.%Ca alloy and the Mg-5wt.%Al2.0wt.%Ca alloy. Therefore, no P-MgnAli2 phases was found in all the alloys with 2.0
wt.%Ca addition in the present study and only (Al, Mg^Ca and Al8Mn5 phases were
observed. It has been reported [171], however, that p-MgnAl^ phase tends to reappear with
a relatively low percentage in Mg-Al alloys containing high levels of Ca (23.4 wt.%) only
when the Al content increases to 32.6 wt.%.
During solidification of Mg-Al-Ca, the primary a-Mg dendrites nucleated at the
liquidus temperature, while AlgMns particles had already nucleated in the solute field ahead
of these growing dendrites at a temperature apparently above the liquidus and the eutectic
temperatures of the alloy. As the primary a-Mg dendrites continued to grow, the liquid melt
ahead of them became supersaturated with Al and Ca. When the composition of
supersaturated liquid melt among primary dendrites reached the eutectic liquid composition,
the eutectic reactions took place. As a result, the eutectic phases nucleated and precipitated.
Since the primary a-Mg and the AlgMns particles precipitated before the eutectic temperature,
they may act as nucleation sites for the eutectic phases. As shown in Figs. 5.25 (a) and (c), a
few eutectic phases in the microstructure have AlgMnj particles attached to their edge. This
observation suggests that there are certain favored crystallographic orientations between the
eutectic phase and AlgMn5. Moreover, several AlgMns particles are attached to more than
one eutectic structure with different crystallographic orientations.
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Fig. 5.25 SEM micrographs showing the microstructural evolution of the AC52 alloy with
cooling rates of: (a) 30 °C/s, (b) 9.2 °C/s and (c) 0.5 °C/s.
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It has been reported [172] that an increase in cooling rates refines the microstructural
features of metal. At high cooling rates, a large thermodynamic driving force for the
nucleation reaction generates heterogeneous nuclei. As a result, small or no supercooling
(undercooling) appeared on the cooling curves, and the solidification and eutectic reactions
tend to initiate at relatively low temperatures. When the AC52 alloys were cast with
relatively high cooling rates, the undercooling was small as shown in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19,
which resulted in the formation of fine AlgMns particles (Fig. 5.25(a)). The fine AlsMns
phase, within the eutectic phases with regular polygonal shapes, could reduce the diffusivity
of elements in the interdendritic region. Moreover, the presence of a large number of nuclei
and high nucleation rate of primary a-Mg dendrites promoted by the small undercooling due
to the rapid cooling may also increase the viscosity of the eutectic liquid ahead of the
dendrites, which makes it difficult for the elements in the liquid to diffuse very fast.
Therefore, Al and Ca supersaturation took place in the eutectic liquid which caused the
precipitation of the eutectic phase, (Al, Mg)2Ca, with a very fine SDAS. As the cooling rate
decreased, the solidification of primary a-Mg and eutectic (Al, Mg)2Ca phase began at a high
temperature. A coarse SDAS was observed in the microstructure of the castings. Also,
AlgMns particles not only coexisted with the eutectic (Al, Mg^Ca phase, but were also
present in the primary a-Mg. These particles were relatively larger in size likely because of
longer diffusion and growth times compared to those particles formed at high cooling rates.
The observed inclusions, formed prior to the formation of primary a-Mg, had a regular
polygonal shape, which is consistent with the microstructural observations of Simensen et al.
[170].
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It is worthwhile noting that, despite the fact that no dispersed precipitate were
observed on the microscale in the primary a-Mg grains of the alloy cooled at a fast rate
(Fig.5.25(a)), nanoscale Ca-containing precipitates in the primary phases were seen in the
TEM bright field micrographs (Fig. 5.26).

Fig.5.26 TEM bright field micrograph of dispersed eutectic phases
in the AC52 alloy cast at 30 °C/s.

This observation suggests that the formation of the precipitates could be (Al, Mg^Ca
phase, resulting from a reaction taking place between Al in the AM50 alloy and the Mg2Ca
metallics present in the master alloy during the alloy preparation even above the liquidus
temperature of the cast alloy. The rapid cooling had a quenching effect on these nanoscale
particles during solidification. As the cooling rate decreased, the large undercooling and slow
cooling enable the solutes of Al and Ca in the liquid to have sufficient time and energy to
thermodynamically diffuse away from the tip of primary a-Mg dendrites towards the nano
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(Al, Mg)2Ca particles. As a result, small (Al, Mg^Ca particles precipitated inside the primary
a-Mg grains after a certain growth period. A further reduction in cooling rates allowed (Al,
Mg)aCa precipitates to grow into a larger size with a needle-like shape (Fig. 5.25(c)). Close
examination of the needle-like (Al, Mg)2Ca particles showed that, within one primary a-Mg
grain, the particles tended to be grouped. The particles in each group appeared to be parallel
to each other in a specific crystallographic orientation. The preferred crystallographic
relationship is observed more clearly in the SEM micrographs of samples tested in a DSC run
(Fig. 6.17). Fig. 5.25(b) shows that there were no AlgMm particles formed with the eutectic
phases, which confirms that the volume fraction of the AlsMns phase is very low in the
casting.
5.4 Heat treatment of PM Mg-Al and Mg-AI-Ca alloys
Conventionally, AM alloys processed by traditional gravity casting technique are
subjected to a subsequent T6 heat treatment including solution treatment and aging. Solution
treatment causes the p-Mgi7Ali2 phase to dissolve, and it might be expected that quenching
and aging would induce significant precipitation hardening. During aging, the p-phase
precipitates out from the supersaturated a-Mg solid solution in two forms, discontinuous
precipitation and continuous precipitation with the two types of morphology competing with
each other depending on Al content and aging temperature [173]. Discontinuous precipitation
occurs preferentially along the grain boundaries at the early stage, and then continuous
precipitation forms in the remaining regions of the a-Mg grains that have not been occupied
by discontinuous precipitation [174].
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5.4.1 Solution treatment
According to the Mg-Al equilibrium phase diagram (Fig. 2.1) and the DSC result
(Fig. 6.1), solution treatment at 420 °C causes the p-Mg^Al^ to dissolve into the a-Mg solid
for the PM AM50 alloy. Also, since it had been shown by DSC (Fig. 6.4) that solidification
for the PM AC52 alloy was completed at a temperature of ~ 530 °C, the higher solution
treatment temperature of 520 °C could be used for this alloy, thereby enabling more solution
of the alloying elements. It was therefore decided to carry out the solution treatment for the
PM AM50 alloy at 420 °C and for the PM AC52 at a higher temperature of 520 °C. Both of
the PM AC505 and AC51 alloys consist of a certain amount of p-Mgi7Ali2 phase as well as
(Al, Mg)2Ca phase. If a higher temperature of 520 °C was selected, marked oxidation of the
PM AC505 and AC51 alloys occurred due to liquid P-MgnAln phase during the solution
treatment. Therefore, the PM AC505 and AC51 are also solution treated at 420 °C.
Fig. 5.27 shows the variation of Vickers hardness of the AM50, AC51 and AC52
alloys against time at the solution temperature. The first point of the curves corresponds to
the hardness in the as-cast state; it is always higher than that of the solution treated state. It is
interesting to note that the hardness values decrease faster for the AM50 and AC51 alloys
than the AC52 alloy, indicating an accelerated dissolution of the P-MgnAl^ phase for the
AM50 and AC51 alloys. In fact, the AM50 and AC51 alloys reached their minimum
hardness values at 3 h, compared to 10 h for the AC52 alloy, as shown in Fig. 5.27. The
hardness values reach a steady state with increasing solution time after 3 h exposure at
temperature for the AM50 alloy and 10 h for the AC52 alloy, respectively, and the alloys
solution treated at different temperatures exhibited essentially the similar hardness level after
solution treatment for 15 h or longer. Additionally, it can also be seen that the AC51 alloy
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exhibits a higher hardness than the AM50 and AC52 alloys after being solution treated for 5
h. This is because the solution treatment temperature for the AC51 is 420 °C, which is lower
than the eutectic reaction temperature (about 530 °C) of the (Al, Mg^Ca phase. Although the
p-Mgi7Ali2 phases dissolve into the matrix, a certain proportion of the (Al, MghCa phases is
still present and retains the as-cast morphology during the solution treatment of the AC51
alloy. Therefore, the AC51 alloy presents a higher hardness than the AM50 and AC52 alloys
after solution treatment for 5 h.
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Fig. 5.27 Variation of the Vickers hardness of the solution treated (T4) AM50 and AC51
alloys at 420 °C, and AC52 alloy at 520 °C against solution time.

Detailed observations by OM and SEM revealed that the P-MgnAl^ and (Al, Mg^Ca
phases have been completely dissolved into the a-Mg solid solution after 24 h solution
treatment at 420 °C and 520 °C, resulting in a single-phase material. Fig. 5.28 shows the
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microstructures of the AM50 and AC51 alloys solution treated at 420 °C for 2 h and the
AC52 alloy solution treated at 520 °C for 2 h and 24 h.

Fig. 5.28 Microstructures of: (a) AM50 and (b) AC51 alloys solution treated at 420 °C for
2 h, (c) and (d) AC52 alloy solution treated at 520 °C for 2 h and 24 h, respectively.

The dissolution of the P-MgnAli2 phase in the AM50 alloy left grain boundaries with
dark contrast behind and eventually evolved into the new a-Mg grains, which were well
defined by the grain boundaries. The (Al, Mg^Ca phase in the AC51 alloy still keeps the ascast morphology after solution treatment (Fig. 5.28 (b)). In the as-cast AC52, the (Al,
Mg)2Ca phase had a thin platelike shape. However, after solution treatment at 520 °C its
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morphology became spherical with a smaller size (Fig. 5.28 (c)). With an increase in the time
of solution treatment, the spheroidisation of the eutectic phase developed further, and finally
completely dissolved into the matrix of the AC52 alloy (Fig. 5.28 (d)). Additionally, it can be
noted in Fig. 5.58(d) that a large amount of pores are present due to the significant oxidation
or overbuming of the matrix of the AC52 alloy during the solution treatment at the longer
time (24 h).
Therefore, four processes are involved in the microstructural evolution of the Mg-Al
and the Mg-Al-Ca alloys during solution treatment: (a) dissolution of eutectic phase into the
a-Mg phase, (b) formation of new primary a-grain, (c) morphological change of primary aMg grain into regular grain, and (d) grain growth. The first three processes occur
simultaneously at the early stage of solution. Indeed, quantitative metallography reveals that
the eutectic phase dissolves quite quickly at the early stage of solution, as shown in Fig. 5.29.
It can be seen that it took ~ 2 h for the P-MgnAln phase to completely dissolve in the AM50
alloy, compared to more than 10 h in the AC52 alloy. The maximum difference in the
dissolution kinetics of the p-phase between the AM50 and AC52 alloys was found during the
early stage of the solution treatment. For instance, in the first 0.5 h, the volume fraction of
the P-Mgi7Ali2 phase was reduced from 6.2 to 2.6 vol.% at a dissolution rate of 7.2 vol.%/h
for the AM50 alloy, compared to a rate of 5.2 vol.%/h from 21.4 to 18.8 vol.% for the AC52
alloy. The difference in the dissolution rate of the eutectic phase decreased with increasing
solution time. This accelerated dissolution kinetics of the eutectic phase verifies the faster
hardness reduction shown in Fig. 5.27 for the tested AM50, AC51 and AC52 alloys.
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Fig. 5.29 Relationship between solution time (h) and the volume fraction (%) of the eutectic
phase during the early stage of the solution treatment (T4) at 420 °C for the AM50
alloy and 520 °C for the AC52 alloy.

5.4.2 Aging without solution treatment
To study the age hardening mechanisms, the PM Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys
solidified at cooling rate of 30 °C/s were selected since their primary a-Mg phase is
supersaturated. It is expected that the precipitation can occur when the alloys are aged. Fig.
5.30 shows the age-hardening curve of the PM Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys aged at 200 °C
without solution treatment for various times. In order to clearly observe the early stage of
precipitation, a logarithmic time scale has been used for the curves. Before reaching the peak
hardness, the hardness increases steadily as a function of the aging time. It can be seen from
Fig. 5.30 that there is an obvious increase in hardness of the AM50 after being aged for 2 h,
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while the aged AC52 alloy shows an increase in hardness after 10 h. This indicates that there
is an accelerated age-hardening response at this aging temperature for the AM50 alloy, which
corresponds to the accelerated solution treatment response (Fig. 5.27). The aged AC505 alloy
has a similar trend of hardness variation to the AM50 alloy. However, for the AC51 and
AC515 alloys, there were very weak hardening effects with increasing aging time to 100 h.
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Fig. 5.30 Age-hardening curves for the Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys aged at 200 °C
without solution treatment.

Figs. 5.31 and 5.32 are SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of the Mg-AlCa alloys for different aging times: (a) 2 h and (b) 10 h. The precipitation of the P-MgnAln
phase occurs from the supersaturated a-Mg solid solution, during aging at 200 °C for
different lengths of time, as shown in Fig. 5.31. In the alloys with a lower Ca content,
colonies of discontinuous MgnAl^ precipitates formed around the intergranular MgnAln
particles. Also, some fine discontinuous MgnAl^ particles were observed having been
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precipitated along the grain boundaries (Fig. 5.31 (a) and (b)). However, as the Ca content
increased up to 1 wt.% in the Mg-Al alloy, the amount of the discontinuous MgnAln
particles precipitated along the grain boundaries significantly decreased (Fig. 5.31 (c) and
(d)). The distribution of the Mgi7Ali2 precipitates did not develop further when the aging
time increased from 10 to 100 h. No continuous precipitation of Mgi7Ali2 occurred in the
matrix of these alloys that had not been solution treated.

<»

(A l, M g),C »

.11, Mo.

Fig. 5.31 Effect of aging at 200 °C for 2 and 10 h on microstructures of the AC505 and AC51
alloys without solution treatment: (a) 2 h (AC505), (b) 10 h (AC505),
(c) 2 h (AC51) and (d) 10 h (AC51).
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Fig. 5.32 Effect of aging at 200 °C for 2 and 10 h on microstructure of the AC515 and AC52
alloys without solution treatment: (a) 2 h (AC515), (b) 10 h (AC515),
(c) 2 h (AC52) and (d) 10 h (AC52).

Although the AC52 alloy was found to increase in hardness after being aged for 10 h,
there is almost no microstructural change in the alloy, i.e. no obvious continuous or
discontinuous precipitates containing Ca were observed under SEM (Fig. 5.32 (c) and (d)).
Since it is difficult using SEM to observe nanoscale precipitates which form during aging,
TEM should be used to characterize the aged microstructure. Compared to the AC52 alloy
with a higher Ca content of 2 wt.%, there should be few Ca-containing precipitates in the
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aged AC515 alloy, based on the fact that the hardness of the AC515 alloy varied very little
with increasing aging time up to 100 h.

5.4.3 Aging after solution treatment
The characteristics of the distributions of the MgnAln precipitate in the Mg-Al alloy,
and (Al, Mg^Ca precipitate in the Mg-Al-Ca alloys were studied extensively, after both
isochronal and isothermal aging. Fig. 5.33 shows the age-hardening curves for the Mg-Al and
Mg-Al-Ca alloys aged at different temperatures after solution treatment for 2 h at 420 °C and
520 °C, respectively. The measurements of the microhardness of the specimens indicated that
softening occurred in the AM50, AC505 and AC51 alloys at aging temperatures higher than
200 °C, and occurred in the AC515 and AC52 alloys at aging temperatures above 250 °C.
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Fig. 5.33 Age-hardening curves for the Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys aged at different
temperatures for 100 h after solution treatment for 2 h at 420 °C and 520 °C,
respectively.
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Fig. 5.34 shows SEM micrographs of the microstructures of the AC52 alloy after
aging for 100 h at temperatures between 120 and 350 °C. The early stages of discontinuous
precipitation are obvious at the grain boundaries of the specimen aged at 120 °C. Also, a
small amount of continuous precipitates were also observed in the primary a-Mg grains. At
higher aging temperatures, continuous precipitates dominated the primary a-Mg grains. The
size of (Al, Mg)2Ca precipitates increased with increasing aging temperature. Spheroidisation
and coarsening occurred during aging at temperatures higher than 250 °C.
Fig. 5.35 depicts the evolution of microhardness with aging times for the AM50,
AC505 and AC51 alloys aged at 200 °C after solution treatment at 420 °C for 2 h, and for the
AC515 and AC52 alloys aged at 250 °C after solution treatment at 520 °C for 2 h. Despite
that age hardening peaks occurring in the as-cast specimens with aging time are not as visible
as those with aging temperature, the four expected regimes for precipitation strengthening,
due to formation of M gnAl^ or (Al, Mg^Ca precipitates, can be observed sequentially: (i) a
short region where hardness remains equal to the as-cast value (incubation); (ii) a rapid
increase in hardness (under-aging); (iii) a plateau in hardness values (peak-aging); and (iv) a
slow decrease in hardness (over-aging). Peak-aging occurs around 100 h for the all tested
alloys. However, the incubation period of the (Al, Mg^Ca precipitates in the AC515 and
AC52 alloys aged at 250 °C was much longer than that of the MgnAln precipitates in the
AM50, AC505 and AC51 alloys aged at 200 °C. Additionally, the peak hardness for the
AC52 alloy aged at 250 °C is higher than that of other alloys, while the hardness of the cast,
solution treated and aged AC52 is lower than that of the cast and aged AC52 alloy.
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Fig. 5.34 Effect of aging at different temperatures: (a) 120 °C, (b) 150 °C, (c) 200 °C, (d) 250
°C, (e) 300 °C and (f) 350 °C for 100 h on microstructures of the AC52 alloy
solution treated at 520 °C for 2 h.
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Fig. 5.35 Age-hardening curves for the Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys aged at 200 °C and 250 °C for
different times after solution treatment for 2 h at 420 °C and 520 °C, respectively.
Figs. 5.36 to 5.38 present SEM micrographs illustrating the microstructures of the PM
AM50 and AC51 alloys solution treated at 420 °C for 2 h and aged for 2 to 1000 h, and the
AC52 alloy solution treated at 520 °C for 2 h and aged for 2 to 100 h, respectively.
Discontinuous MgnAln particles began to precipitate at the grain boundaries at the early
stage of aging (Fig. 5.36(a)). Then, the amount and size of the MgnAln phase increased with
increasing aging time. Spheroidisation and coarsening of the precipitate at grain boundaries
were observed after aging for 1000 h (Fig. 5.36(d)). It is worth noting that a large number of
continuous MgnAln particles appeared even within some of the primary a-Mg grains when
the aging time reached 1000 h, and some of the MgnAln particles grew into needle-like

shapes. However, no colonies of MgnAln phases were found around the undissolved
MgnAln particles. Similar to the aging of the AM50 alloy, discontinuous MgnAln particles
appeared at the grain boundaries in the AC51 alloy as the aging time increased (Fig. 5.37(a)).
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The (Al, Mg)2Ca phases retained their original as-cast morphology during aging, and no
observed discontinuous or continuous Ca-containing phases were observed within the
primary a-Mg grains (Fig. 5.37) probably due to the low aging temperature. However, Cacontaining phases at grain boundaries tended to coarsen as the aging time increased. It should
be noted that the sizes of the primary a-Mg grains varied little during aging possibly because
of the pinning effect of the undissolved (Al, Mg)2Ca phase at the a-Mg grain boundaries.
However, the average size of the primary a-Mg grains after aging became larger than 50 pm
for the AM50 alloy (Fig. 5.36).

50 jxm

50 jam

Fig. 5.36 Effect of aging at 200 °C for given times: (a) 2 h, (b) 24 h, (c) 100 h, and (d) 1000 h
on microstructure of the AM50 alloy solution treated at 420 °C.
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For the AC52 alloy, a small amount of typical discontinuous and continuous particles
of the (Al, Mg)2Ca were seen to initiate preferentially at some of the grain boundaries and
within the primary a-Mg grains, respectively. After aging for 10 h, a large number of the
continuous (Al, Mg^Ca particles appeared within the a-Mg grains. Significant
spheroidisation occurred after aging for 24 h or longer, while coarsening of the precipitates
was not distinct. Additionally, no obvious growth of the primary a-Mg grains was observed
during aging due to the existing (Al, Mg^Ca particles at the grain boundaries.

Fig. 5.37 Effect of aging at 200 °C for given times: (a) 2 h, (b) 24 h, (c) 100 h, and (d) 1000 h
on microstructure of the AC51 alloy solution treated at 420 °C.
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Fig. 5.38 Effect of aging at 250 °C for given times: (a) 2 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 24 h, and (d) 100 h
on microstructure of the AC52 alloy solution treated at 520 °C.
5.5 Summary
(1).

The microstructures of the PM AM50 alloy consisted of the primary a-Mg, pMgnAln and AlsMns phases. The p-MgnAlu was often surrounded by the eutectic
a-Mg. The microstructure of the PM AM50 alloy was significantly coarser than that
of the 2 mm DC AM50 alloy, because of different solidification rates.

(2). The microstructures of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys were highly dependent on the Ca
content. Quantitative analysis showed that, with increasing Ca content, the average
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size of SDAS decreased, while the volume fraction of the eutectic phases increased.
The eutectic phases tended to form a continuous network with increasing Ca content
instead of being distributed in the form of completely divorced phases at low Ca
contents.
(3).

When the Ca content was 1.5 wt.% or higher, the p-MgnAl^ phase was completely
replaced by the (Al, Mg^Ca phase. Also, the Ca-containing eutectic phases in all the
PM Al-Mg-Ca alloys were the (Al, Mg^Ca phase, as confirmed by TEM examination.

(4).

The measurement of the average SDAS in the as-cast AC52 alloy showed a
refinement of the dendritic microstructure with increasing cooling rates.

(5).

The experimentally determined volume fraction of non-equilibrium eutectic phases in
the as-cast AC52 alloy increased significantly from 10.8 ± 1.44 % at the lower
cooling rate of 0.5 °C/s to 20.4 ± 1.52 % for the moderate cooling rate of 20 °C/s. As
the cooling rate increased further, the increase in the volume fraction of the eutectic
phase became very small. The volume fraction of the eutectic phase in the alloy cast
at 65 °C/s increased by only 1.4% compared to that in the alloy cast at 20 °C/s.

(6). A large amount of dispersed eutectic phases were observed in the primary a-Mg of
the AC52 alloy cast at lower cooling rates. Although there were no dispersed eutectic
phases observed by SEM in the AC52 alloys cast at a cooling rate of 30 °C/s, some
nanoscale eutectic phases were seen by TEM observation at high magnifications.
(7).

The dimensions and morphology of the Al8Mn5 phase in the as-cast AC52 alloy were
dependent on the cooling rate. The AlgMns particles were smaller at higher cooling
rates than at lower cooling rates, and the majority of AlgMns particles were found to
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be attached to the eutectic phases. This was due probably to nucleation of the eutectic
phase on the AlgMns particles present in the melt.
(8).

Twin structures were formed within the primary a-Mg grains of the as-cast Mg-Al
and Mg-Al-Ca alloys during solidification. These twins were often parallel within an
individual grain, while different orientations of the twin structure were often observed
in neighboring grains. However, some long twins were found to cross several grains
in certain regions. Additionally, the high-resolution TEM images showed that there
were some nanostrain fields within the twin structures, and a dislocation region was
present along the twin boundaries.

(9).

A fast decrease in hardness for the AM50 and AC51 alloys than the AC52 alloy
during solution treatment (420 °C for the AM50 and AC51 alloys, and 520 °C for the
AC52 alloy) indicated that the dissolution rates of the (3-MgnAln phase in the AM50
and AC51 alloys was higher than that of the (Al, Mg^Ca in the AC52 alloy.

(10). Two types of MgnAln precipitates (discontinuous M gnAln particles at grain
boundaries and continuous MgnAln particles within the primary a-Mg grains)
occurred in the matrix of the PM AM50 alloy after solution treatment plus aging.
(11). Spheroidisation and coarsening of the discontinuous MgnAln phase in the PM AM50,
AC505 and AC51 alloys took place with extended aging time. However the
discontinuous (Al, Mg)2Ca phase in the PM AC515 coarsened. Spheroidisation of the
Ca-containing phase in the AC52 alloys occurred after aging temperatures and times
increased.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF DSC ANALYSIS
6.1 DSC analysis
6.1.1 DSC runs of the DC AM50 alloy
Typical DSC curves of the DC AM50 alloy at heating rates from 10 to 50 °C/min are
shown in Fig. 6.1. In the DSC curves the reaction peaks reflect the specific phase changes
and the peak area is proportional to the heat of reaction (AQ) associated with the phase
transformation. Positive values of AQ are due to the endothermic reactions of liquid
formation during heating, while negative values result from the latent heat released during
solidification. As can be clearly seen all of the heating curves show a wide peak ranging from
about 330 to 450 °C as clearly shown in Fig. 6.1 with label B. Another two peaks can also be
observed: a large and smooth peak at about 150 °C (labelled as A), and a significant
exothermic deviation of the heat flow curves can be detected just before the maximum
temperature (labelled C). Each peak was characterized by initial (T,), peak (Tp) and end (Te)
temperatures and heat content (AQ), although it was not possible to determine all these
parameters with the same accuracy. As an endothermic peak, peak A has a wide range of
temperature from 100 to 240 °C. The peak temperatures at different heating rates are around
420 °C for endothermic peak B. However, peak C is an exothermic peak with the peak
temperatures that are around 523 °C. After peak C, the DSC traces sharply go downward,
which characterized the onset of the melting peak of the DC AM50 alloy. Since the area
under the peaks needs to be normalized and integrated for calculating the heat content of the
solid-state phase transformation, it is essential to properly determine initial and end
temperatures for each peak. Obviously, the initial and end temperatures for peaks A and B
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can be assessed easily. But for peak C it was impossible to estimate the initial and end
temperatures. Only peak temperatures can be determined correctly for peak C. DSC results
of peak temperatures and heat content obtained at different heating rates are summarized in
Table 6.1.
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Fig.6.1 DSC traces of the DC AM50 alloy obtained at different heating rates (°C/min).

Table 6.1 DSC results measured at different heating rates for the DC AM50 alloy
Peak A

PeakB

Peak C

Heating rate
Ti

TP

AQ

Ti

Tp

AQ

Tp

(°C)

(°C)

(J/g)

(°C)

(°C)

(J/g)

(°C)

10

109.68

137.20

6.2

332.52

400.03

12.5

524.0

20

110.64

146.18

4.8

333.67

413.20

12.0

523.3

30

112.26

153.00

3.5

335.77

424.87

11.6

524.0

40

114.48

158.06

2.6

336.44

435.32

10.8

525.2

50

115.29

163.80

2.0

338.18

440.59

10.2

523.6

(°C /min)
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Based on the peak temperatures of the DSC traces of the DC AM50 at different
heating rates, the activation energies for the dissolution reactions can be calculated using Eq.
(2-38) in Section 2.3.3.2, which is deduced with a Kissinger-type isoconversion method [175,
176]. Ea was calculated as 83.8 kJ mol'1, and Eb as 141.4 kJ mol'1, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Both correlation coefficients of the plots were higher than 0.985.
15.0
♦ Peak A

14.5

■ Peak B

14.0
13.5
Ea = 83.8 kJ/mol
13.0
Eb = 141.4 kJ/mol
12.5
12.0
1

1.5

2

2.5

1000/Tp 1/K(x103)

Fig. 6.2 A plot of In T* IV vs. \ITP for determining activation energies of
the dissolution of the secondary phases.

6.1.2 DSC runs of the PM AC series alloys
DSC curves of the PM AC series alloys obtained at a heating rate of 30 °C/min are
shown in Fig. 6.3. A large and sharp peak with a Tp temperature around 535 °C was observed
in all of the DSC curves (labelled P2 in Fig. 6.3). However, another small peak with a Tp
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temperature around 443 °C (labelled PI in Fig. 6.3) was only present in the DSC curves of
the AC505 and AC51 alloys, not in the DSC curves of the AC515 and AC52 alloys. Both of
the two peaks are endothermic peaks, and the temperatures (7), Tp and Te) of the two peaks
can be accurately determined. A summary of the DSC results including the initial and peak
temperatures and the heat contents of PI and P2 for the PM AC series alloys obtained at a
heating rate of 30 °C/min is given in Table 6.2.

0 .5 % C a
1 .0 % C a
H e a t in g r a te : 3 0 ° C /m in

1 .5 % C a
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P2 >

0
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6 0 0

T e m p e ra tu re (°C)

Fig.6.3 DSC traces of the PM AC series alloys: (a) AC505, (b) AC51, (c) AC515 and (d)
AC52 obtained at a heating rate of 30 °C/min.
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Table 6.2 DSC results of the PM AC series alloys obtained at a heating rate of 30 °C/min
P2

PI
Ti

TP

Q

Ti

TP

Q

(°C)

(°C)

(J/g)

(°C)

(°C)

(J/g)

PM AC505

427.73

443.13

4.880

529.29

538.20

8.132

PMAC51

428.82

443.35

3.477

531.53

541.52

17.75

PMAC515

-

-

-

532.40

543.65

27.62

PM AC52

-

-

-

532.74

542.96

43.79

Alloy

could not be determined.

6.1.3 DSC runs of the PM AC52 alloy
6.1.3.1 DSC runs with heating
DSC curves of the PM AC52 alloy obtained at different heating rates are shown in
Fig. 6.4. Only a large and sharp endothermic peak with a Tp temperature ranging from 534.65
to 565.27 °C (P2) was observed in all of the DSC curves. A summary of the DSC results for
the PM AC52 alloy obtained at different heating rates from 10 to 50 °C/min is given in Table
6.3.
Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show the effect of heating rates on the dissolution of the secondary
phase in the PM AC52 alloy during the DSC runs. It can be clearly seen that higher heating
rates result in an increase in the temperature of the dissolution of the eutectic phase, i.e. a
shift of the transformation range to higher temperatures. Moreover, they are associated with
wider transformation intervals (Fig. 6.6). The differences between the temperatures where the
eutectic transformations start and end increase with increasing cooling rate, while the
dissolution time of the eutectic phase decrease with increasing heating rate. A closer look at
the data shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 reveals that the widths of the phase transformation
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intervals increase from 21.11 to 44.27 °C, and that the time intervals of the dissolution of the
eutectic phase decrease from 2.29 to 0.93 min when the cooling rate increases from 10 to 50
°C/min.
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Fig. 6.4 DSC traces of the PM AC 52alloy obtained at different heating rates.
Table 6.3 DSC results of the PM AC52 alloy obtained at different heating rates
P2
Heating rate
Ti

TP

AQ

(°C)

(°C)

(J/g)

10

530.83

534.65

63.18

20

5 3 1 .7 6

5 3 8 .1 8

5 4 .7 4

30

532.74

546.96

43.79

40

533.21

554.40

36.22

50

535.22

565.27

28.15

(°C/min)
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Fig. 6.5 Effect of heating rates on the dissolution time of the secondary phase in the PM
AC52 alloy during the DSC rims.
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Fig. 6.6 Variation of dissolution time with heating rates for the PM AC52 alloy.
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Activation energies for the precipitation reactions were obtained using a Kissingertype isoconversion method [175, 176] with the peak temperatures of DSC traces of the PM
AC52 alloy at different heating rates. The calculated activation energy Ep2 is 224.5 kJ mol'1,
as shown in Fig. 6.7, and the correlation coefficient of the plot is 0.93.

15.3

14.8

>

p ea k 2

=224.5 kJ/mol

14.3

13.8

13.3
1.185

1.205

1.225

1.245

1000/Tp, 1/K(x103)

Fig. 6.7 A plot ofln7;2IV vs. \/Tp for determining activation energies of the dissolution of
the secondary phases in the PM AC52 alloy.
6.1.3.2 DSC runs with cooling after heating
The DSC heating and cooling results for the AC52 are shown in Fig. 6.8. Each
sample for DSC measurement was first heated at 30 °C/min from room temperature to the
temperature indicated in the Fig. 6.8, and then subsequently cooled at different cooling rates.
One sharp endothermic peak was observed on the heating curve while a sharp exothermic
peak subsequently appeared on the cooling curve. The identified phase transformation with
average peak temperatures of 547°C (heating) and 517°C (cooling) corresponds to the
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dissolution and precipitation of the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase, respectively. The transformation
temperatures measured during heating are more representative of the true values than those
measured on cooling due to undercooling effects. The curve in the Fig. 6.8(a) was obtained
for the sample cooled at 5 °C/min. A sharp exothermal peak appeared with a large enthalpy
(55.35 J/g) due to precipitation. For the sample cooled at 10 °C/min (Fig. 6.8(b)), the melting
peak area becomes slightly smaller (54.53 J/g). In the cases of cooling at 20 and 30 °C/min,
Figs. 6.8(c) and (d), the enthalpy continues to decrease, reaching values of 47.11 and 45.89
J/g, respectively. Since the precipitation peak presupposes the presence of secondary phase
nuclei, the high enthalpy value suggests that there were relatively fewer nuclei of the
precipitation phase at 5 °C/min. However, the number of nuclei dramatically increases with
increase in cooling rate. A summary of the DSC results of the PM AC52 alloy obtained at
different cooling rates after heating is given in Table 6.4.
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Fig. 6.8 DSC traces for the PM AC 52 alloy run at a heating rate (30 °C/min) /different
cooling rates (°C/min): (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 20 and (d) 30.

Table 6.4 DSC results of the PM AC52 alloy obtained at different cooling rates after heating
P2
Cooling rate
Ti

TP

Te

AQ

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

(J/g)

5

525.31

520.36

509.66

-55.35

10

524.95

518.41

501.86

-54.53

20

522.23

514.52

491.33

-47.11

30

521.54

513.16

490.72

-45.89

(°C/min)
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6.2 Microstructural development during DSC runs
6.2.1 Effect of heating rate on the microstructure in the PM AM50 alloy
SEM observation coupled with EDS analysis was performed on the tested specimens
after the DSC runs. Fig. 6.9(a) shows the microstructure of the DC AM50 alloy after DSC
run at a heating rate of 10 °C/min followed by air quenching. It can be seen that some
relatively coarse round particles and fine needle-like plates are present in the matrix of the
alloy. Specimens after DSC runs at other heating rates (20 ~ 50 °C/min) showed a similar
microstructure. EDS results showed that the round particles were the AlgMns phase (marked
by open circles in Fig. 6.9 (a)) while fine needle-like plates were the P-MgnAln phase
(marked by a cross in Fig. 6.9 (a)). EDS spectra from the matrix, AlsMns particle and PMgnAlo plates are shown in Figs. 6.9 (b), (c) and (d). Oxygen was also detected in the
specimens after a DSC run: this arises from oxidation of the alloy after the heating
temperature exceeds the eutectic temperature (app. 437 °C) during the DSC run, even if a
protective argon gas was used (6.9 (c)). Specimens heated up to 550 °C at different heating
rates and cooled at the same rate (air quenched) showed significant homogenization. No
appreciable differences in the microstructure were detected apart from occasional, slightly
coarsened grains. The average A1 content in the matrix of the alloy after a DSC run at
different heating rates is given in Table 6.5.
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Fig. 6.9 (a) SEM image and typical EDS spectra from the main constituents of: (b) primary
a-Mg solid solution, (c) Al8Mn5 and (d) p-Mg^Alo in the AM50 after DSC runs.

Table 6.5 Averaged A1 content (wt.%) in the matrix of the AM50 alloy after DSC runs
Heating rate (°C/min)

A1 content (wt.%)
10

20

30

40

50

Location 1

4.30

4.35

5.12

5.48

5.58

Location 2

4.12

4.56

4.67

3.78

5.15

Location 3

4.57

4.36

4.45

5.15

4.90

Average

4.33

4.42

4.73

4.80

5.21
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It can be seen that the average A1 content increased with increasing heating rating,
which indicates that heating up to 550 °C at the various heating rates results in a progressive
elimination of the coring that characterized the die-cast microstructure. In the die-cast
condition, the A1 content was lower in the larger grains that were probably the first solidified
regions. As the temperatures increased during a DSC run, the A1 content tended to increase in
the grains, as a consequence of diffusion of A1 from the Al-rich eutectic a-Mg phases at the
grain boundaries. Thus, the A1 content at the center of the grains tended to converge to an
‘average’ value. When the heating rates increased, the diffusion path of the solute became
short. Thus, the measured A1 content (around 5.21 wt.%) in the specimen after DSC run at a
heating rate of 50 °C/min was slightly higher than that measured at 10 °C/min (around 4.33
wt.%). The distribution of the fine p-Mg^Aln plates (formed during DSC) confirmed the
modification of the distribution of A1 content in the matrix of the alloy.

6.2.2 Variation of the microstructure in the AC series alloys after a DSC run
Fig. 6.10 compares the microstructures of the AC series alloys after DSC run at a
heating rate of 30 °C/min and followed by air quenching. For the alloys with lower Ca
concentrations, the discontinuous characteristics of the microstructure are more pronounced.
The discontinuous needle-like particles in the low Ca AC505 alloy were mainly P-MgnAl^
and (Al, Mg)2Ca phases, which were distributed along the grain boundaries (Fig. 6.10(a)).
These two phases have a similar contrast and morphology so that it is hard to distinguish
them in the SEM images. As the Ca content increases, more discontinuous eutectic particles
appear at the grain boundaries (Fig. 6.10(b)). When then Ca content is higher than 1.5 wt.%,
the eutectic phases gradually form an eutectic network in the microstructure of the AC515
alloy, and at the same time, clusters of very fine plates appear within the primary a-Mg
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grains (Fig. 6.10(c)). The two morphologies of the microstructures shown in Fig. 6.10(c)
suggest that an increase in Ca content resulted in an increase of the volume fraction of
eutectic microstructure. In the case of the low Ca alloys of Fig. 6.10 (a) and (b), the volume
fraction associated with the eutectic microstructure was significantly lower than that in the
AC515 alloy (Fig. 6.10(c)). These eutectic phases, which were present at the grain
boundaries and within the primary a-Mg grains of the AC515 alloy, were the (Al, Mg^Ca
phases. The P-MgnAl^ phase was completely replaced by the (Al, Mg^Ca phase. Finally,
more fine eutectic plates precipitated within the primary a-Mg grains of the AC52 alloy.
Additionally, it should be noted that numerous fine eutectic plates formed at the grain
boundary triple-points (Fig. 6.10(d)). Higher magnification SEM images of the
microstructures in the AC505 and AC52 alloys after DSC run are shown in Fig. 6. 11. The
discontinuous eutectic particles were mainly distributed along the grain boundaries in the
AC505 alloy. Both eutectic phases in the AC505 alloy had needle-like shapes while their
sizes were different. EDS results showed that these fine needle-like plates were mainly the
p-Mgi7Ali2 phase while the coarse plates were (Al, Mg^Ca phase. In the AC52 alloy, a
large amount of fine (Al, Mg^Ca plates were present within the primary a-Mg grains while
coarse (Al, Mg^Ca plates were mainly distributed along the grain boundaries. Additionally,
it was observed that these fine (Al, Mg^Ca plates were parallel within an individual a-Mg
grain, which suggested that there was a preferred crystallographic relationship between the
fine (Al, Mg)2Ca plates and the matrix of the alloy.
The quantitative details of grain sizes of the AC series alloys after the DSC run are
reported in Fig. 6.12. It can be seen that the grain size gradually decreased with increasing Ca
content in the AC series alloy after DSC runs at a heating rate of 30 °C/min followed by air
quenching.
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Fig. 6.10 Microstructural evolution in the AC series alloys: (a) AC505, (b) AC51, (c) AC515
and (d) AC52 after DSC run at a heating rate of 30 °C/min followed by air quenching.

Fig. 6.11 Higher magnification of the microstructures in: (a) the AC505 and (b) AC52 alloys
after DSC run at a heating rate of 30 °C/min followed by air quenching.
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Fig. 6.12 Effect of Ca contents on grain size in the AC series alloys after DSC run at a
heating rate of 30 °C/min followed by air quenching.

6.2.3 Effect of heating rate on the microstructure of the PM AC52 alloy
OM and SEM were performed to investigate the microstructural evolution of the
AC52 alloy after DSC runs at different heating rates ranging from 10 to 50 °C/min followed
by air quenching. Fig. 6.13 shows representative OM images of the specimens heated at
heating rates of 10, 30 and 50 °C/min. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 6.13(a) that the grain size
was very large in the specimen after a DSC run at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The majority
of grains were between 50 and 100 pm in size. Several large grains with sizes over 200 pm
are also present in the alloy. As the heating rates increased, however, smaller grains in great
numbers, of which size is less than 50 pm, emerged in the specimen (Fig. 6.13(b)). Also, a
few large grains around 200 pm could still be observed. When the heating rate reached 50
°C/min, all grains were smaller than 200 pm. At the same time, some small grains less than
30 pm formed in the specimen after the DSC run. Also, a small number of grains larger than
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100 pm were still present. Although the grain size was relatively large, the distribution of
grain sizes was relatively uniform in the specimen after a DSC run at a heating rate of 10
°C/min, compared to that in the specimen after a DSC run at a heating rate of 50 °C/min. The
measured grain size of the AC52 alloy after DSC runs at the different heating rates is plotted
in Fig. 6.14. It can be seen that grain size changed from 83.1 to 80.6 pm, i.e. decreased by
2.5 pm in average, when the heating rate increased from 10 to 20 °C/min. A significant
decrease in grain size, 10.7 pm, was observed as heating rates increased from 20 to 30
°C/min. However, the change in the grain size is minor (by only 3.2 pm) while increasing
heating rates from 30 to 50 °C/min.
The results in Fig. 6.14 demonstrate that heating rates play an important role in
determining the grain size of the AC alloy, which is controlled by the redistribution of Ca
through diffusion during the DSC runs. The higher magnification SEM images of the
microstructures of the specimens after DSC runs at heating rates of 10 and 40 °C/min are
shown in Fig. 6.15. Three morphologies of the (Al, Mg^Ca phase were observed in the
specimens after the DSC runs. Coarse (Al, Mg^Ca plates were present at the grain
boundaries while a large number of fine needle-like (Al, Mg^Ca plates precipitated within
the primary a-Mg grains. It should be noted that some round (Al, Mg^Ca islands with the
shape of Chinese Script also formed within the primary a-Mg grains. Very few (Al, Mg^Ca
islands were present when the heating rate was low (Fig. 6.15 (a)). However, as the heating
rate increased up to 40 °C/min, more (Al, Mg^Ca islands with fine structure appeared within
the primary a-Mg grains. The presence of the (Al, Mg^Ca islands in the specimens after the
DSC runs can be attributed to the precipitation kinetics, i.e. shorter diffusion process at
higher heating rate.
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Fig. 6.13 Optical micrographs of the microstructures in the AC52 alloy after DSC run at
heating rates (°C/min) of: (a) 10, (b) 30 and (c) 50.
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Fig. 6.14 Variation of grain size with heating rate for the AC52 alloy after DSC run.

Fig. 6.15 SEM micrographs of the microstructures in the AC52 alloy after DSC run at
heating rates (°C/min) of: (a) 10 and (b) 40.
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6.2.4 Effect of cooling rate after heating on microstructure of the PM AC52 alloy
The dependence of the microstructure of the AC52 alloy on the cooling rate after
heating was also examined. The DSC tests were conducted at a heating rate of 30 °C/min to
580 °C, and were followed by the cooling rates varying from 5 to 30 °C/min. The measured
cooling rate was around 50 °C/min for the specimen air quenched after heating.
Representative low and high magnification SEM micrographs of the AC52 alloy processed at
the different cooling rates are presented in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17.

Fig. 6.16 Variation of the microstructure of the AC52 alloy with cooling rates (°C/min) of:
(a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 20 and (d) 30 after heating at 30 °C/min to 580 °C.
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Fig. 6.17 High magnification micrographs of the AC52 alloy obtained at cooling rates
of (°C/min): (a) 5, (b) 20 and (c) 50 (air quenched) after heating at 30 °C/min to
580 °C.
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The primary microstructural constituents at both low and high cooling rates were
coarse polygonal (Al, Mg)2Ca particles or plates at the grain boundaries and fine, needle-like
(Al, Mg)2Ca rods within the primary a-Mg grains. The average grain size of the AC52 alloy
processed at the different cooling rates after heating was significantly different. The effect of
cooling rate after heating on the measured average grain size is shown in Fig. 6.18.
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Fig. 6.18 Effect of cooling rate after heating on the grain size of the AC52 alloy.

It can be seen that the average grain size of the specimen after a DSC run at a cooling
rate of 5 °C/min increased by about 45 pm compared to that of the specimen processed at a
cooling rate of 30 °C/min. The coarse (Al, Mg^Ca particles at the grain boundaries at a low
cooling rate (5 °C/min) were mainly single, plate-like phases. As the cooling rate increased to
10 °C/min or higher, more coarse (Al, Mg)2Ca particles with a lamellar structure were
present at the grain boundary triple-junctions so that the volume fraction of the eutectic phase
at the grain boundaries significantly increases with increasing cooling rate. In addition, the
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size of the fine needle-like (Al, Mg)2Ca rods produced at low cooling rates was somewhat
large. Some needle-like rods were larger than 10 pm. The longest was around 30 pm (Fig.
6.17 (a)). At intermediate cooling rates, the size of the needle-like rods became less than 10
pm. With a further increase in cooling rate, there was an increased tendency towards
formation of round (Al, Mg^Ca particles in the microstructure.

6.3 Calorimetric kinetics of as-cast Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys
6.3.1 Peaks on DSC traces of as-cast Mg-Al alloy
At lower temperatures, peak A is the first peak developed on the DSC traces of the
Mg-Al alloy (AM50), and covers a range of temperatures from 100 to 240 °C with peak
temperatures around 150 °C. The activation energy of peak A, calculated using a Kissingertype isoconversion method, was about 83.8 kJ mol'1, which is similar to the activation energy
of grain boundary self-diffusion (about 90 kJ mol'1) for Mg alloys [177]. Other authors
[9,148] have obtained similar results for the activation energy of peak A in Mg alloys.
Because peak A is an endothermic peak, it should be related to the dissolution of specific
phases in the as-cast AM50. Thus, when the heating temperature was below 150°C, there
must be a range of temperatures within which the specific phase precipitated in the matrix of
as-cast AM50 as the heating temperature was increasing. Lower heating rates, such as 0.5
and 2 K/min were used to find the exothermic peak that corresponds to the precipitation of
the phase formed before 150°C. However, no exothermic signals were found at temperatures
lower than 150°C. At the same time, heat flows measured within the initial stage of DSC run
were not suitable for analysis and are generally discarded [178]. This is because although
modern DSC instruments are reliable, and can achieve remarkably high accuracies in
measurement of kinetic transformations, no instruments are perfect. When calorimetric tests
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were carried out, especially at lower temperatures, some negative effects are often induced
by the disturbances from outside of the measuring cell causing transients in heat flows within
the zones where heat evolution from the sample and the reference are measured. The
measurements for kinetic data became unstable, because an initial transient period appeared
in the very first stage of DSC runs, during which the heating rate increases quickly from zero
to the desired heating rate within a very short time. The variation of heat flow data depended
on the mass of sample, the type of pan and initial equipment temperature. Although no
exothermic signals were detected at lower temperatures, based on the phase diagrams for the
Al-Mn system calculated by Liu et al [179], it can be seen that a precipitate, maybe a B2
ordered phase, is formed by a peritectoid reaction at 152 °C after the AlnMru phase
decomposes into the AlsMns and ALMn phases by a eutectoid reaction at 340 °C. However,
both reactions have not been experimentally observed and were not reported by Liu et al.
[179]. Also, the B2 ordered phase was not observed by SEM analysis in this study.
Peak B is the second endothermic peak, which is related to the dissolution of the
MgnAln phase. The amount of precipitated MgnAln in the as-cast AM50 was relatively
high compared with the other phases. The DSC signal of peak B is wide and smooth.
Moreover, according to Bassani [148], the redistribution of Al in the matrix of Mg alloys
during heating also contributes to the development of the DSC thermal signal for peak B. The
activation energy calculated for peak B is 141.4 kJ mol'1, which is slightly higher than self
diffusion activation energy, 136 kJ mol'1, in Mg alloys [177]. This indicates that the
dissolution process corresponding to peak B was not only a self-diffusion process. The

sample used for DSC analysis was an AM50 alloy cast by the die casting process with 2 mm
thickness. It is well known that one of the features of high-pressure die-casting is the so-
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called skin effect. The use of metallic dies results in rapid cooling, producing a surface layer
characterized by an extremely fine grain size, and the larger grains subsequently formed in
the center of the as-cast AM50, as shown clearly in Fig. 4.1. EDS results before the DSC
runs showed that the content of the main alloy elements, such as Al and Mn, in the skin zone
are higher than those in the center zone. Also, the Al content in the eutectic Al-rich a-Mg
phase is much higher than in primary a-Mg phase. Any local segregation and coring of the
main alloying elements could be eliminated during heating, which gives rise to the higher
activation energy for peak B.
Peak C is the third thermal signal detected at higher temperatures, and is an
exothermic peak. Peak C is an abnormal thermal signal. No new phase or reactions were
detected corresponding to peak C. It was thought in this study that peak C was related to the
high temperature oxidation or burning. Typically, the eutectic phases near the surface of ascast AM50 were attacked dramatically if there was no protective atmosphere during the
solution heat treatment or the DSC run. The high-temperature oxidation is particularly rapid
when eutectic melting occurs. The oxidation phenomenon was verified by observing the
surface of as-cast AM50 samples after the DSC runs. Although grade 5 argon gas was
selected as the protective atmosphere, the presence of significant oxidization residues in the
form of black powder was observed on the surface of the samples after heating. A flow rate
of 100 mL/min was used for the DSC tests. Obviously, a flow rate of 100 mL/min was not
sufficient to avoid oxidization of the AM50 alloy at temperatures higher than the eutectic
temperatures. To minimize oxidization, it should be considered in future experiments to use a

higher grade argon gas as the protective gas, and/or employ intelligent control to
automatically increase flow rates when heating temperatures go beyond the eutectic
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temperature of Al-Mg phases during the DSC heating runs. Because of its association with
the oxidization of the AM50 alloy, no calculations were made for the activation energy of
this peak.
AlgMn5 is another phase precipitated in the DC AM50 alloy. However, no thermal
signal, which corresponded to its dissolution, was found on the DSC traces upon heating.
This is because AlgMns is a stable phase below 637 °C [180], and the range of heating
temperatures was from 50 to 550 °C for all the DSC runs in this study. Theoretically, the
thermal signal for the dissolution of AlgMns phase appear if the final heating temperature was
set to 620 °C.

However, it is apparent that some overlap occurs between the thermal

endothermic peak for AlsMn5 phase and the thermal peak for the melting of the matrix of the
as-cast AM50. Additionally, the amount of AlgMns phase is low in the DC AM50 alloy, and
it is difficult to extract a DSC signal for AlgMn5 phase from the overlapped DSC signals.

6.3.2 Peaks on DSC traces of as-cast Mg-Al-Ca alloys
The DSC traces in Fig.6.3 show that two sharp endothermic peaks (PI and P2) are
present in the low Ca-containing alloys (AC505 and AC51), while only one endothermic
peak (P2) is present in the high Ca-containing alloys (AC515 and AC52). Peak PI (425 to
457 °C) corresponds to the peak B on the DSC trace of AM50 alloy, which is due to the
dissolution of the eutectic p-MgnAln phase. All the alloys showed an endothermic peak P2
(530 to 565 °C), which corresponds to the dissolution of the (Al, Mg^Ca eutectic phase. The
Ca-containing phase has enhanced stability at higher temperatures, contributing to an
increased creep resistance, while also suppressing the formation of the p-Mgi7Ali2 phase.
Therefore, for Ca contents of 1.5 wt.% or higher, the p-MgnAl^ phase was completely
replaced by the Ca-containing phase, which results in the disappearance of the endothermic
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peak for the dissolution of the P-Mgi7Ali2 phase. The marked difference between peak PI
and peak B is that peak PI is sharp and narrow while peak B is smooth and wide. This may
be related to the amount of eutectic phases including eutectic p-Mgi7Ali2 and Al-rich eutectic
a-Mg phases present in the as-cast Mg alloys. The addition of Ca into the Mg-Al alloy
results in a reduced volume fraction of the eutectic P-Mgi7Ali2 and Al-rich eutectic a-Mg
phases in the microstructures of the Mg-Al-Ca alloys, so that segregation is significantly
reduced. The redistribution of Al in the matrix of Mg alloys during heating plays a less
important role in the development of the DSC thermal signal for peak PI. Thus, peak PI
becomes sharp and narrow.
The activation energy for peak P2 was calculated to be about 220.0 kJ mol'1 for the
AC52 alloy, which is significantly higher than self-diffusion activation energy 136 kJ mol'1
in Mg alloys. It is postulated that the higher activation energy for peak P2 is related to two
main reasons. On the one hand, it has been observed that the diffusion of elements, such as
calcium in magnesium single crystals, depends strongly on their atomic diameters. Thus, the
slow diffusion of precipitates into the matrix would occur as a result of the larger atomic size
of calcium than that of magnesium. On the other hand, the higher value of activity energy for
peak P2 may be associated with the existence of a certain amount of liquid p-Mgi7Ali2 phase
present in the matrix of the AC52 alloy when the DSC tests were run at temperatures higher
than peak temperature of peak P2. Although SEM and TEM results did not show any pMgi7Ali2 phase in the matrix of the AC52 alloy, some dispersed, nanoscale size p-Mgi7Ali2
phase with may be present in the AC52 alloy. Therefore, the liquid phase, which is caused by
the melting of p-Mgi7Ali2 phase when heating temperature is above 437 °C, appears in the
matrix of the AC52 alloy.
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6.3.3 Microstructural evolution during homogenization
The microstructure of the AC52 alloy is modified by the preheat treatment used to
bring the as-cast samples to the required homogenization temperature (580 °C). The DSC
results (Fig.6.3) suggest that this temperature lies above the Ca-phase solvus. Therefore, in
order to obtain complete dissolution of the precipitates formed during casting, a higher
homogenization temperature is required when samples are heated (without holding at
homogenization temperature) during homogenization.
Low heating rate results in the sufficient diffusion of Ca-containing precipitates into
the matrix of the AC52 alloy during preheat treatment. The time to reach the solvus
temperature of the Ca-containing phase at a heating rate of 10 °C/min is around 49 min,
which is much higher than the 10 min measured at a heating rate of 50 °C/min. The scatter in
data for grain size is large when the sample is heated at a higher heating rate of 50 °C/min, as
a result of the highly inhomogeneous distributions of the alloying elements. However, as
expected, low heating rates followed by air quenching do lead to a greater grain size
(Fig.6.13). Also, as another result of the highly inhomogeneous distribution of alloying
elements after preheat treatment, some globular (Al, Mg^Ca islands, with the shape of a
Chinese Script or multiple rings, appear within the primary a-Mg grains during cooling.

6.3.4 Microstructural evolution on cooling
Non-isothermal precipitation can likely occur when the sample is cooled after
homogenization. In this case, the slow cooling rates allow a long time for precipitation and
coarsening, resulting in the formation of new particles with large size. The large particles
may influence the evolution of microstructure in the intervening processing steps and
degrade the mechanical properties.
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The peaks observed on the DSC heat flow curves (Fig. 6.8) during cooling are strong
exothermal reactions. These peaks have been associated with a precipitation reaction of the
Ca-containing phase. The temperatures of these transformations decrease with increasing
cooling rate as is common in thermally activated transformations. The microstructural results
also confirm that the (Al, Mg^Ca phase, which forms during cooling of the AC52 alloy after
heating, invariably takes the form of either coarse lath-like precipitates along grain
boundaries or fine needle-like rods of large aspect ratio (length: section diameter) extended
uniaxially parallel to specific directions within the grains, i.e. (Al, Mg^Ca precipitates in
Mg alloys have facets and preferential orientations relative to matrix’s crystallographic axes.
Also, such particles may form preferentially in association with pre-existing dislocations or
vacancy condensation loops, but it is common to observe particles that are not obviously
associated with pre-existing defects. Thus, the epitaxial relationship between precipitates and
matrix may be deduced from examination of SADPs. Additionally, as cooling rate decreases,
the volume fraction of the precipitate at the grain boundaries decreases while the grain size
increases. Also, the size of the needle-like precipitate significantly increases with decreasing
cooling rates.
The morphology of the precipitates in Mg alloys may be related to some kinetic
aspects: (i) bulk energetics of the Mg solid solution and precipitates, (ii) precipitate/matrix
interfacial energies, and (iii) stress-free misfit and coherency strains energies of the
precipitate/matrix system. The aspect ratio of precipitate is determined by the sum of elastic
energy and interfacial energy anisotropy caused by a volume misfit. Also, anisotropic
interface diffusion will control the precipitate shape. The plate-like precipitates and the faces
of polyhedral particles could be formed by planes with isotropic interface diffusion.
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However, interface diffusion anisotropy results in formation of rod-like precipitate. Its
longest dimension is corresponding to the fastest diffusion direction. The various forms
including needle-like and spherical shapes suggest that interface diffusion plays an important
role in the morphology of the precipitates.

6.4 Summary
(1).

DSC curves for the DC AM50 show two endothermic peak A & B and one
exothermic peak C at various heating rates from 10 to 50 °C/min. Peak A is possibly
related to the dissolution of the B2 ordered phase, and peak B corresponds to the
dissolution of the eutectic MgnAl^ phase alloy during heating. Peak C is related to
the rapid oxidation of the molten eutectic phases at higher temperatures.

(2).

The activation energy for peak A, calculated using a Kissinger-type isoconversion
method, was 83.8 kJ m of1, which is similar to the grain boundary self-diffusion
activity energy 90 kJ mol'1. The activation energy for peak B is 141.4 kJ mol'1, which
is slightly higher than the self-diffusion activation energy 136 kJ mol'1. The
redistribution of the main alloying elements, such as Al and Mn, in the matrix of the
DC AM50 during the DSC runs, may also contribute to higher activation energy for
peakB.

(3).

A low amount of the AlgMn5 phase, and overlap of the DSC signals upon the melting
of AM50, are considered to be the reason for the difficulty in measuring the DSC
signal from the AlgMn5 phase.

(4).

DSC curves of the PM AC series alloys at a heating rate of 30 °C/min show that two
endothermic peaks PI (the dissolution of p-MgnAl^) and P2 (the dissolution of (Al,
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Mg)2Ca) are present in the DSC curves of the AC505 and AC51 alloys while only
one large and sharp peak P2 are observed in the DSC curves of the AC515 and AC52
alloys. This observation suggests that when the Ca content reaches 1.5 wt.% or
higher, the p-MgnAl^ phase was completely replaced by the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase.
(5).

The activation energy calculated for peak P2 is 224.5 kJ mol'1, which is significantly
higher than self-diffusion activation energy of Mg alloys. The larger atomic size of
calcium, and the dispersed, ultrafine P-Mgi7Ali2 phase may result in the higher
activation energy for peak P2.

(6).

The heating/cooling rates during a DSC run play an important role in the
redistribution of alloying elements and the dissolution or precipitation of the eutectic
phases in the as-cast Mg alloys. The average Al content in the DC AM50 alloy
increases with increasing heating rates, indicating that a low heating rates result in the
progressive removal of coring effects that characterize the primary a-Mg in the diecast microstructure. The peak temperature of these eutectic transformations decreases
with increasing cooling rates and increases with increasing heating rate for both the
DC AM50 and the PM AC52 alloy.

(7).

For the AC alloys with low Ca concentrations after heating and air quenching,
discontinuous needle-like P-Mgi7Ali2 and (Al, Mg)2Ca particles were distributed
along the grain boundaries. As the Ca content is increased to 1.5 wt.% or higher, the
eutectic phases gradually form a eutectic network in the microstructure of the alloys.
In the case of the AC52 alloy, a large amount of fine (Al, Mg)2Ca plates are present
within the primary a-Mg grains, while coarse (Al, Mg)2Ca plates are mainly
distributed along the grain boundaries. Additionally, it is observed that these fine (Al,
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Mg)aCa plates are parallel within individual a-Mg grains, which suggests that there
are preferred crystallographic relationships between the fine (Al, Mg)2Ca plates and
the matrix of the alloy.
(8). The grain size decreases with increasing heating rates for the AC52 alloys after DSC
runs at various heating rates and air quenching. Three morphologies of the (Al,
Mg)2Ca phase were observed in the alloy, and these are controlled by redistribution of
Ca through diffusion. Coarse (Al, Mg^Ca plates are often present at the grain
boundaries while a large amount of fine needle-like (Al, Mg^Ca plates precipitate
within the primary a-Mg grains. Additionally, more round (Al, Mg^Ca islands with
the shape of Chinese Script also form within the primary a-Mg grains when the
heating rate is higher.
(9). The average grain size of the AC52 alloy at first significantly decreases, and then
slowly decreases to a constant value as cooling rate increases, and more coarse (Al,
Mg)2Ca precipitates with a lamellar structure are present at grain boundaries so that
the volume fraction of the eutectic phase significantly increases. In addition, the size
of the fine needle-like (Al, Mg^Ca rods at low cooling rates is relatively large while
there is an increased tendency towards formation of round (Al, Mg^Ca particles at
higher cooling rates.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF MICRO-AND NANO-INDENTATION STUDIES
7.1 Measurement of hardness and modulus
7.1.1 Vickers microhardness of DC AM50 alloy
The microhardness measurements were made using a Vickers indenter with a 200g
load to perform approximately 19 indents across the casting thickness of the polished DC
AM50 alloy surfaces. Fig. 7.1 shows the hardness profile across the thickness of the three DC
AM50 alloys tested in this study. It can be seen that the total hardness profiles of the three
specimens consist of two distinct regions, i.e. the skin and central regions. A significant
increase in the measured hardness near the casting edges of the three specimens in relation to
neighbouring hardness results was observed, supporting the idea of a harder layer near the
outer surface in high pressure die casting [76]. The hardness results (Fig. 7.1) indicate that
the three specimens show a decrease in hardness of 8-16 % from the skin to the central
region. However, some indentations, which result in relatively large hardness, are also
present in the central area of the samples. There were a number of hardness values, either
unusually low or high, in each hardness profile. For example, at approximately 0.6 mm in the
<y

specimen with section thickness 2 mm, an average Vickers hardness of 58.6 kgf.mm' was
observed, which is a 10 % decrease from the highest recorded value (around 65 kgf.mm').
The microstructures around these indentations were examined using both optical microscopy
and scanning electron microscope analysis [157]. The averaged Vickers hardness across the
casting thickness was approximately 62 kgf.mm"2 for 2 mm specimen, 58 kgf.mm'2 for 6 mm
specimen, and 55 kgf.mm"2 for 10 mm specimen, respectively. The relationship between
hardness and section thickness is plotted in Fig. 7.2. These results, which are related to the
microstructures of the specimens, are further discussed in Section 7.1.5.
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Fig. 7.1 Hardness profiles across casting thickness for the DC AM50 alloy with the
thicknesses of: (a) 2mm, (b) 6 mm, and (c) 10 mm.
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S e c tio n th ic k n e s s , m m

Fig. 7.2 Average measured hardness across the casting thickness for the three tested DC
AM50 alloys with different section thicknesses.

7.1.2 Vickers microhardness of the PM Mg-Al and Mg-AI-Ca alloys
The hardness profile across the thickness of the casting for the PM AM50 and AC52
alloys is shown in Fig. 7.3. Similar to the hardness profiles for the DC AM50 alloys, the
hardness profile of the PM AM50 alloy also exhibits the skin and central regions, and the
narrow skin region is consistently harder than the central region, and the lines of best fit are
curved upwards, i.e., the hardness values are higher close to the surface, as observed for the
Mg-Al specimen in Fig. 7.3(a). An average Vickers hardness of 50.6 kgf.mm' for the PM
'y

AM50 alloy was measured in the central region, which is 6.6 kgf.mm' less than the hardness
in the skin region. However, the difference in hardness between the skin and central regions
was insignificant in the PM AC52 alloy in comparison to that in the PM AM50 alloy. The
hardness in the skin region is only slightly higher than that in the central region, as shown in
Fig. 7.3(b).
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Fig. 7.3 Hardness profiles across the casting thickness of 7 mm for: (a) PM AM50
alloy and (b) PM AC52 alloy.
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The average measured hardness values in the skin and central regions for the five PM
Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys are shown in Fig. 7.4, and the average hardness values across
the casting thickness and the difference in hardness between the skin and central regions for
the five PM Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys are shown in Fig. 7.5, respectively. In all five
alloys, the skin region is consistently harder than the central region. It is also found that the
difference in hardness between the skin and central regions decreases with increasing Ca
content in Mg-Al alloy. Additionally, the average hardness across the casting thickness
increases with increase in Ca content, indicating the hardening effect of the Ca addition.
Compared to the average hardness of the PM AM50 (54.6 kgf.mm'2), the average hardness of
the PM AC52 alloy increased by 9.6 kgf.mm'2.
7.1.3 Nanohardness and composite modulus
The Ubi®l Nanomechanical Test Instrument employed in this study is equipped with
a Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM), in which a sharp probe tip is moved in a raster scan
pattern across a sample surface using a three-axis piezo positioner. The Berkovich indenter
tip was calibrated with fused silica using the approach outlined by Oliver and Pharr [75]. Tipshape calibration is based on determining the area function of the indenter tip, which is based
on the assumption that Young’s modulus of elasticity is constant and is independent of
indentation depth. Fused quartz with Young’s modulus of 72 GPa is used as a standard
sample for calibration purpose, and an area function relating the projected contact area, A, to
the penetration depth, hp, is obtained. The projected contact area functions, A, with and
without tip shape corrections are shown in Fig. 7.6.
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Fig. 7.7(a) shows typical load-unload curves obtained at ten random individual
locations within the primary a-Mg grains of the PM AC52 alloys using a Berkovich indenter
with a maximum load of 8 mN. These curves present the variation of the local mechanical
properties with individual indent locations within the a-Mg grains, which is related to solid
solution strengthening or/and precipitation strengthening occurring during solidification. Fig.
7.7(b) shows five homologous load-unload curves of the as-cast AC52 alloy. To truly
represent the local mechanical deformation behavior (hardness behaviour) within the a-Mg
grains of the alloys, it was necessary to choose only those curves that have homologous
characteristics so that microdefects, such as porosity and microcracks, and/ or the segregation
have the smallest effect on the deformation behaviour. The variations o f the average

measured nanohardness and composite modulus with Ca content in Mg-Al base alloys are
plotted in Fig. 7.8.
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Fig. 7.7 Typical load-unload curves for the indentation within the primary a-Mg grains for
the as-cast Mg alloys using a Berkovich indenter with a maximum load of 8 mN: (a)
ten individual locations on AC52 alloy, (b) five homologous load-unload curves,
and (c) averaged load curves for these five Mg alloys.
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Fig. 7.8 Variations of: (a) nanohardness and (b) composite modulus with Ca content in
Mg-Al base alloy.
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The results for hardness in Fig. 7.8(a) are for the primary a-Mg. Also, the elastic
modulus was extracted from the unloading segment of the same set of load-displacement
curves as the hardness (see Fig. 7.7). The results are given in terms of the so-called
‘composite’ modulus, which is a direct result of the Oliver-Pharr method [75]. The composite
modulus is slightly lower than the true modulus of the specimen under consideration, since
the low compliance (high stiffness) of the diamond tip adds, to a moderate extent, to the total
compliance of the whole mechanical contact. It can be seen in Fig. 7.8 that both hardness and
composite modulus significantly increase with increasing Ca content in the Mg-Al base
alloys. The curves of best fit in Fig. 7.8 can be described by Eq. y = a + b •x c (where y is
composite modulus, x is Ca content, and a, b and c are constants.), and good correlation
coefficients of 0.999 and 0.998 are obtained for hardness data and composite modulus data,
respectively.
7.1.4 Continuous hardness and composite modulus
7.1.4.1 Experimental and calculated results
Each curve in Fig. 7.9 gives an averaged value of a number of homologous loadunload curves chosen from the ten individual curves for each alloy. Fig. 7.10 presents contact
stiffness vs. penetration depth curves for all four alloys at room temperature. All plots exhibit
a linear relationship between contact stiffness and penetration depth.
Fig. 7.11 shows experimental and calculated hardness values versus penetration depth
curves for the as-cast Mg alloys at room temperature. The details to calculate hardness value
are discussed in Section 7.1.4.2. Both of the experimental and calculated hardness vs.
penetration depth curves consist of two segments. The initial segment, for which the
penetration depth is very small, mainly involves elastic deformation. During this initial
segment, the hardness increases rapidly and reaches a peak value of around 1.2 GPa. As the
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indenter further penetrates into the a-grains, the contact area between the indenter and the ascast Mg alloys increases. Since the hardness is inversely proportional to the contact area, the
hardness values drop rapidly from the peak value to about 0.3 GPa as the penetration depth
increases from 50 to 300 nm. As the penetration depth further increases to 400 nm and
beyond, the hardness gradually decreases, and tends to reach a steady value of around 0.2
GPa. This observation can, in part, be attributed to the fact that, once the penetration reaches
a certain depth, any further increase in penetration depth has a limited influence on the
contact area.
Fig.7.12 shows the relationship between the experimental and calculated composite
modulus values and the penetration depth for all four alloys at room temperature. The
composite modulus values were calculated based on Eq. (2-2). After the indenter contacts the
surface of the as-cast Mg samples, the composite modulus quickly reaches a peak value of
around 40 GPa. As the indenter further penetrates the samples, the composite modulus values
slightly decrease, and finally tend to be a constant value of around 25 GPa.
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Fig. 7.9 Typical averaged load-unload curves for the indentation within the primary a-Mg
grains for the as-cast Mg alloys using a Berkovich indenter with a maximum load
of 8 mN.
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Fig. 7.10 Contact stiffness vs. penetration depth curves for the as-cast Mg alloys at room
temperature. The open circles represent the experimental contact stiffness. The
straight line is a linear fit to the experimental data.
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7.1.4.2 Correlation analysis
A regression analysis of the experimental indentation data shows that the stiffness of
the as-cast Mg alloys has a linear relationship with penetration depth as exhibited by the
good linear fit to the S-h data, as shown in Fig. 7.10.
S = aht +b

(7-1)

where S is the contact stiffness, a and b are the constants, and ht is the maximum penetration
depth. The regression coefficients (R2) and the constants (a and b) of the S-h lines for the ascast Mg alloys are listed in Table 7.1. Malzbender et al [181] have derived a similar
analytical expression for the indentation load-depth relationship during loading in an
indentation test, in which there is a linear relationship between the contact stiffness and
penetration depth. It is demonstrated that the derived expression was in excellent agreement
with the results from finite element simulation.
Table 7.1 Regression coefficient (R ) and the constants (a and b) of the S-h lines
for the as-cast Mg alloys.
Alloy

a

b

R2

DC AM50

0.227

8.7296

0.9929

PM AM50

0.2096

7.5881

0.9908

PM AC51

0.2433

8.9517

0.9938

PM AC52

0.2679

6.1334

0.9905

To accurately calculate the contact stiffness, hardness and composite modulus, the
effects o f the material parameters (microstructure, microdefects, segregation o f elements) and

the nanoindentation system parameters (thermal drift, initial penetration depth, instrument
compliance and indenter geometry) on the nanoindentation test data should be considered.
Therefore, representative load curves that exhibit homologous load-unload behavior should
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be selected from the indentation data to determine the real local deformation behavior of the
four alloys (Fig. 7.7). At a certain time step (i) during the indentation test, the contact
stiffness value of (S)\ can be obtained using Eq. (7-1), and the value of (ht)i can be obtained
from the averaged load curve (Fig. 7.7). Then, the (hp)\ values can be calculated from Eq.(216) using known (ht)i and (P)i values. Finally, the hardness (H)\ and composite modulus (E*)i
can be calculated using Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2). The calculated and experimental values of
hardness or composite modulus have been plotted against the penetration depth in Fig 7.13. It
can be seen from Fig.7.13 that the hardness is very sensitive to the penetration depth in the
initial segment, since hardness values exhibit peak load dependence, i.e. an indentation size
effect (ISE), for all the tested alloys.
Therefore, the hardness value is strongly dependent on the penetration depth of the
indentation at the nanoscale level. The mechanisms of ISE are very complex. It may be
caused not only by an oxide film of substantially different mechanical properties than the
bulk material [182], but also by the presence of residual stresses and the strain-hardening
arising from the specimen preparation and polishing procedure [183]. The presence of
friction between the indenter and specimen could also lead to an indentation size effect [184].
Also, it can be seen that there is very good agreement between the experimentally measured
hardness and the calculated hardness. However, the composite modulus values are not
significantly affected by the penetration depth as long as the shape of the indenter is well
characterized by the area function. The values of composite modulus at the maximum load
showed a lower inelastic response with the penetration depth, being only about 25% lower
than the highest value. Also, the agreement between the experimental composite modulus
and the calculated composite modulus is good.
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Thus, in order to determine the continuous hardness and composite modulus values
using an indentation system without a CSM capability, it is essential to develop the
relationship between the contact stiffness and penetration depth during the indentation testing.
Once the relationship between the contact stiffness and penetration depth is linear, the linear
equation can be conveniently determined by two stiffness values experimentally obtained at a
low load and at a high load. Dynamic hardness and composite modulus values can then be
determined by the regression analysis procedure as described in this Section.

7.1.5 Hardness behavior of as-cast Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys
Optical and SPM images of the residual indent impression left by a typical Berkovich
indenter and a Vickers indenter are shown in Fig. 7.14.

Fig. 7.14 (a) Optical image of residual indent left by micro Vickers indenter and (b) SPM
image of residual indent left by nano Berkovich indenter on the polished surface
of the as-cast Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys.
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The indentation results showed that hardness values vary with testing locations (Fig.
7.1). The regions surrounding these indentations were carefully analyzed by Zhou using both
optical and scanning electron microscopy [157]. Three sources, which affect the scatter of the
hardness data, could be easily identified: microporosity, the primary a-Mg and eutectic
phases including the Al-rich eutectic a-Mg and MgnAl^. Optical microscopy revealed that
the locus of the lower Vickers hardness values correlates with contact primarily with
distinctive pore bands or larger primary a-Mg grains, while the higher Vickers hardness
values are related to the contact primarily with the eutectic grain boundary region. The pphase intermetallic is reported to be approximately 1.33 times harder than the a-Mg grains
[185],
Clusters of small or large pores with different porosity patterns were observed
towards the center of the DC AM50 alloys, although the porosity was not distributed
symmetrically [157]. It was found that distinctive bands of concentrated porosity were
present beneath the surface of the 2mm thick specimen. A similar pattern was observed in the
6 and 10 mm specimens, but the concentrated bands were somewhat more diffuse and had no
clearly delineated boundaries. This explained the reason for a 10 % decrease in hardness
from the highest recorded value (around 65 kgf.mm'2) at approximately 0.6 mm beneath the
surface of the 2 mm thick specimen happens. Although 2, 6 and 10 mm specimens were
produced in the same batch with the same die-casting machine, the porosity patterns are
slightly different. On the other hand, isolated pores throughout the rest of the specimens
could not be pinpointed. Hence, some intrinsic uncertainty is present in the hardness profiles
due to microporosity.
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A more detailed view of the microstructures present in the DC AM50 alloys has been
presented in Fig. 4.2. The intermetallic network is very fine close to the outer surface (skin
region), and large primary a-grains appear within the central region. In the thinner castings,
the finer intermetallic structure covered a relatively larger proportion of the cross-section,
particularly near the narrow skin regions. In some regions of the castings, localized
segregation of the MgnAln intermetallic phase was observed. Indentations on these
segregated regions are responsible for the occasional high hardness values. Additionally, the
aluminum content was found to be higher in the skin of the casting in all the tested DC
AM50 specimens. The increased presence of eutectics around small grains indicated a high
aluminum content. The increase in measured hardness in the skin region of the casting can, in
part, be attributed to the increased aluminum content in those regions.
Figs. 4.2 and 5.1 are the typical SEM micrographs of the AM50 alloy cast by die
casting and permanent mold casting, respectively. The microstructure of the PM AM50 alloy
was significantly coarser than that of the DC AM50 alloy, likely because of the different
solidification rates present in the two processes. The very fine a-Mg grains were surrounded
by eutectic phases precipitated along the grain boundaries in the DC AM50 alloys, which
results in a higher hardness. With the addition of Ca to the Mg-Al alloy, a typical dendritic
microstructure was observed in the PM AC51 and AC52 alloys, as shown in Figs. 5.6(b) and
(d), respectively. Also, compared to the two as-cast AM50 alloys, there were larger amounts
of the (Al, Mg)2Ca interdendritic phase formed along the grain boundaries by the eutectic
reaction in the PM AC51 and AC52 alloys. It has also been shown in Section 6.1.2 that the
(Al, Mg)2Ca phases are precipitated at temperatures over 100 K higher than for the pMgnAln phase, thus contributing to improved creep properties. The (Al, Mg^Ca phases also
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suppress the formation of the P-MgnAl^ phase. Continuous network eutectic phases were
formed along the grain boundaries, together with some AlgMns particles (bright contrast), in
the PM AC52 alloy. However, due to the relatively lower amount of Ca (1%), discontinuous
divorced eutectic phases were formed in the matrix of the PM AC51 alloy. Also, some 0Mgi7Ali2 phase was observed. Moreover, it was difficult to distinguish the (Al, Mg^Ca
phase from the p-MgnAln phase in SEM micrographs due to their similar contrast. The
volume fraction of the secondary phases in the PM AC52 alloy was significantly higher than
in the PM AC51 alloy.
In metallic microstructures, the size and shape of the grains can be important in
determining structural performance and functional applications. With their excellent
castability, the common magnesium-aluminum alloys can be cast by a wide variety of
methods, such as die casting and permanent mold casting. These casting methods involve a
wide range of cooling rates, especially die casting. Normally, Mg castings cast by die casting
experience higher cooling rates than those cast by permanent mold casting. In high pressure
die casting, the steel dies used for casting magnesium alloys cool rapidly when the back of
the dies are water cooled and heat is transported rapidly from the casting through the metalmold interface during rapid injection. Thus, a fine grain structure is formed in the skin region
of the Mg casting and coarse grains are formed in the central region [186]. The
microstructure of as-cast AM50 alloys with a moderate aluminum content shows the
presence of large volume fractions of the P-MgnAln phase as intergranular particles along
the grain boundaries, as shown in Figs. 4.2 and 5.1. The p-MgnAln phase was not observed
within the a-Mg grains for the as-cast AM50 alloys. The p-MgnAln phase has a low melting
temperature, which means that it is a relatively soft phase and is thermally unstable. Due to
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the difference in cooling rates, the p-MgnAl^ phase observed in the PM AM50 alloy is
significantly coarser than that in the DC AM50. Another significant difference in the
microstructure of the as-cast AM50 alloys is that a continuous network of the Al-rich regions
was observed in DC AM50, while a discontinuous distribution of Al-rich regions was found
in PM AM50 alloy. With the addition of Ca to the Mg-Al alloys, the (Al, Mg^Ca
interdendritic phases then form along the grain boundaries by a eutectic reaction in the AC51
and AC52 alloys, as shown in Figs. 5.6(b) and (d). The (Al, Mg^Ca phase suppressed the
formation of the P-MgnAl^ phase. Therefore, the P-MgnAl^ phase was not observed in PM
AC52 alloy. However, a small amount of the p-MgnAln phase was still observed in the PM
AC51 alloy. Compared with the P-MgnAl^ phase, the (Al, Mg^Ca phase is very stable at
high temperature, thus contributing to better mechanical properties at elevated temperatures.
A key microstructural characteristic is that (Al, Mg^Ca phase has a step-like shape, which is
capable of effectively blocking the sliding of grain boundaries.
To illustrate the effects of solidification conditions and Ca content on the hardness
and composite modulus of the four alloys, the calculated dynamic hardness values from Fig.
7.11 and the composite modulus values from Fig. 7.12 are compared directly in Figs. 7.13(a)
and (b), respectively. The DC AM50 alloy has higher hardness and composite modulus
values than the PM AM50 alloy. This reflects the fact that the solidification rate of the DC
AM50 alloy is higher than that of the PM AM50 alloy. This is further confirmed by the EDS
results, which show a relatively high aluminum content within the primary a-Mg grains of
the DC AM50 alloy compared to the PM AM50 alloy. Therefore, the DC AM50 alloy
exhibits an improved solution strengthening and enhanced mechanical properties, as
compared to the PM AM50 alloy. The PM AC52 alloy with the higher Ca content has a
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higher hardness and composite modulus than the PM AC51 alloy, which suggests the fact
that the PM AC52 alloy has higher solution strengthening.
In this study, the indentation tests were carried out within the a-Mg grains of the four
alloys. Therefore, the measured nano-scale micromechanical properties should be influenced
by solid strengthening directly and by precipitation strengthening indirectly. The higher the
level of intermetallic phase formation along the grain boundaries, the smaller the amount of
alloying elements retained in solution. To obtain good nano-scale micromechanical
properties for as-cast Mg alloys, the amount of the intermetallic phases that are precipitated
must be controlled within a defined range so that any solid solution strengthening has a
optimum effect. A large increase in nano-scale mechanical properties by solid solution
strengthening requires a high solubility of an element with an appreciable size difference
from the base metal. Unfortunately, this leads to an increase in the heat of solution and a
decrease in the solubility. Kelly and Nicholson [187] suggested that a possible solution lay in
the use of two solutes, which interacted strongly with each other but not with the solvent
element. An interesting parallel with this suggestion in solid solution strengthening can be
found in the work of Baird and Jamieson [188] on Fe-Mn-N alloys where the strength of the
ternary alloy is superior to either binary due to the strong Mn-N interaction. Although Al can
interact with Mn to form the stable AlsMn5 phase with a high melting temperature, the ascast AM50 alloys have a poor solid solution strengthening response. This is because Al in
the as-cast AM50 alloys also interacts with the base element Mg to form the p-MgnAli2
phase. In addition, the AlgMns phase has a very regular polygonal morphology so that grain
boundary sliding readily occurs at the interface between the AlsMns phase and the matrix of
the as-cast Mg alloys. With the addition of Ca to Mg-Al alloys, the (Al, Mg^Ca intermetallic
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phase precipitates along the grain boundaries by an eutectic reaction. Although the
intermetallic phases include the base element Mg, the PM AC51 and AC52 alloys still
exhibit improved solid solution strengthening than the as-cast AM50 alloys. As a result, the
solid solution strengthening mechanism of Ca-containing magnesium alloys should be further
investigated.

7.1.6 Correlation of hardness and yield strength
According to Eq. (2-19), the hardness was theoretically related to yield strength [72]:
H = cY

(7-2)

where Y is the (initial) uniaxial yield strength and c is the elastic constraint factor. For blunt
Vickers hardness, c = 0.3 when the yield strength is measured in MPa and the hardness is
measured in kgf.mm'2. To determine whether there is a correlation between the overall
microhardness of the cross-sections and the tensile yield strength, an average hardness value
was calculated for each thickness, and the final hardness values are the mean of the
measurements from the five specimens used for the study at each thickness. The average
hardness values are plotted in Fig. 7.15 as a function of the mean yield strength determined
from the tensile tests [157]. Linear regression analysis gives the solid line of best fit between
hardness and yield strength for the DC AM50 alloys. The macro-hardness values measured at
the surface of the tensile bars are also included in Fig. 7.15 Unlike the surface hardness
(squares), the microhardness data in Fig. 7.15 (triangles) closely follow a linear relationship
with the yield strength. The lines of best fit in Fig. 7.15 are:
Hv = 0.12847s+ 44.372

where Ys is the 0.2% proof stress.
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(7-3)

The linear relationship between the micro-hardness and yield strength was present in
Fig. 7.15, while straight line could not be determined through regression analysis with the
macrohardness data measured on the surface of the specimen. A decrease in the value for c in
Eq. (7-2) would occur because of the low strain-hardening rate for high pressure die casting
alloys. The good correlation based on the microhardness data shows that the yield strength of
the DC AM50 alloy is the combined strengthening of the bulk and narrow skins of the test
bars. Hence, the DC AM50 casting looks like a sandwich structure, i.e. two skin regions with
fine microstructure plus middle region with relatively coarse microstructure. The measured
yield strength mainly exhibits the effect of the bar geometry on the solidification, which is
dependent on the total cross-section.
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7.2 Indentation size effect
An ISE was always observed for all the investigated as-cast Mg alloys on the
nanoscale as has been reported in Section 7.1.4. The indentation displacement dependence of
hardness for the DC and PM AM50 alloys, PM AC51 and AC52 alloys is presented in Fig.
7.16. Clear ISEs were observed in all of the as-cast Mg alloys that were tested. The hardness
increases with decreasing the displacement at both the micro-and nano-scales. However, the
extent of the increase is much more dramatic in the nano-scale region than in the micro-scale
region. Hence, as the displacement decreases from about 700 to 50 nm, the nano-hardness
increases by a factor of about 10.
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The most widely used empirical expression, Meyer’s Law [189], can be used to
describe the ISE behavior by fitting a linear log P- log h or log H- log h relationship
confirming the power law relation:
P = khn or H = ch~m

(7-4)

where P is load, h is penetration depth, H is hardness, n and m are the Meyer exponents, and
k and c are the Meyer prefactors. The value of Meyer exponent n or m is used as a measure of
ISE. When n < 2, the microhardness has a load dependent behavior, i.e. ISE behavior.
However, when n = 2, the hardness is independent of applied load P.
Dependence of the hardness on the indentation displacement for the as-cast Mg alloys
on the logarithmic scale is shown in Fig. 7.17.
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It can be seen in Fig. 7.17 that the nanoindentation hardness data points obtained at
ultra-low loads from the load-displacement diagrams are markedly above the extrapolated
log 77-log h line for the microindentation of the as-cast Mg alloys. However, for
comparatively high loads, the nanoindentation data points are below the extrapolated log 77log h lines.
It is worth noting that the regression analysis shows linear relationships between In 77
and In d (the indentation displacement) in the region of the microhardness data. However, the
nanohardness data obtained in the present study do not obey the linear In 77 and In d
relationship as shown in Fig. 7.17. Thus, the linearity is observed only in limited intervals of
the indentation displacement. This indicates that the traditional Meyer’s Law is only suitable
for describing the ISE behavior of the as-cast Mg alloys on the microscale. The calculated n
values and correlation coefficients from the linear relationships in the microscale region of
Fig. 7.17 for the as-cast Mg alloys are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Calculated n values and correlation coefficients for the as-cast Mg alloys
Material

PM AC52

PM AC51

DC AM50

PM AM50

1.96

1.94

1.92

1.89

0.998

0.995

0.997

0.998

Meyer exponent:
n
Correlation coefficient:
R2

The calculated n values from 1.89 to 1.96 suggest the presence of ISE; in other words,
higher microhardness values would be measured at lower loads. However, ISE is relatively
weak for all the tested Mg alloys.
Meyer’s law can explain the ISE behavior of the microscale region of the as-cast Mg
alloys qualitatively, but the nanohardness behavior is still not well understand.
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Mechanisms of ISE based on the theory of strain gradient plasticity (SGP) have been
developed [93], It has been suggested that the statistically stored dislocations (SSD), which
are created by a homogenous strain, and geometrically necessary dislocations (GND), which
are related to the strain gradients, both contribute to the hardness. The ISE is related to the
increased contribution of geometrically necessary dislocations at small indentation depths.
Nix and Gao [117] have developed a mechanism-based strain gradient (MSG) model to
rationalize the indentation size effects:
— = Jl +Hn V h

(7-5)

where H is the hardness for a given indent depth h, Ho the size independent hardness, and h*
is a length parameter that characterizes the depth dependence of the hardness. This model
predicts that the square of the hardness should be linearly related to the reciprocal of the
indentation depth. The linear relationship is in agreement with the plots of both nano- and
micro-indentation data obtained from the as-cast Mg alloys examined in this study. For
example, Fig. 7.18 shows that linear relationships are obtained between H2 and 1lh.
However, the slopes of the lines are different in the nano- and micro-scale regions.
Furthermore, by fitting the data to Eq. (7-5), values of Ho and h* were obtained for the nanoand micro-scale indentation regimes, which are presented in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3 Summary of fitting parameters for the micro- and nano-scale regimes
Mai erial
Nano
Ho
(GPa)
Micro
h"
Nano
(nm)
Micro

PM AC52
0.245
0.619
845.61
2357.96

PMAC51
0.229
0.575
945.27
4600.98

-
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DC AM50
0.184
0.542
1035.84
5981.67

PM AM50
0.173
0.510
1116.0
7465.97

-
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It was reported [190] that the density for GNDs in the single fee crystal metals is
calculated to be ~1016 m"2 for an average indent size of around 100 nm, and ~1015 m"2 for an
indentation size of 100 pm. Hence, the average dislocation spacing, L, of the GNDs is
calculated to be ~ 7 nm for 100 nm nano-indentation size and ~ 45 nm for 50 pm
microindentation size according to the equation L = 1/ *JpGND . When the indentation size
reaches around 100 nm, only a few rows of GNDs are introduced into the deformed region
underneath the indenter. Thus, the dislocation source is in the limited condition, and a large
number of dislocations are required to be nucleated and propagated to develop the
indentation deformation further. Greer and Nix [191] have also reported that very high
stresses were required to nucleate more new dislocations under the dislocation-starved
conditions, which results in the observed high strength (or hardness). In addition, discrete
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displacement bursts observed in single crystal metals during the initial stages of
nanoindentation could possibly confirm the evidence of the nucleation of dislocations [192,
193]. However, an established dislocation substructure is present beneath the indenter for
microscale indentation, which is associated with deformation at sub-micro and microscales.
The ISE is considered as an intrinsic property of the surface. Therefore, for nanoscale
indentation size, the discrete dislocations concept may be used to explain the nature of the
interactions between individual dislocations, while, for indents in the microscale region, SGP
theory can be used to account for size effects. However, other factors, such as oxide and
contaminant films, photomechanical and electromechanical effects, work-hardening effects
during the preparation of the samples and so on, can result in ISE behavior of materials at
low loads.
7.3 Nanoindentation creep
7.3.1 Constitutive equation of indentation creep
The indentation creep technique is essentially a hardness test in which the timedependent penetration rates of an indenter are measured under a constant applied load. With
a sharp Berkovich indenter, the stress distribution in an indented material is similar for any
depth of indenter penetration, i.e. the deformed zone maintains its geometrical self-similarity.
Fujiwara and Otsuka [194] suggested a constitutive equation for self-similar indentation
creep:

(7-6)

where h is the indenter velocity, A / is constant, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, d is
the grain size, q is the grain size exponent, R is the gas constant, T is the experimental
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temperature and Q is the activation energy. Stresses and dislocation density are very high in
the elastic-plastic zone beneath a sharp indenter. For indentation creep performed at room
temperature, dislocation glide is considered to be the main mechanism of indentation creep.
Moreover, grain size has little influence on the creep rate, which is controlled by dislocation
glide. Therefore q is usually set at zero in Eq.(7-6). When T and d are constant during
indentation creep under a constant load F, the stress exponent n in Eq.(7-6) is obtained from:
1
dQnh)
n =— 12 v d(\nh)

(7-7)
T ,d

The flow stress in the plastic region beneath an indenter can be approximated [195] as:
a « H 13 oc F / h 2

(7-8)

The indentation strain rate is defined as [196]:
= h/ h = d(\nh)/dt

(7-9)

Substituting the flows stress and the indentation strain rate into Eq. (7-6), the expression for
strain rate is given as:
exp

£, = A,

RT

(7-10)

The stress exponent for creep, n, is given by:
n=

'

d(lng,) N
0(ln(cr/Es))y T ,d

(7-11)

7.3.2 Nanoindentation creep results
The changes of the experimentally measured penetration depth h, the indenter
velocity h, and average equivalent stress a of the PM AC52 alloy (cast at 30 °C/s) with
time at a load of 5 mN at room temperature are shown in Fig. 7.19. As the penetration depth
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increases, the projected area beneath the indenter increases so that the average equivalent
stress gradually decreases with time based on Eq. (7-8). Therefore, the indenter velocity also
decreases as a function of indentation creep time.
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Fig. 7.19 Changes of the experimentally measured penetration depth h, the indenter
velocity h , and average equivalent stress a of the PM AC52 alloy with time
at a load of 5 mN and at room temperature.
Fig. 7.20 shows the nanoindentation creep curves for the PM AC51 and AC52 alloys
cast at the same solidification condition (30 °C/s) at applied loads of 1, 5, 8 mN and for the
AC52 alloys cast at different cooling rates (0.5 ~ 65 °C/s) at a applied load of 5 mN at room
temperature. The indentation penetration depth rapidly increases in a short time at the
beginning of the indentation testing (primary stage) when a Berkovich indenter is pressed
into the surface of the samples, and then the indenter slowly penetrates the samples by
creeping until an apparent steady-state rate is finally reached (the secondary stage).
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Fig. 7.20 Indentation creep curves for: (a) the AC51 and AC52 alloys (cast at 30 °C/s) at
applied loads of 1,5, 8 mN, and (b) the as-cast AC52 series alloys (cast at
different cooling rates) at an applied load of 5 mN at room temperature.
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It can be seen in Fig. 7.20(a) that the penetration depth h for the AC51 and AC52
alloys significantly increases with increasing applied load at the same indentation creep time,
and the AC51 alloy shows higher penetration depth than the AC52 alloy at the same
indentation time. It is worth noting in Fig. 7.20(b) that the penetration depth for the AC52
alloy cast at 20 °C/s is very close to that at 65 °C/s although a cooling rate of 20 °C/s is
obviously lower than 65 °C/s. For all the cooling rates except for 20 °C/s, the final stationary
penetration depth clearly increases with decreasing cooling rate.
Indentation creep constitutive parameters can be extracted from the above curves.
Fig. 7.21 shows the relationship between the indentation velocity and penetration depth on
logarithmic scales for the PM AC51 and PM AC52 alloys (cooling rate: 30 °C/s), and the ascast AC52 series alloys (cooling rate: 0.5 ~ 30 °C/s). Note that the logarithmic scale means
that the indentation velocity can only be estimated to an order of magnitude. It can be seen
from Fig. 7.21 that the indentation creep data exhibit a good linear relationship in the
secondary stage. The slope of the straight lines is equal to l-2n. The stress exponent, n,
values calculated using Eq. (7-7) for the AC51 alloy at the different loads are 3.0-3.6, and
3.2-3.9 for AC52 (Fig. 7.21(a)), and 3.3-3.7 for the as-cast AC52 series alloys at a load of 5
mN, respectively.
Fig. 7.22 shows the indentation strain rate vs. normalized average equivalent stress
curves on a logarithmic scale for the as-cast AC51 and AC52 alloys. The creep behavior can
be described by a power law (Eq.(7-10)), where two stress exponent regimes can be
distinguished, in addition to the primary stage at the beginning of the indentation testing.
Using Eq.(7-11), the stress exponents, n, can be determined by the slopes of the straight lines.
In the low stress exponent regime at low strain rates, n is around 3.0, while in the high stress
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exponent regime, the stress exponents are around 7.0. It can be seen from Fig. 7.22(a) that, as
indentation creep progresses, the stress exponent n abruptly changes from 6.3 to 3.0 for the
AC51 alloy and from 6.6 to 3.2 for the AC52 alloy at a critical stress value, i.e. when the
applied load is larger than the critical stress, the stress exponent, n, is close to 6.3 for the
AC51 alloy and 6.6 for the AC52; when the applied load is less than the critical stress, the
stress exponent, n, is close to 3.0 for the AC51 alloy and 3.2 for the AC52. The critical
stresses were calculated to be 132 MPa and 145 MPa, respectively for the AC51 and the
AC52 alloys. Similarly, the sudden changes of the stress exponent n (Fig. 7.22(b)) were also
observed at critical stresses for the as-cast AC52 series alloys. The creep parameters obtained
from creep data of the as-cast AC51 and AC52 alloys are summarized in Tables 7.4 and 7.5.
The transition in the creep behavior could be associated with a distinct change in the
deformation mechanisms that should be mainly related to the movement of the dislocations
during the indentation tests.

Table 7.4 Creep parameters obtained for the as-cast AC51 and AC52 alloys (cast at 30 °C/s)
at applied loads of 1, 5 and 8 mN

Alloy
(Cooling rate: 30 °C/s)

AC51

Creep parameters

Stress exponent n

1

5

8

Low

3.0

3.4

3.6

High

6.3

-

-

132

-

-

Low

3.2

3.5

High

6.6

6.9

-

145

147

-

Critical stress ( MPa)

AC52

Stress exponent n

Critical stress ( MPa)

-

211

Applied load (mN)

-
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•

3.9

Table 7.5 Creep parameters obtained for the as-cast AC52 alloys (cooling rate: 0.5 ~
30 °C/s) at an applied load of 5 mN
AC52 alloys

Cooling rate (°C/s)

(Applied load: 5mN)
Stress exponent n

0.5

9.2

20

30

Low

3.3

3.4

3.7

3.5

High

6.4

6.6

7.2

6.9

140

142

152

147

Critical stress (MPa)

7.3.3 Nanoindentation creep behavior and mechanisms
It has been theoretically and experimentally realized that plastic deformation cannot
take place without the nucleation and movement of the dislocations [197, 198]. The method
to strengthen a metal is to introduce a structure in which dislocations cannot move or can
move only with difficulty. The motion of a dislocation will be hindered by other dislocations
(strain or work hardening), by the introduction of foreign atoms of different sizes into the
lattice (solid solution strengthening), by a grain boundary (grain boundary strengthening) and
by a phase boundary at which the crystal structure changes (precipitation hardening,
dispersed-phase hardening, or phase-transformation hardening). In this study, the
nanoindentation tests were performed within the primary a-Mg grains of the as-cast Mg
alloys on the nanoscale. The height and width of the imprint left by the Berkovich indenter is
around 500 nm at an applied load of 5 mN, which is much smaller than the size of primary aMg grains. Therefore, creep deformation mechanisms that are related to solid solution
strengthening and dispersed-phase hardening should be the predominant deformation
mechanisms. In addition, as discussed in Section 5.3, changes in cooling rates alter the
volume fraction of the precipitates and SDAS, while variations in the volume fraction of the
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precipitates and SDAS allow alloying elements with the different contents to be left within
the interdendritic regions, as shown in Fig. 7.23. Therefore, precipitation hardening could
also indirectly influence the nanoscale creep properties.
It was observed in Section 5.3 that, although the total volume fraction of the fine
precipitates in PM AC52 alloy is very low and the distribution of the fine precipitates is not
uniform, some nano precipitates still can be observed in some local areas in the matrix. These
nano precipitates also act as obstacles to dislocation movement on the glide plane. The fine
precipitates and higher content of alloying elements within the primary a-Mg grains of the
AC52 alloy result in the better creep resistance compared to the AC51 alloy (Fig. 5.26).
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Fig. 7. 23 Variation of average A1 and Ca contents with cooling rate in the primary a-Mg
grains of the as-cast AC52 series alloys.
Fig. 7.23 presents the change of A1 and Ca contents in the primary a-Mg grains of the
AC52 alloys. It is evident that increasing cooling rates results in an increase A1 and Ca
contents. The experimental observation implies that the creep of the as-cast AC52 series
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alloys is influenced by the A1 and Ca contents in the primary a-Mg grains. This is because
the total primary strain and the total creep strain including both the primary and secondary
stages decrease with an increase in A1 and Ca contents in the primary a-Mg grains resulting
from high cooling rates.
The variation of creep properties with the different contents of Ca and A1 in the
interdendritic regions has been associated with a distinct change in the rate-controlling
process. Either the generation and glide of dislocations or the rearrangement and annihilation
of dislocations determine the creep rate in the power law mechanism. The slowest of these
necessary processes then controls the creep rate. Dislocation glide becomes the slowest
process for the as-cast AC52 series alloys since the mobile dislocations were viscously
dragged by the surrounding solute atmosphere. Weertman [199] proposed a glide-controlled
model for creep by assuming that the creep rate depends on the mobile dislocation density, p,
as:
s = pbv

(7-12)

where v is the average dislocation velocity which is determined by the rate at which the
solute atoms can move along with the dislocations. The velocity, v , would vary linearly with
stress and p would increase as the square of the applied stress. This model is consistent with
the experimental creep results observed in the primary stage for the as-cast AC52 alloys.
Although the TEM results showed that there were almost no dislocations in the matrix of the
PM AC52 alloy before the indentation testing, the dislocation density dramatically increased
up to a very high value when a Berkovich indenter with a very sharp tip just contacted the
surface of the sample after loading. Moreover, the stresses built up in the zone beneath the
indenter are also large. Therefore, with an extremely high dislocation density beneath the
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indenter and with the dislocation velocity controlled by the rate of solute drag, a high plastic
penetration depth had been found on the penetration depth vs. creep time curve in the primary
stage after loading. A gradual increase in dislocation density with increasing Ca and A1
contents remaining in the interdendritic regions leads to a decrease in penetration depth in the
primary stage of creep. On the other hand, if there was a low dislocation density in the matrix
of the sample in the primary stage, a low or negligible plastic strain would be expected at the
beginning of a creep test [200].
After the primary stage, the creep process reaches the secondary stage, and the low
and high stress exponent regimes were observed, as shown in Fig. 7.22. The low stress
exponent regime, in which the calculated values of n were around 3.0, includes strain rates
lower than about 6.8 x 10’5 s'1, 5.2 x 10'5 s'1, 7.5 x 10'5 s'1 and 8.1 x 10'5 s'1for the AC52
alloys cast at 30 °C/s, 20 °C/s, 9.2 °C/s and 0.5, °C/s respectively. The high stress exponent
regime is located after the primary stage of an indentation creep test. The calculated values of
n in the regime are ~ 7.0. In all cases, irrespective of the volume fraction and average size of
the precipitates, the strain rates vs. normalized average stress curve showed that the stress
exponent decreases with decreasing applied stress from ~7.0 at high stresses to -3.0 at low
stresses. Although the change in stress exponent exhibited as a sudden transition at a critical
stress, the variation of creep strain rate with stress appears to change in a gradual manner.
The directions for easy crystallographic slip in hep single crystals are the three
(1120) or (a) closed-packed directions. At low temperatures, the three dominant sets of
planes which contain this slip direction are (/) the (0001) basal plane, (ii) the three {1010}
prismatic planes, and (iii) the six {1011} pyramidal planes. Crystallographic slip in hep
single crystals is commonly observed to occur on the basal-(a) or prismatic-(a) systems.
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Driven by the applied stress, the mobile dislocations can cut through or bow between
the precipitates, or by-pass them by climb and cross-slip. Slip begins when the shear stress on
the slip plane in the slip direction reaches a required level called the critical resolved shear
stress. Essentially, this value is equivalent to the yield stress of a polycrystalline metal or
alloy determined by a stress-strain tensile test curve. The critical stresses obtained at the
intersection by drawing tangents for n « 7 and n » 3 appear to be approximately equal to the
yield stress of the as-cast AC52 alloys [7]. A similar conclusion has been reached for other
two-phase alloys [55] suggesting that the high value of n is observed at stresses exceeding
the macroscopic yield stress. Therefore, slip bands would be formed at stresses above the
macroscopic yield stress so as to relax the concentration of the stress as a result of the pile-up
dislocations. Under these conditions, dislocations produced a source which can either cut
through, or bow between, the precipitates. However, it can also be seen in Fig. 7.20 that the
amount of overall creep deformation that can be produced in the high stress exponent regime
is small. In the low stress exponent regime, not only slip but also twinning may occur within
the primary a-Mg grains. At high penetration depths, more multiple slip systems were
required to relieve the stress concentration caused by the pinning of dislocations by the solute
or the precipitates within the matrix of the as-cast AC52 alloys. Thus, twinning could
nucleate at the local stress concentration regions to place new slip systems into a favorable
orientation with respect to the shear stress. Additionally, rearrangement and annihilation of
dislocations could be more rapid in regions near the existing twin boundaries. Therefore, the
transition of creep behavior from the high stress exponent regime to the low stress exponent
regime may be attributable either to power law breakdown or to the dislocations breaking
free from their solute atmospheres at the critical stresses.
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7.4 Summary

(1). Microporosity, the primary a-Mg and the eutectic phases in the DC AM50 alloys are
the three main features which influence the hardness and composite modulus. The
high Vickers hardness values of the DC AM50 alloy result primarily from fine
primary a-Mg grains which contain high contents of alloying elements, and massive
eutectic phase at grain boundaries compared to the PM AM50 alloy. The low Vickers
hardness values at some local positions are related to distinctive bands of
concentrated micro porosity beneath the surface of the DC AM50 alloys.
(2). The step-shaped (Al, Mg^Ca phase, which is present along the grain boundaries in
the Ca-containing AC51 and AC52 alloys, is capable of effectively blocking the
movement of the dislocations and the sliding of the grain boundaries. As a result of
Ca addition, the nano-scale mechanical properties of the as-cast AC51 and AC52
alloys are superior to those of the as-cast AM50 alloys.
(3). Linear relationships between the contact stiffness and penetration depth have been
developed for the four tested magnesium alloys based on regression analysis which
was used to calculate the dynamic hardness and composite modulus as the CSM
technique was not available. A good agreement between the experimental and
calculated results implies that the developed relations are applicable to the as-cast Mg
alloys.
(4). Both the experimental and calculated data show that the hardness values exhibit an
indentation size effect (ISE) for all the tested Mg alloys, while the composite modulus
is only slightly affected by the penetration depth.
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(5). The fine secondary phases, and the high amount of Ca solute atoms, within the
primary a-Mg grains of the AC52 alloy improve the nanoscale creep resistance of
AC52 alloy compared to that of AC51 alloy.
(6). The nanoscale creep resistance of the as-cast AC52 alloys increases with an increase
in cooling rates during solidification due to the high content of Ca and A1 solutes
present in the primary a-Mg solid solution.
(7). A experimentally observed high plastic penetration depth in the primary stage of
indentation creep was explained in terms of the existing of extremely high dislocation
density and the dislocation velocity controlled by the rate of solute drag. Both low
and high stress exponent regimes were observed on the indentation strain rate vs.
normalized average stress curves. The creep behavior of the as-cast AC alloys
changed from the high stress exponent regime (n « 7) to the low stress exponent
regime (n « 3) at a critical stress (~ 140 MPa) and the corresponding creep behavior
could be explained by the main

dislocation-controlled

glide mechanism

accommodated by twinning in the secondary stage.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this thesis attempted to develop scientific understanding of the
micro-and nano-mechanical behaviours of die cast and permanent mold cast Mg-Al and MgAl-Ca alloys by investigating the relationships between the microstructures and micro- and
nano-mechanical properties of these alloys. This is because calcium additions in Mg-Al
alloys usually result in alloy strengthening through the formation of fine Ca-containing
precipitates which are thermally stable and distributed in the primary a-Mg matrix and at
grain boundaries. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:
(1)

The intergranular p-MgnAln phase, along with the AlsMns phase, are observed in the
PM and DC AM50 alloys, and the p-MgnAl^ phase is surrounded by the Al-rich
eutectic a-Mg phase. Due to the different cooling rates in the DC and PM alloys, the PMgnAli2 phase in the PM AM50 alloy is much coarser than that in the DC AM50 alloy.
There are differences between the morphologies of the Al-rich regions in the DC and
PM AM50 alloys. The Al-rich regions in the PM alloy are coarser than those in the DC
alloy, but are discontinuous rather than continuous.

(2)

A relatively higher aluminum content was observed within primary the a-Mg grains of
the DC AM50 alloy. As a result, the DC AM50 alloy exhibited enhanced solid solution
strengthening compared to the PM AM50 alloy.

(3)

The microstructures of the PM Mg-Al-Ca alloys are highly dependent on the Ca
content. Quantitative analysis shows that with increasing Ca content, the average
secondary dendrite arm spacing decreases, while the volume fraction of the eutectic
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phases increases. The eutectic phases tend to form a continuous network with
increasing Ca content instead of being distributed in the form of completely divorced
phases at low Ca contents. When the Ca content reaches 1.5 wt.% or higher in the MgAl-Ca alloy, the P-MgnAln phase was completely replaced by the (Al, Mg^Ca phase.
Also, the Ca-containing eutectic phases in all PM Al-Mg-Ca alloys are only the (Al,
Mg)2Ca phase as confirmed by TEM.
(4)

The (Al, Mg)2Ca phase present along the grain boundaries in the Ca-containing AC
series alloys has a step-like shape. The step-shaped (Al, Mg^Ca phase is capable of
effectively blocking the movement of the dislocations and the sliding of the grain
boundaries.

(5)

The measurement of the average SDAS in the as-cast AC52 alloys shows refinement of
the dendritic microstructure with increasing cooling rates, and the measured volume
fraction of the eutectic phases in the PM AC52 alloys also increases with an increase in
cooling rates.

(6)

The dimension and morphology of the AlgMns phase in the as-cast AC52 alloys are
dependent on the cooling rates. The AlgMn5 particles are smaller at the higher cooling
rates than at the lower cooling rates, and the majority of AlgMns particles are found to
be attached to the eutectic phases. This is due probably to nucleation of the eutectic
phase on the AlgMns particles present in the melt.

(7)

Two types o f Mgi7Ali2 precipitation (discontinuous Mgi7Ali2 particles at grain

boundaries and continuous Mgi7Ali2 particles within the primary a-Mg grains)
occurred in the matrix of the PM AM50 alloy after solution treatment plus aging.
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Spheroidisation and coarsening of the discontinuous MgnAln phase in the PM AM50,
AC505 and AC51 alloys and the discontinuous (Al, Mg)2Ca phase in the PM AC515
and AC52 alloys, occurred with increasing aging temperatures.
(8) DSC curves of the DC AM50 alloy show two endothermic peaks, A & B, and one
exothermic peak, C, at heating rates from 10 to 50 °C/min. Peak A is possibly related to
the dissolution of B2 ordered phase, and peak B corresponds to the dissolution of the
eutectic MgnAl^ phase in the DC AM50 alloy during heating. Peak C is related to the
rapid oxidation of the molten eutectic phases at higher temperatures.
(9) The activation energy for peak A, calculated using a Kissinger-type isoconversion
method, was 83.8 kJ mol'1, which is similar to the grain boundary self-diffusion
activation energy 90 kJ mol'1. The activation energy for peak B was 141.4 kJ mol'1,
which was slightly higher than the self-diffusion activation energy 136 kJ mol'1. The
redistribution of the main alloy elements such Al and Mn in the matrix of the DC
AM50 during the DSC runs also contributes to the higher activation energy for peak B.
(10) DSC curves of the PM AC series alloys at a heating rate of 30 °C/min show that two
endothermic peaks PI (the dissolution of P-MgnAl^) and P2 (the dissolution of (Al,
Mg)2Ca) are present in the DSC curves of the AC505 and AC51 alloys while only one
large and sharp peak P2 is observed in the DSC curves of the AC515 and AC52 alloys,
which indicates that when the Ca content reaches 1.5 wt.% or higher, the p-MgnAln
phase is completely replaced by the (Al, Mg)2Ca phase.
(11) The activation energy calculated for peak P2 is 224.5 kJ mol'1, which is significantly
higher than the self-diffusion activation energy of Mg alloys. The larger atomic size of
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calcium and dispersed ultrafine p-MgnAln phase may result in a high activation
energy for peak P2.
(12) The heating/cooling rates during DSC runs play an important role in both the
redistribution of alloying elements and the dissolution or precipitation of the eutectic
phases in the as-cast Mg alloys. The average Al content in the DC AM50 alloy
increases with increasing heating rates, indicating that a low heating rates result in the
progressive removal of coring effects that characterize the die-cast microstructure. The
peak temperature of these eutectic transformations decreases with increasing cooling
rates and increases with increasing heating rates for both the DC AM50 and the PM
AC52 alloy.
(13) For the AC alloys with lower Ca concentrations after heating and air quenching, the
discontinuous needle-like p-MgnAl^ and (Al, Mg^Ca particles are distributed along
the grain boundaries. As the Ca content is increased to 1.5 wt.% or higher, the eutectic
phases gradually form the eutectic network in the microstructure of the alloys. In the
case of the AC52 alloy, a large amount of fine (Al, Mg^Ca plates are present within the
primary a-Mg grains, while coarse (Al, Mg^Ca plates are mainly distributed along the
grain boundaries. Additionally, it is observed that these fine (Al, Mg^Ca plates are
parallel within individual a-Mg grains, which suggests that there are preferred
crystallographic relationships between the fine (Al, Mg^Ca plates and the matrix of the
alloy.
(14) The grain size decreases with increasing heating rates for the AC52 alloys after DSC
runs at various heating rates and air quenching. Three morphologies of the (Al, Mg)2Ca
phase were observed in the alloy, and these are controlled by the redistribution of Ca
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through diffusion. Coarse (Al, Mg^Ca plates are often present at the grain boundaries
while a large amount of fine needle-like (Al, Mg^Ca plates precipitate within the
primary a-Mg grains. Additionally, round (Al, Mg^Ca islands with the shape of
Chinese Script also form within the primary a-Mg grains when the heating rates
become high.
(15) Microporosity, the primary a-Mg and the eutectic phases in the DC AM50 alloys are
the three main features which influence the hardness and composite modulus. The high
Vickers hardness values of the DC AM50 alloy result primarily from fine primary aMg grains which contain high contents of alloying elements, and massive eutectic
phase at grain boundaries compared to the PM AM50 alloy. The low Vickers hardness
values at some local positions are related to distinctive bands of concentrated micro
porosity beneath the surface of the DC AM50 alloys.
(16) Linear relationships between the contact stiffness and penetration depth have been
developed for the four tested magnesium alloys based on regression analysis which was
used to calculate the dynamic hardness and composite modulus as the CSM technique
was not available. A good agreement between the experimental and calculated results
implies that the developed relations are applicable to the as-cast Mg alloys.
(17) Both the experimental and calculated data show that the hardness values exhibit an
indentation size effect (ISE) for all the tested Mg alloys, while the composite modulus
is only slightly affected by the penetration depth.
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(18) The nanoscale creep resistance of the as-cast AC52 alloys increases with an increase in
cooling rates during solidification due to the high content of Ca and Al solutes present
in the primary a-Mg solid solution.
(19) An experimentally observed high plastic penetration depth in the primary stage was
explained in terms of the existing of extremely high dislocation density and the
dislocation velocity controlled by the rate of solute drag. Both low and high stress
exponent regimes were observed on the indentation strain rate vs. normalized average
stress curves. The creep behavior of the as-cast AC alloys changed from the high stress
exponent regime (n « 7) to the low stress exponent regime (n » 3) at a critical stress (~
140 MPa) and the corresponding creep behavior could be explained by the main
dislocation-controlled glide mechanism accommodated by twinning in the secondary
stage.
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CHAPTER 9
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Based on the observations of microstructure, and the investigation of the micro-and
nano-mechanical properties of as-cast Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys, the following areas are
suggested for future work:
(1) Further investigation into the significant difference in the mechanical properties and
the microstructures including the amount and morphology of the precipitates in the
permanent mold cast and die cast Mg-Al alloys.
(2) Studying the effect of casting parameters including casting temperature and holding
time on the precipitation of the eutectic phases in the Mg-Al-Ca alloys through use of
the HTOU equipment.
(3) Characterizing the crystallographic orientation between the primary a-Mg matrix and
the eutectic phases formed during DSC runs through TEM observation.
(4) Further investigation into the effect of the mechanical and thermal treatments, the size
of indenter and tip rounding, surface-active media and sample preparation on the ISE
behavior of the as-cast Mg alloys.
(5) Further evaluation of the effects of the morphology and volume fraction and
distribution of eutectic phases and casting defects on the micro mechanical properties
of the Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys, and relating the macro mechanical properties to
micro-and nano-indentation behaviour of these Mg alloys.
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CHAPTER 10
STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY

Aspects of this work constitute, in the author’s opinion, new and distinct
contributions to the technical knowledge in the public domain. These include:

(1). Establishment of the precipitation mechanisms of the eutectic phases during
permanent mold casting and die casting of the Mg-Al alloys, and the refinement of
the microstructure and the elimination of the segregation like Al-rich eutectic a-Mg
by a calcium addition to the Mg-Al alloys.
(2). The evolution of the microstructure of the Mg-Al alloys with the addition of different
Ca levels, and the correlation of the as-cast microstructure development with cooling
rate, and the characterization of the phase transformations for permanent mold cast
Mg-Al-Ca alloys.
(3). Calorimetric analysis of the dissolution and precipitation of the eutectic phases in the
Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys during heating and cooling through the DSC technique.
(4). A correlation relationship between hardness, modulus and penetration depth along
with a small amount of experimental indentation data obtained at low and high loads
has been established to predict the continuous change of hardness and composite
modulus with penetration depth during indentation tests.
(5). The investigation of the microscale and nanoscale mechanical behaviours of the ascast Mg-Al and Mg-Al-Ca alloys, and the exploration and explanation of the
mechanism of ISE taking place during indentation tests.
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